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About this edition 

 
This is edition of this book. The first edition was written by me, Bamba Diop, after a great work 
of the whole language team and a group of volunteers to determine the content and the design. 
After a year of use of the first edition, our Country Director, Chris Hedrick who learned Pullo 
Fuuta from Mido Waawi Pulaar, reflected on the book and compare both. We discussed and 
came up with improving the book. This second edition is produced by Bamba Diop, language 
coordinator with editing by David Lothamar and Jackie Allen, volunteers.  
 
This edition is an adaptation of the second edition to the healt, AG & AGFO. The second edition 
was reinforced by ideas from Mido Waawi Pulaar by Herb Caudill (PCV Guinea 1997-99) and 
Ousmane Besseko Diallo (TM Guinea), Ndank-Ndank, An Introduction to Wolof Culture by 
Molly Melching.  
 
We suggest that this approach – collaboration between a Peace Corps volunteer who has learned 
the language and a trainer who speaks the language is the best way to come up with a manual 
that is relevant, useful, and user-friendly while remaining accurate.  
 
This is a work in progress, and we welcome advice and criticism from all sides: trainers, trainees, 
volunteers PC staff and others. This manual will be downloaded at www.pcsenegal.org.  
 
We thank all the people who have brought their inputs for the fulfillment of this manual and its 
improvement particularly trainees and LCFs who have been using it through their criticism.  
 

Elhadji Bamba Diop  

Peace Corps Senegal  

August 2012  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
About Wolof 

Wolof is a language spoken in Senegal, The Gambia, and Mauritania, and is the native language of the 
ethnic group of the Wolof people. Like the neighbouring language Pular, it belongs to the Atlantic branch 
of the Niger-Congo language family. Unlike most other languages of Sub-Saharan Africa, Wolof is not a 
tonal language. 

Wolof is the most widely spoken language in Senegal, spoken not only by members of the Wolof ethnic 
group (approximately 40 percent of the population) but also by most other Senegalese. Wolof dialects 
may vary between countries (Senegal and the Gambia) and the rural and urban areas. "Dakar-Wolof", for 
instance, is an urban mixture of Wolof, French, Arabic, and even a little English - spoken in Dakar, the 
capital of Senegal. "Wolof" is the standard spelling, and is a term that may also refer to the Wolof ethnic 
group or to things originating from Wolof culture or tradition.  

Wolof 

Spoken in  Senegal  

 Gambia 

 Mauritania 

 

Region West Africa 

Total speakers 3.2 million (mother tongue) 
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3.5 million (second language) [1] 

Official status 

Official language 

in 

None 

Regulated by CLAD (Centre de linguistique appliquée 

de Dakar) 

Geographical distribution 

Wolof is spoken by more than 10 million people and about 40 percent (approximately 5 million people) 
of Senegal's population speak Wolof as their mother tongue. Increased mobility and especially the growth 
of the capital Dakar created the need for a common language: today, an additional 40 percent of the 
population speaks Wolof as a second or acquired language. In the whole region from Dakar to Saint-
Louis, and also west and southwest of Kaolack, Wolof is spoken by the vast majority of the people. 
Typically when various ethnic groups in Senegal come together in cities and towns, they speak Wolof. It 
is therefore spoken in almost every regional and departmental capital in Senegal. Nevertheless, the 
official language of Senegal is French. 

In the Gambia, about three percent of the population speaks Wolof as a first language, but Wolof has a 
disproportionate influence because of its prevalence in Banjul, the Gambia's capital, where 25 percent of 
the populations use it as a first language. In Serrekunda, the Gambia's largest town, although only a tiny 
minority is ethnic Wolofs, approximately 10 percent of the population speaks and/or understands Wolof. 
The official language of the Gambia is English; Mandinka (40 percent), Wolof (7 percent) and Fula (15 
percent) are as yet not used in formal education. 

In Mauritania, about seven percent of the population speaks Wolof. There, the language is used only 
around the southern coastal regions. Mauritania's official language is Arabic; French is used as a lingua 
franca. 

Spelling and pronunciation 

The Latin-based orthography of Wolof in Senegal was set by government decrees between 1971 and 
1985. The language institute "Centre de linguistique appliquée de Dakar" (CLAD) is widely 
acknowledged as an authority when it comes to spelling rules for Wolof. 

Wolof is most often written in this orthography, in which phonemes have a clear one-to-one 
correspondence to graphemes. 

(A traditional Arabic-based transcription of Wolof called Wolofal dates back to the pre-colonial period 
and is still used by many people.) 
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The first syllable of words is stressed; long vowels are pronounced with more time, but are not 
automatically stressed, as they are in English. 

Vowels 

Wolof adds diacritic marks to the vowel letters to distinguish between open and closed vowels. Example: 
"o" [ɔ] is open like (British) English "often", "ó" [o] is closed similar to the o-sound in English "most" 
(but without the u-sound at the end). Similarly, "e" [ɛ] is open like English "get", while "é" [e] is closed 
similar to the sound of "a" in English "gate" (but without the i-sound at the end). 

Single vowels are short, geminated vowels are long, so Wolof "o" [ɔ] is short and pronounced like "ou" in 
(British) English "sought", but Wolof "oo" [ɔ:] is long and pronounced like the "aw" in (British) English 
"sawed". If a closed vowel is long, the diacritic symbol is usually written only above the first vowel, e.g. 
"óo", but some sources deviate from this CLAD standard and set it above both vowels, e.g. "óó". 

The very common Wolof letter "ë" is pronounced [əә], like "a" in English "sofa". 

Consonants 

The characters Latin small letter ng "ŋ" and Latin capital letter ng "Ŋ" are used in the Wolof alphabet. 
They are pronounced like "ng" in English "hang". 

The characters Latin small letter n with tilde "ñ" and Latin capital letter n with tilde "Ñ" are also used. 
They are pronounced like the same letter in Spanish "señor". 

"c" is pronounced like "ch" in English "choose", while "j" is pronounced like "j" in "June". "x" is like "h" 
in English "how", while "q" is is the equivalent of “xx” it is more gutural than the sound “h”., "g" is 
always like "g" in English "garden", and "s" is always like "s" in English "stop". "w" is as in "wind" and 
"y" as in "yellow. 

 Grammar 

Notable characteristics 

 Pronoun conjugation instead of verbal conjugation 

In Wolof, verbs are unchangeable words which cannot be conjugated. To express different tenses or 
aspects of an action, the personal pronouns are conjugated - not the verbs. Therefore, the term temporal 
pronoun has become established for this part of speech. 

Example: The verb dem means "to go" and cannot be changed; the temporal pronoun maa ngi means 
"I/me, here and now"; the temporal pronoun dinaa means "I am soon / I will soon / I will be soon". With 
that, the following sentences can be built now: Maangi dem. "I am going (here and now)." - Dinaa dem. 
"I will go)." 
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Conjugation with respect to aspect instead of tense 

In Wolof, tenses like present tense, past tense, and future tense are just of secondary importance, they 
even play almost no role. Of crucial importance is the aspect of an action from the speaker's point of 
view. The most important distinction is whether an action is perfective, i.e., finished, or imperfective, i.e., 
still going on, from the speaker's point of view, regardless whether the action itself takes place in the past, 
present, or future. Other aspects indicate whether an action takes place regularly, whether an action will 
take place for sure, and whether an action wants to emphasize the role of the subject, predicate, or object 
of the sentence. As a result, conjugation is not done by tenses, but by aspects. Nevertheless, the terms 
“present, past, future, habitual …” will be used in this manual to make it more accessible to volunteers, 
although aspect pronoun might be a better term. 

Example: The verb dem means "to go"; the temporal pronoun naa means "I already/definitely", the 
temporal pronoun dinaa means "I am soon / I will / I will be soon"; the temporal pronoun damay means 
"I (am) regularly/usually". Now the following sentences can be constructed: Dem naa. "I go already / I 
have already gone." - Dinaa dem. "I will go soon / I am just going to go." - Damay dem.                                 
"I usually/regularly/normally go." 

If the speaker absolutely wants to express that an action took place in the past, this is not done by 
conjugation, but by adding the suffix -(w)oon to the verb, mainly the static verbs. (Please bear in mind 
that in a sentence the temporal pronoun is still used in a conjugated form along with the past marker.) 

Example: Bëggoon naa dem Ndakaaru. "I wanted to go to Dakar." 

Consonant harmony 

 Gender 

Wolof lacks gender-specific pronouns: there is one word encompassing the English 'he', 'she', and 'it'. The 
descriptors bu góor (male / masculine) or bu jigéen (female / feminine) are often added to words like 
xarit, 'friend', and rakk, 'younger sibling' in order to indicate the person's gender. 

For the most part, Wolof does not have noun concord ("agreement") classes as in Bantu or Romance 
languages. But the markers of noun definiteness (usually called "definite articles" in grammatical 
terminology) do agree with the noun they modify. There are at least ten articles in Wolof, some of them 
indicating a singular noun, others a plural noun. In "City Wolof" (the type of Wolof spoken in big cities 
like Dakar), the article “bi” is often used as a generic article when the actual article is not known; it is the 
singular definite article and the plural is “yi”. 

Any loan noun from French or English uses –bi –- butik-bi, xarit-bi, 'the boutique, the friend' 

Most Arabic or religious terms use –ji -- jumma-ji, jigéen-ji, 'the mosque, the girl' 

Nouns referring to persons typically use -ki -- nit-ki, nit-ñi, 'the person, the people' 

Miscellaneous articles: si, gi, wi, mi, li, yi. 

Origin of the Word Wolof 
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The word Walaf is the ancestor of the word Wolof. Djolof Mbengue who is supposed to be originated 
from the Mandingue is the founder of the first Wolof village. He set, with many Wolof groups, in what 
was called then called the country of laf. In Wolof the word wa means « the people of », so wa-laf would 
pinpoint those who come from the laf country. That country called laf is, with the kingdom of Waalo, one 
of the starting points of the Wolof ethnic. Later the word walaf became Wolof. Cheikh Anta Diop, the 
most famouns scientist et égyptology of Sénégalais and generally of Africa, used to use the word walaf in 
his researches on the origin of wolofs. 

How to use this book                                                                                                
This book is written to support intensive 9-week training for Peace Corps volunteers. It is primarily 
intended to be used alongside daily classes led by a language and cross-culture facilitator in the 
community based training system. It is also designed as a reference and study tool for the volunteer once 
at site; wether or not they received extensive language learning beforehand.                                                                                                                                                
The lessons are composed of knowledge, skills and attitude (KSA) that the volunteers would need not 
only for their service but also as a community member.                                                                                        
These KSAs are drawn from the experience of volunteers and reflect the communicative needed by the 
volunteers in a Wolof area.                                                                                                                                  
This book is divided into 2 parts; 17 KSAs based on dialogues and short texts and 4 cross-cultural texts. 
The cross-cultural tests are more difficult because it has more complex sentences, some more advanced 
grammatical structures and a higher level of language that’s they are more intended for independent study 
at site or during language seminars.                                                                                                                            
Each KSA includes one or more dialgues or a short text, a vocabulary list, one or grammar points, cultural 
ntes and some practice activities. But for most of the KSAs, there is a trainee directed activities (TDA) 
that you will need to do in the community in order to prepare the lesson. Although, we have given some 
information for each KSA, it is recommended to do the TDAs. This will help you compare the section 
information with the comminty realities. The KSA always ends with an application that helps you assess 
your learning.                                                                                                                                                        
When you are using this book independently, we suggest the following approach.                                           
- Read the dialogues or text, trying to figure out words you don’t understand from the context before 
peeking at the vocabulary list. In the vocabulary lists, we’ve tried to be comprehensive; don’t be 
intimidated. The lists are intended to serve as a reference, and you shouldn’t feel that you need to 
memorize every word right away. Learn more of the vocabulary when you can. 
- Review the grammar points, looking back to the dialogue or text for examples. Don’t be intimidated by 
the grammar either; it is there for your reference. Just read through it once, and then refer back to it when 
necessary. These explanations are here to help answer any questions you may have about the way the 
language works, not to make you feel like you don’t speak Wolf until you master all the rules.  
- Work on the practice section by doing the exercises or any other related activities, then have your LCF 
or a native speaker help you correct your work (not all the native speaker can read and write Wolof).                                                                                                                                          
-Finally, do the application that is related to the KSA in the community, this will help you assess how 
much you can handle the content of the KSA in real life situation. 
 
Tips to learn Wolof at post 
Not everyone has the benefit of months of intensive language training before arriving at post; even if you 
did have this training, you will need to continue to put effort into learning the language on your own once 
you’re at your site.                                                                                                                                                      
Perhaps this goes without saying, but we’ll say it anyway: this book should not be the focus of your self-
directed language study. You will learn Wolof from Wolof speakers, not from a book; this manual is just 
a crutch, a reference to help answer your questions, a shortcut to understanding how the language works. 
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You need to spend a lot of time just listening to Wolof being spoken, but you also need time focused on 
studying the language. Apart from the opportunities of language seminars at site, you should hire a tutor, 
make a schedule, and keep to it. 
- Focus on comprehension rather than production. Once you can understand a certain percentage of what 
is being said, you will begin to make much more rapid progress. You will come to speak correctly 
without having to think about the grammar involved, because you already have an ear for what “sounds 
right.”  
- When you do speak Wolof, don’t be afraid to make mistakes. Focus on getting out whatever message 
you want to communicate. In fact, it is better if your Wolof is a little broken, because this indicates that 
you are learning, and prompts the other person to speak slowly and be patient with you. 
- Focus on vocabulary rather than grammar. Your priority is to communicate, not to speak elegantly. 
You can get by with a minimum of grammar; “me want water” is understandable and unambiguous. 
Without vocabulary, you can neither speak nor understand.  
 
Cultural notes 
No language exists in a vacuum; it is impossible to understand Wolof without understanding 
culture. Each chapter includes cultural notes to provide context for the language and to prepare the learner 
for life at site. Many of these notes include set phrases that are useful in certain situations. The grammar 
or vocabulary presented in these phrases may not be covered until later in the book. 

WOLOF ALPHABET  

1. The consonants 
 

LETTERS English approximate Wolof  examples Translation of examples 
B- b big Baay Father  
C - c church Caabi Key  
D - d dog Daw To run 
F  - f find Fo To play 
J - j judge Jàmm Peace 
K - k content kaye Notebook  
L - l large Lekk     To eat 
M - m man Man Me  
n note Naan  To drink 
Ñ - ñ onion Ñaata  How much / how many 
Ŋ - ŋ sing ŋaaŋ To open the mouth 
P - p pile Papa Father  
R - r Ricardo (Spanish) Rakk Younger sibling 
S- s sign Sama  My  
T - t time Teg  To put 
W - w woman Wot  To shave 
X – x  How  Xiif  To be hungry 
Q - q This is more guttural 

sond that the x 
Qonq  Red  

Y - y Yellow Yoo  mosquito 
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Note: apart from “s-f-q-“ all the other consonants can de doubled and this will have a real 
impact on the meaning of the word, so you’ll need to stressed that doubled consonant. Ex: 
toog (to sit) # togg (to cook) 
 
 
2. The vowels  
 

LETTERS English approximate Wolof  examples Translation of examples 
a-aa-à father jàmm Peace  
e-ee say lekk To eat 
é-ée fake génn To go out 
ë-ëe church tëdd To lay down 
i-ii beat tiji To open 
o-oo lock bor Debt  
Ò-òo boat tòx To smoke 
u good dugu To enter 
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Notes: 
1- The vowels can be doubled as show in the template. The doubled vowels should be 
pronounced longer. You will need to pronounce it well because it can make the difference in 
the meaning of the word.                                                                 
Examples: 
Xar (sheep) – xaar (to wait)                                                                   
wex (to be sour) – weex (white)                                                                                                      
wér (to recover) – wéer (to lean) 
Tis (to spread) – tiis (to be sad) 
Bor (debt) – boor (side) 
Fòot (to wash clothes)   
 

2- The below vowels can be nasalized.                                                                                                                                                                                               
 
Nj  
Nd      they can be found at the beginning or in the middle of the word. 
Mb 
Mp        
 
Examples:       njàng = study 
  mbooloo = group / unity 
  ndaje = meeting 
  nampal = to breastfeed  
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CHAPTER 1: Nanga Def? (How are you?) 
 
 

 

KSA: Nuyòo (Greetings) 
 
Learning Objectives:  
By the end of the lesson, each trainee will be able to greet different people (based on their 
gender, age, social/religious status) appropriately in different times of the day and correctly use 
at least three phrases for leave taking.  
 
In this KSA:  

1. VOCABULARY:  
a. Basic greetings  
b. Formal and informal greetings  
c. Seasonal greetings  
d. Taking leave  
e. Useful phrases for beginners  

 
2. PRACTICE 
3. CULTURAL NOTES  

a. Importance and length of greetings  
b. Respect  
c. Body language  
d. Greeting during prayer times  
e. Greetings as security items  

 
Notes: This is a rather complete list of greetings. Do not think you need to know all these at first, 
focus on the basics.  
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DIALOGUE:  
Basic greetings 
Muusaa: Asalaa maalekum Peace be upon you 
Lauren: Maalekum salaam Peace be upon you 
M: Nanga def? How are you doing? 
L: Maangi fi rekk I’m fine. 
M: Naka waa kër gi? How is the family? 
L: Ñungi fi. They are fine 
M: Nanga fanaane / yendoo? How did you spend the night / the day? 
L: Jàmm rekk Peace only 

 

VOCABULARY 
 

Formal Greetings 
 

WOLOF	   ENGLISH	  
QUESTIONS	  	  	  	  Asalaa	  maalekum	  	   Peace	  be	  upon	  you	  	  
RESPONSE	  	  	  	  	  	  Maalekum	  salaam	  	   Peace	  be	  upon	  you	  too	  	  

Nanga	  def?	  	   How	  are	  you?	  	  
Maangi	  fii	  rekk	  	   I’m	  fine	  	  
Nangeen	  def?	  	   How	  are	  you	  all	  doing?	  	  
Nungi	  fii	  rekk	  	   We	  are	  fine	  	  
Naka	  waa	  kër	  gi?	  	   How	  is	  the	  family?	  	  
Ñungi	  fi.	  	   They	  are	  fine	  	  
Ana/naka	  sa	  yaay	  /	  sa	  baay?	  	   How	  is	  your	  mum	  /	  dad?	  	  
Mungi	  fi	  	   S(he)	  is	  fine	  	  
Nanga	  fanaane?	  	   How	  did	  you	  spend	  the	  night?	  	  
Jàmm	  rekk.	  	   Peace	  only	  	  
Nangeen	  fanaane	  	   How	  did	  you	  all	  spend	  the	  night?	  	  
Jàmm	  rekk	  	   Peace	  only	  	  
Nanga	  Yendoo	  	   How	  did	  you	  spend	  the	  day?	  	  
Jàmm	  rekk	  	   Peace	  only	  	  
Nangeen	  yendoo	  	   How	  did	  you	  all	  send	  the	  day?	  	  
Jàmm	  rekk	  	   Peace	  only	  	  
Naka	  liggéey	  bi?	  	   How	  is	  the	  job?	  	  
Mungi	  dox	  	   It	  works	  (it’s	  going	  well)	  	  
Mbaa	  kenn	  woppul?	  (rural)	  	   I	  hope	  that	  noone	  is	  sick	  	  
Mbaarikala	  	   Thanks	  God	  	  
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Informal Greetings 
 

WOLOF	   ENGLISH	  
QUESTIONS	  	  	  	  Nanga	  def?	  	   How	  are	  you?	  	  
RESPONSE	  	  	  	  	  	  Maangi	  sant	  	   I	  thank	  (God)	  	  

Numu	  deme?	  	   How	  is	  it	  going?	  	  
Mungi	  dox	  /	  Nii	  rekk	  	   It	  moves	  (so	  so)	  	  
Naka	  afeer	  yi?	  	   How	  are	  things	  going?	  	  
Ñungi	  dox	  	   They	  work	  	  
Yaangi	  noos?	  	   Are	  you	  enjoying	  yourself?	  	  
Tuuti	  rekk	  	   Just	  a	  bit	  	  
Lu	  bees?	  	   What’s	  new?	  	  
Dara	  beesul	  /	  yaa	  bees!	  	   Nothing	  is	  new	  /	  you	  are	  new!	  	  

 
 
Other Greetings 
 

WOLOF	   ENGLISH	  
Ci	  suba	  si	   In	  the	  morning	  

QUESTION	  	  	  	  	  	  Nelaw	  nga	  bu	  baax?	  	   Did	  you	  sleep	  well?	  	  
RESPONSE	  	  	  	  	  	  Waaw,	  nelaw	  naa	  bu	  baax	  	   Yes,	  I	  slept	  well	  	  

Jàmm	  nga	  fanaane?	  	   Did	  you	  spend	  a	  peaceful	  night?	  	  
Jàmm	  rekk	  	   Peace	  only	  	  
Naka	  suba	  si?	  	   How	  is	  the	  morning?	  	  
Jàmm	  rekk	  /	  nii	  rekk	  	   Peace	  only	  /	  so	  so	  	  

	   	  
Ci	  ngoon	  si	   In	  the	  afternoon	  
Jàmm	  nga	  yendoo?	  	   Did	  you	  spend	  a	  peaceful	  day?	  	  
Jàmm	  rekk	  	   Peace	  only	  	  
Naka	  ngoon	  si?	  	   How	  is	  the	  afternoon?	  	  
Ni	  rekk	  	   So	  so	  	  

 
 
Seasonal Greetings 
 

WOLOF	   ENGLISH	  
Naka	  tangaay	  wi?	  	   How	  is	  the	  heat?	  /	  How	  are	  doing	  with	  the	  heat?	  	  
Nii	  rekk	  	   So	  so	  	  
Naka	  seddaay	  bi?	  	   How	  is	  the	  cold?	  /	  How	  do	  you	  do	  with	  the	  cold?	  	  
Ni	  rekk	  	   So	  so	  	  
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Taking Leave 
 

WOLOF	  	   ENGLISH	  	  
Ba	  benneen	  yoon	  	   See	  you	  next	  time	  	  
Ba	  benneen	  yoon	  	   See	  you	  next	  time	  	  
Be	  ci	  kanam	  	   See	  you	  later	  	  
Ba	  ci	  kanam	  	   See	  you	  later	  	  
Ba	  fan	  yi	  	   See	  you	  these	  days	  	  
Ba	  fan	  yi	  	   See	  you	  these	  days	  	  
Ba	  suba	  	   See	  you	  tomorrow	  	  
Ba	  suba	  	   See	  you	  tomorrow	  	  
Ba	  ngoon	  	   See	  you	  this	  afternoon	  	  
Ba	  ngoon	  	   See	  you	  this	  afternoon	  	  
Ñu	  yendu	  ak	  jàmm	  	   Have	  a	  good	  day	  	  
Jàmm	  ak	  jàmm	  	   Peace	  and	  peace	  	  
Ñu	  fanaan	  ak	  jàmm	  	   Have	  a	  good	  night	  	  
Jàmm	  ak	  jàmm	  	   Peace	  and	  peace	  	  

 
 
Useful phrases for beginners  
 
Dégguma Wolof bu baax.  (I don’t speak much Wolof.)  
Dégguma li nga wax (I don’t understand what you said.)  
Maangiy jang Wolof ndank-ndank. (I’m learning Wolof small-small.) 
Jërëjëf. (Thank you.)  
 
 
Additional Vocabulary  
 
Verbs 
 
Nuyòo (to greet)  
Nuyu xxxx (to greet xxxx) 
Def (to do) 
Fanaan (to spend the night) 
Yendu (to spend the day) 
Liggéey (to work) 
Dox (to walk) 
Noos (to have fun)  
 
 
 
 

Nouns 
 
Suba si (the morning)  
Ngoon (afternoon) 
Guddi (night) 
Waa kër gi (the family) 
Kër (house) 
Nga (stands for “you”) 
Jàmm (Peace) 
Dara (nothing) 
 
 
 
 

Question Words 
 
Ana (where is / are …. /   
how is / are …) 
Naka (how) 
 
Miscellaneous 
 
Jërëjëf (thanks) 
Rekk (only)
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PRACTICE 

A- Matching  

      _____1. Ba benneen yonn     a. How’s the family  

_____2.	  Jàmm	  rekk	   	   	   	   	   b.	  Did	  you	  sleep	  well?	  	  

_____3.	  Nanga	  def?	  	   	   	   	   	   c.	  What’s	  new?	  	  

_____4.	  Nake	  waa	  kër	  ga?	  	   	   	   	   d.	  See	  you	  later	  	  

_____5.	  Ba	  Suba	  	   	   	   	   	   e.	  How	  are	  you?	  	  

_____6.	  Lu	  bees?	  	   	   	   	   	   f.	  See	  you	  next	  	  

_____7.	  Nelaw	  nga	  bu	  baax	  	   	   	   	   g.	  See	  you	  tomorrow	  	  

_____8.	  Ñu	  fanaan	  ak	  jàmm	  	   	   	   	   h.	  Have	  a	  good	  night	  	  

_____9.	  Ba	  ci	  kanam	  	   	   	   	   	   i.	  I’m	  fine	  	  

_____10.	  Maangi	  fi	  rekk	  	   	   	   	   j.	  Peace	  only	  	  

B. Translation  

II. Translation: Write the closest equivalent in Wolof from the English phrases below. 
 
1. How are you? ________________________________________________________________ 

2. See you later._________________________________________________________________ 

3. How is work going on? ________________________________________________________ 

4. See you this afternoon. _________________________________________________________ 

5. Did you sleep well? ___________________________________________________________ 

6. How is your mum? ____________________________________________________________ 

7. Have a good night! ____________________________________________________________ 

8. See you tomorrow. ____________________________________________________________ 

9. Peace and peace. _____________________________________________________________ 

10. See you tomorrow. ___________________________________________________________ 
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C. Write your own dialogue 

 Come up with an exchange of greetings between the below people in the pictures 

1	   	  

Salif :   
Sarah :   

 

 

 
2	   	  

Ken :  
Soxna Awa :   

 

 
3	   	  

Sëriñ	  Seex:	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
Sarah:	  
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CULTURAL NOTES  
 
Importance and length of greetings  
 
Greetings are highly important in this community; they are said to the “key” of the relationships. 
They will seem long and repetitive but take the necessary time to perform them. Short greetings 
could be interpreted as anti-social.  
 
Respect 
 
Contrarily to the French or other local language, older people, authority or strangers are not 
referred to in the plural. Meanwhile, the type of greetings that need to be used is really important, 
you will mainly use the formal greetings and body languages are essential.  
 
Body language 
 
When men are greeting older people, shaking hands with both hands is a true sign of respect, for 
women, it’s rather curtseying. You should avoid being the first, giving your hand when it comes 
to the opposite sex, for religious reasons some people would prefer not to. Looking someone 
straight in the eye, like older people might be interpreted as rude. You’ll see some men greeting 
each other by putting their hand to their forehead, which is a sign of deference for the Mourids, 
an Islamic brotherhood.  
 
Greeting during prayer times 
 
Do not either greet someone who is praying or pass in front of him/her. Often, after praying, 
older people walk around or sit holding prayer beads and saying some prayers, they can’t 
interrupt their prayer; you may greet them by smiling, nodding or clasping your hands together in 
front of your chest.  
 
Greetings as security items 
 
When people notice you through adapted ways of greeting in the neighborhood, it is a good thing 
for integration and security reasons.  
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CHAPTER 2: Duma Tubaab, Aali laa tudd!                                               
(I’m not Westerner, my name is Ali!) 

 

 
 

KSA: Wonale (Introduction) 
 
Learning Objectives:  
By the end of the lesson, each trainee will be able to correctly introduce him/herself and  
someone else.  
 
In this KSA:  

1. VOCABULARY 
a. Identity  
b. Question words  
c. Nationalities, Ethnicities & Gender  
d. Occupation  

2. GRAMMAR 
a. Conjugation of introduction verbs  
b. Object emphasis pronoun  
c. How to ask questions  
d. How to answer questions 
e. Useful verbs 

3. PRACTICE 
4. CULTURAL NOTES  

a. Passivity in introduction  
b. Last names  
c. Dakkantal or family names “tag words”  
d. Will you marry me?  
e. The concept of Tubaab!!!  
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Dialogue  
Sample Dialogue: The trainee Lauren Canton meets her host brother for the first time, 
and they greet each other. 
Muusaa: Asalaa maalekum. Peace be upon you. 
Lauren: Maalekum salaam Peace be upon you 
M: Nanga def? How are you doing? 
L: Maangi fi rekk I’m fine. 
M: Naka waa kër gi? How is the family? 
L: Nungi fii They are fine. 
M: Noo tudd? What’s your name? 
L: Lauren laa tudd, yow nag? My name is Lauren, and you? 
M: Muusaa laa tudd, Noo sant? My name is Muusaa. What’s your last name? 
L: Becker laa sant. My last name is Becker. 
M: man, Jòop la. Foo jóge? Me, it is Diop. Where are you from? 
L: Maryland laa jóge. I come from Maryland. 
M: Foo dëkk léegi? Where do you live now? 
L: Cees laa dëkk léegi. I live in Thies now. 
M: Americain nga? Are you American? 
L: Waaw, americain laa. Yes, I’m American 
M: Looy liggéey? What is your profession? 
L : Wolonteer u Corps de la Paix laa. I’m a PeaceCorps Volunteer. 
M: Ci ban program ngay liggéey? In which program do you work? 
L: Ci mbay laay liggeey. I work in agriculture 
M: Am nga jëkkër? Do you have a husband? (Are you married?) 
L: Déedéet, amuma jëkkër, Yow nag, am nga 
jabar?   

No, I don’t have a husband And you, do you 
have a wife? (Are you married?), . 

M: man itam, amuma jabar. Me neither, I don’t have a wife. 
L: Jërëjëf, kon ba benneen yoon Thank you, so see you next time. 
M: waaw, ba benneen Yes, see you next. 
 
VOCABULARY 
Identity     Question Words 

WOLOF ENGLISH 
Kan (ñan , pl.)  Who 
Lan  What 
Ndax Is it that (est ce que) 
Fan  Where 
Ñaata  How many 
Naka  How  

Ban (yan, pl.) Which  
kañ When 

 

WOLOF ENGLISH 
Noo tudd? = nanga tudd? 
= naka nga tudd? 

What’s your name? 

xxx laa tudd My name is xxx 
Noo sant? = nanga sant? 
= Naka nga sant? 

What is your last 
name? 

xxx laa sant My last name is xxx 
Foo jòge? = fan nga 
jòge? 

Where do you come 
from? 

xxx laa jòge. I come from xxx 
Foo dëkk? = Fan nga 
dëkk? 

Where do you live? 

xxx  laa dëkk I live in xxx 
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Note: In the template above, we have: “noo” (naka nga) which means how you and “foo” (fan nga) 
which means where you. Noo and foo are contractions of these structures and they are used as the 
colloquial Wolof rather than the full grammatical structures. 

Nationalities, Ethnicities & Gender     
 
For nationality, ethnicity and gender, use the 
following structure:  
1. I’m xxxxxx = xxxxxxx laa 
Examples: 
Americain laa = I’m an American 
Ndaw laa = I’m a young 
2. I’m not xxxxxxxx =   Duma xxxxxxxxx 
Examples: 
duma Pël, Wolof laa = I’m not a Pulaar, I’m Wolof 
Duma tubaab, Ablay laa tudd 
I’m not White person, my name is Abaly 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Marital Status                                                                  

S
a
m
pl
e 
P
hr
as
es 

Am nga jëkkër / jabar? 
  Do you have a husband/ wife? 
Déedéet, amuma jëkkër / jabar.  
  No, I don’t have a husband / wife.  
Déedéet, amaguma jëkkër / jabar 

No, I don’t have yet a husband / wife. 
 Selibateer laa. 
  I am single.                                                            

Samay waajur dañu taggoo / tas 
  My parents are divorced                                        Xana bëggoo jëkkër?  
                                          Don’t you want a husband? 

WOLOF ENGLISH 
 Sénégalais Senegalese 
Americain American 
Fransé French 
Naar  Mauritanian 
Tubaab  A Westerner 
Nit ku ñuul Black person 
Wolof  A Wolof 
Séeréer A Séeréer 
Pël  A Pulaar 
Pëlfuuta A Pulofuuta 
gòor  man  
jigéen woman 
xale child 
mag adult 
ndaw young 
jànq  Young woman  
waxambaane Young man 
magget Old person 
Dof  Crazy person 

WOLOF ENGLISH 
Jëkkër Husband 
Jabar Wife 
doom Child 
Boy Friend Far / coof 
Girl friend Coro / gel 
Selibateer Single 
Dama taggoo ak … I’m divorced with  
Dafa tas S/ he is divorced 
Am naa Jëkkër I have a husband 
Am naa jabar  I have a wife 
Am naa far / coof I have a boy 

friend 
Am naa coro / gel I have a girl friend 
Bëgguma jëkkër /jabar I don’t want a 

husband / wife 
Bëggaguma jëkkër / 
jabar 

I don’t want yet a 
husband / wife 
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Bëgguma jëkkër leegi? 
  I don’t want a husband now. 
Am naa far ci Amerik. 
  I have a boyfriend in America. 
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Occupation  
Sample Questions 
Looy liggéey? / Luy sa liggéey? 
  What is your job?  
Ci ban program nga nekk? 
  What program are you in? 
 
For professions / occupations, use the following 
structure:  
1. I’m a xxxxxx = xxxxxxx laa 
Examples: 
Wolonteeru mbay laa = I’m a AG volunteer 
Jangalekatu Wolof laa = I’m a Wolof trainer 
 
2. I’m not xxxxxxxx = Duma xxxxxxxxx 
Examples 
Duma wolonteeru wérgu yaram  
            I’m not a health volunteer 
Duma jangalekat, elew laa  
          I’m not a teacher, I’m a student 
 
 
 

 

 

 
Additional vocabulary  
 
Verbs: 
 
Dëkk (to live / a village or town)  
Tudd (to be named) 
Liggéey (to work) 
Nekk (to be / to be located) 
Juddu (to be born) 
Màgge (to grow up) 
Jòge (to come from) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Nouns: 
 
Tur (a name) 
Sant (last name) 
 
Miscellaneous 
 
Tamit / itam (also) 
Ci dëgg-dëgg (really! / Truly) 

WOLOF  ENGLISH 
jangalekat Teacher 
elew Student 
wolonteer Volunteer 
Wolonteer u Mbay AG volunteer 
Wolonteeru li ñu wër EE volunteer 
Wolonteeru jëmbët 
garab 

AGFO volunteer 

Wolonteeru ci suqali 
koo-koom 

CED volunteer 

Wolonteeru wérgu 
yaram 

HEALTH 
volunteer 

Wolonteeru mbayum 
taax 

Uag volunteer 

seller jaaykat 
baykat Farmer 
Doktoor / fajkat Doctor 
Ñawkat / tayëer Tailor 
Njiit Chief  
toggkat cook 
Borom dëkk / seef de 
wilaas 

Village chief 

Saas de faam  Midwife 
worker Liggéeykat 
sàmmkat herdsman 
woykat singer 
tëgg  blacksmith 
uude leatherworker 
minise carpenter 
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GRAMMAR  
We will introduce two types of pronouns here, the independent pronouns and the Object 
Emphasis Pronouns.  
 
Pronouns & how to ask questions  
 

 English  Independent  .O.E.P 
I Man  Laa(y) 
You  Yow  Nga(y) 

Singular 

(s)he/it Kii/moom La(y) 
We  Nun  Lanu(y) 
You pl. Yeen  Ngeen(di) 

Plural  

They  Nii / noon Lañu(y) 
 
The former has not much grammatical impact and to better understand we give the French here 
because it is similarly in Wolof. 
 
Man, jangalekat laa. Moi, je suis un professeur.  Me, I’m a trainer. 
Yow, wolunteer la. Toi, tu es un volontaire.  You, you are a volunteer. 
Ñun, baykat lanu. Nous, nous sommes des fermiers. Us, we are farmers. 
 
The latter is called Object Emphasis Pronouns: 

In English the sentence “Faatu goes to the market today” could be the answer to several different 
questions:                                                                                                                                                
Where does Faatu go today?    Faatu goes to the market today                                          
When does Faatu go to the market?      Faatu goes to the market today                                                                
What does fatou do today?                                   Faatu goes to the market today                                               
Who goes to the market today?                             Faatu goes to the market today                             

In English, one part or another of the sentence is emphasized by stress or intonation; the structure 
or the pronoun doesn’t necesseraly change. In Wolof specific pronouns are used to highlight or 
focus a part of the sentence. Here are the same questions above answered in Wolof.                                                                                                              
Faatu, fan lay dem?    Faatu, marse lay dem tey (Object emphasis)                        
where does Faatu go today?   It’s to the market that Faatu goes today                                          
Fatou, kañ lay dem mares?  Faatu, tey lay dem mares (Object emphasis)                                
when does Faatu go to the market?    It’s today that Faatu goes to the market                                                 
Faatu, lan lay def tey?                Faatu dafay dem marse tey (Verbal emphasis)                             
What does Faatu do today?  Faatu goes to the market today                                                      
Kan mooy dem marse tey?    Faatu mooy dem marse tey (Subject emphasis)                                   
Who goes to the market today?   It’s Faatu who goes to the market today       
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Here, we are going to see the pronouns that emphasize the objects and what they fill for:  
 

1. They are used to ask questions that will help to find the object in the sentence.  
Just as a reminder, we need to bear in mind that a simple sentence is mainly composed of 
a subject, a verb and an object. These pronouns will help us ask questions that are related 
to the object.  

 
Example:  
 
Contractions:  
Naka nga tudd?   (Nake nga  Noo) Noo tudd?   How are you named?  
Fan nga jòge?  (Fan nga  Foo)  Foo jòge?   Where do you live?  
Lan ngay liggeey?  (Lan ngay  Looy) Looy liggéey?   What do you work?  
 
 
Structure of asking questions:  
 
 
  
 
Examples:  
 
Amy, naka la sant?  What is the last name of Amy? 
Fan ngeen jòge ci Amerik?  Where are you from in the U.S.?  
Wolonteer yi lan lañuy liggéey?  What do the volunteers work?  
Fan nga dëkk ci Senegal?  Where do you live in Senegal?  
 

2. They are used in answering the questions. 
The same pronouns are used to answer the above questioning structure. In these kinds of 
sentences the emphasis is put on the object.  

 
Example:  
Fan nga dëkk?     Where do you live? 
Boston laa dëkk.     In Boston I live.  
 
We can see here that the most important thing is to find where you live (object), not who lives 
(subject) neither what you do (verb).  
 
 Structure of answering questions:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Question word) + (Objet Emphasis pronoun) + (Verb) ? 

(Object) + (Object Emphasis Pronoun) + ( Verb). 
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Examples: 
Boston laa jòge.  I come from Boston. 
Wolof ngay jang ci PST bi. You learn Wolof during the PST. 
Marse lanuy dem. We go to the market. 
Amerik ngeen dëkk. You all live in the US.  
Làkk and aada lañuy jangale. They teach language and culture. 
 
 Notes:  

• We are using 2 types of verbs in this lesson: the ID verbs; it is all the verbs that are used 
to present your identity and a list is below and the ACTION verbs; they are all verbs that 
express an action like to work, to do, a limited list is below mentioned.  

• The differences in this kind of structure between the pronouns in English and Wolof is 
that they are no masculine nor feminine terms: la(y) stands for ” (s)he”  and “it”.  

• The verbs don’t change.  
• You have noticed that the way the structure functions (object + pronoun + verb) is 

different from the English way of presenting a sentence (pronoun / subject + verb + 
object) . 

• The « y » or « di » is added to the pronoun when you use action verbs in the present 
tense. When you do not use the ID verbs, “y” nor “di” is added to the pronouns.  

 
Action verbs         I.D verbs  
Dem = to go Ñibbi = to go home            tudd = to be named  
Jàng = to learn / to study   Seeti = to go to visit            sànt = last name  
Jàngale = to teach a subject   Yònnée = to send            dëkk = to live  
Jàngal = to teach someone   Topatoo = to take care of           jòge = to be from  
Jënd = to buy Woo = to call            juddu = to be born  
Jaay = to sell               màgge = to grow up  
Faj = to heal              nekk = to be located  
Noppalu = to rest                            cosaano= to be originated 
 

3-‐ They	  fill	  for	  the	  verb	  “to	  be.”	  	  

When you want to use the verb to be in order to express the nationality, the ethnic, the 
gender and so on, the emphasis object pronouns are used in the below structure:  

 
Structure  
 
 
 
Examples:  
 
Americain ngeen. You are Americans. 
Ablay jangalekat u xarala la. Ablay is a tech trainer.  
David saay-saay la. David is a joker. 
Wolonteer laa. I’m a volunteer. 
Baykat nga. You are farmer. 

(xxxxx) + (Object Emphasis Pronoun) 
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Note: There is neither “y” nor “di” added to the pronouns in this structure.  
CONJUGATIONS 
 
Tudd (to be called (first name)) 

Example: 
 
 Simon la tudd, tuddul Jo. 
   His name is Simon, Jo is not his name. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Sant (to be called (last name)) 

Example:  
 
Etienne santul Juuf, Senghor la sant 
    Etienne’s last name is not Juuf, his 
last name is Senghor 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Jòge (to come from) 

Examples:  
Boston nga jòge? 
    Are you from Boston? 
 
Déedéet, jògewuma Bost,Californi laa 
jòge 
No, I’m not from Boston, I’m from 
California 
 

 AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE 
I Xxx laa tudd Tudduma xxx 
YOU Xxx nga tudd Tuddoo xxx 
SHE Xxx la tudd Tuddul xxx 
WE Xxx lanu tudd Tuddunu xxx 
YOU (P) Xxx ngeen tudd Tudduleen xxx 
THEY Xxx lañu tudd Tudduñu xxx 

 AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE 
I Xxx laa sant Santuma xxx 
YOU Xxx nga sant Santoo xxx 
SHE Xxx la sant Santul xxx 
WE Xxx lanu sant Santunu xxx 
YOU (P) Xxx ngeen sant Santuleen xxx 
THEY Xxx lañu sant Santuñu xxx 

 AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE 
I Xxx laa  jòge jògewuma xxx 
YOU Xxx nga  jòge jògewoo xxx 
SHE Xxx la  jòge jògewul xxx 
WE Xxx lanu  jòge jògewunu xxx 
YOU (P) Xxx ngeen  jòge   jògewuleen xxx 
THEY Xxx lañu jòge jògewuñu xxx 
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Dëkk (to live) 
Examples:  
 
New Jersey la dëkk 
    She lives in New Jersey  
 
Dëkkunu Kaolack 
      We don’t live in Kaolack. 
 
 

 
 
 
… (to be) 

Examples: 
 
Wolof laa, duma Séeréer. 
    I am Wolof, I’m not Seereer.  
 
Doo jangalekat. 
      You are not a teacher. 
 
 

 
 
 
Notes:  

• This conjugation is used whenever you place the object before the verb. It is often used to 
conjugate the verbs tudd, sànt, dëkk, jòge in the affirmative.  

o When conjugating these verbs in the negative form, use the present tense active 
verb conjugation. 

• Object Emphasis can also be used whenever you want to put the emphasis on an object.  
• Object Emphasis is not commonly used in English, but in French this grammar structure 

is frequently used to negate a false statement.  
o For example, if someone said, “You are eating beans,” you would reply, “No, it 

is spaghetti that I am eating.” 

 AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE 
I Xxx laa dëkk Dëkkuma xxx 
YOU Xxx nga dëkk Dëkkoo xxx 
(S)HE/IT Xxx la dëkk Dëkkul xxx 
WE Xxx lanu dëkk Dëkkunu xxx 
YOU (P) Xxx ngeen dëkk Dëkkuleen xxx 
THEY Xxx lañu dëkk Dëkkuñu xxx 

 AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE 
I Xxx laa Duma xxx 
YOU Xxx nga Doo xxx 
(S)HE/IT Xxx la du xxx 
WE Xxx lanu Dunu xxx 
YOU (P) Xxx ngeen Dooleen xxx 
THEY Xxx lañu Duñu xxx 
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PRACTICE 
 
I. Find the questions, part one: Write questions that correspond with the following answers. 

1. Nungi fi rekk. _______________________________________________________________?  

2. Usey la tudd. _______________________________________________________________? 

3. Ñunga fa. __________________________________________________________________? 

4. Baltimore laa jòge. ___________________________________________________________? 

5. Cenaba ci wetu Cees lanu dëkk léegi. ____________________________________________? 

6. Baykat lanu. ________________________________________________________________? 

7. Wolof laay jàng. _____________________________________________________________? 

8. Jàmm rekk alxamdulilaay. _____________________________________________________? 

9. Waaw, Americain lanu. _______________________________________________________? 

10. Marse lanuy dem. ___________________________________________________________? 

11. Ci kalaas bi laa nekk léegi. ___________________________________________________? 

12. Man ak Beth San Francisco lanu maggee. ________________________________________? 
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II. Fill in the blank: Write in the appropriate word to complete the sentence. 

1. Man ak Fallu, Wolof _______________ jàng.  

2. Kii, Ohio …….. jòge wante léegi Senegal  _______________ dëkk.  

3. Yéen, wolonteer  _______________. 

4. Yow, ci lan  _______________ liggéey?  

5. Mamadu ak Maasali, APCD  _______________ te Dakar  _______________ dëkk.  

6. Yéen, lan  _______________ jàng ci santar bi?  

7. Kii, naka  _______________ tudd ci Senegal?  

8. Ñoom, jaaykat  _______________ , marse  _______________ liggéeye.  

9. Ñun, ci program u jëmbët garab  _______________ nekk.  

10. Kim ak Ben  _______________ juddòo wante Ohio  _______________ màgge.  

11. Man, ci peñc mi _______________ dem apre klaas bi.  

12. Sama waa kër, Wadd _______________ sànt.  

13. Faatu ak Xadi, kan _______________ seeti apre klaas bi?  

14. Fan _______________ dem ci Europe?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
II: Vocabulary Words  
 
Wilaas = village  
Xarala = technical  
Am = to have  
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III: Find the questions, part two: Write questions that correspond with the underlined words. 

1. Tey, apre klaas bi, teen ba laay dem pur root. ______________________________________? 

2. Sama xarit, baykat la, Ceneba la am tool. _________________________________________? 

3. Uli, Wolof lay jangale. ________________________________________________________? 

4. Ndambe lañuy jaay ci marse ___________________________________________________? 

5. Xarala ak aada lanuy jang ci santar ba. ___________________________________________? 

6. Sama xarit laay woo. _________________________________________________________? 

7. Amy Boston la juddoo wante Florida la màggee. ___________________________________? 

8. John restaurant Pamanda lay reere ci Thies. _______________________________________? 

9. 2h 30 lanuy gontu. ___________________________________________________________? 

10. Philadelphia lanu jòge. _______________________________________________________? 

11. Suba laay waxtaan ak Awa ci liggéey bi. ________________________________________? 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

III: Vocabulary Words  
 
Naan = to drink  
Ci wetu = next to  
Ñaari = two  
Ñaari waxtu ak gennwall = 2h30  
Ndambe = beans sauce 

 
IV: Vocabulary Words  
 
At = year  
Toog = to sit or to stay  
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IV. Translation: Write the closest equivalent in Wolof from the English phrases below. 
 
1. My name is Bill, but here in Senegal, my name’s Sidi. ________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

2. You aren’t volunteers, you are trainees. ___________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ . 

3. I am a trainee in the AG program. ________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ . 

4. Bamba is a coordinator. He lives in Thies. _________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ . 

5. Where does she come from? ___________________________________________________? 

6. How many years will you stay in Senegal? _________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________? 

7. How is the family? ___________________________________________________________? 

8. Are you American? __________________________________________________________? 

9. We are volunteers, and we are learning Wolof and tech. ______________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ . 

10. How did you spend the night? _________________________________________________? 

11. Where do you all live in Senegal? ______________________________________________? 

12. They are trainers, they work in Thies. ___________________________________________ . 

 
     
     Exercise 5: 
       Write your own 
   Write a dialog between these three people: A volunteer, a community member and your APCD 
or PTA 
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   Task / Application:  
 
Introduce yourself to two people in the community. Ask them as many questions as you can 
about his identity and write a paragraph about what you learned and present it in class.  
 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
From cross-culture book page 51: find the following questions. Find the answers and present 
them in class.  
 

• Noo tudd ci Senegal? _____________________________________________________ . 

• Sa baay, numu tudd? _____________________________________________________ . 

• Sa yaay, numu tudd? _____________________________________________________ . 

• Sa waa kër fuñu jóge? ____________________________________________________ . 

• Ci ban askan lañu bokk? __________________________________________________ . 

• Sa waa kër, seen kal numu sant? ____________________________________________ . 

• Luy seen dakkantal? ______________________________________________________ . 
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4. Cultural Notes 
 
Passivity in the introduction 
 
Most of the time, people don’t introduce themselves the way you are used to do it (hi, I’m Paul 
for example), they might wait for you to ask their name.  
 
Last names 
 
It is really important to know people’s last names for some reasons. They are part of  
the greetings, at a certain point of the greetings; people keep on saying each other’s last names. 
The other reason is that there is an interesting custom in the Senegalese culture called “kal” or 
joking kinships. It exists between some ethnic groups or family names. The following group of 
last names are considered as “kal” or “Gammu” and they can tease each other without being 
considered as impolite or insulting: Jòob and Njaay; Jòob and Si; Géy, Jaw and Sekk; Siise, 
Ture, Kamara, Mbay, Samb, Mbuub, Yadd, Wadd, Jaxate and Samb; Faal, Je., Ña., Mbe. and 
Jaañ; Béey, Mbòoj and Jéey.  
 
Dakkantal or family names “tag words” 
 
When people are greeting each other, you may notice that they often add a word or phrase after 
the family name. These “tag words” or “praise forms” are called in Wolof “dakkantal” or the 
thing it refers to. It may refer to many things: the family totem, the origin of the clan, the 
traditional work of the family or a hero of the clan. To find your Dakkantal, ask your family “lan 
mooy sama dakantal?”. For example: “Jòoba Juuba” for the Jòob; “Njaay Jaata” for the Njaay.  
 
The concept of Tubaab 
 
The term Tubaab is used quite often in Senegalese society. It refers to westerners in general and 
to any person who has westerners’ habits or behavior that differs to the Senegalese cultural 
context. Senegalese nationals with these aforementioned traits have a tendency to be labeled 
Tubaab by their compatriots as well.  
 
In general, Senegalese people like to point out differences in each other; through ethnicity, 
origin, race or physical appearance. They even use these differences when referring to each 
other. However, it is usually done in an amicable way and not to degrade, humiliate or minimize 
an individual’s race or ethnic origin.  
 
Will you marry me?  
 
Volunteers (not only female) will likely deal with marriage proposals on a nearly basis. This is 
always done in a joking manner, and the best response is to not take things seriously; play along 
with the joke. If someone really wants to propose, they do it privately or through someone else.  
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Some proposals:  
 
Xanaa Bëggoo Jëkkër?  Don’t you want a husband?  
Xanaa nobboo ma?  Don’t you love me?  
Kaay ma takk la. Let me marry you.  
Kaay ma mayla sama doom. Let me give you my kid for marriage. 
 
  
How “to accept”  
 
Prepareel warugar bi. Prepare the dowry. 
Boo amee xaalis bu bare rekk newel. If you have lot of money, come.  
Des na ci yow. It’s up to you. 
Yaay bañ.  It’s up to you (literally: you’ll be the only   

one to refuse that). 
 
 Some gental refusals  
 
Am naa jëkkër ba pare. I already have a husband. 
Am naa ku may xaar ci Amerik. I have someone who is for me in the U.S.  
Xamuma la. I don’t know you. 
Bëggaguma jabar / jëkkër.  I don’t want a wife / a husband yet.  
Teel na! It’s too early! 
 
 
Some not-so gental refusal (use with care)  
 
Nobuma la.  I don’t love you.  
Danga ñaaw.  You are ugly. 
Danga màggat. You are old. 
Danga tuuti. You are too small. 
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CHAPTER 3: Maangiy ñibbi!                                                                          
(I’m going home!) 

 
 
 
 

 
 

KSA: Wonale ak wax li ngay def.                                                  
(Talk about what you’re doing.) 

 
Learning Objectives 
By the end of this lesson, each trainee will be able to find another way to introduce  
her/himself correctly and say what (s)he is doing by using the present progressive in Wolof.  
 
In this lesson:  
 

1. VOCABULARY  
a. Identity verbs  
b. Useful action verbs  

 
2. GRAMMAR  

a. Presentative pronouns  
 

3. PRACTICE 
 

4. CULTURAL NOTES  
a. You are sitting?  
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TEXT 
Maangi tudd Lauren, wolonteer laa ci Corps de la Paix. Maangi nekk ci Cenaba ak samay 
moroom u stagiaires. Sama waa kër ñungi dëkk  Cenaba. Ci santar bi, nungiy jàng xarala wante 
ci wilaas yi lanuy jénge Wolof ak aada. 
 
VOCABULARY 
 
WOLOF TRANSLATION 
 Maangi tudd  Lauren  My name is Lauren 
Maangi nekk ci Ceneba  i’m (staying) in Ceneba 
Samay moroomu stagiaires My peers trainees 
Sama waa kër ñungi dëkk Cenaba  My family lives in Ceneba 
Sama My (singular) 
Samay My (plural) 
Sa Your (sing.) 
Say Your (pl,) 
Moroom peer  
Ceneba it is a name of a village  
Kër  House  
Waa kër  family 
Ci santar bi nungiy jang xarala At the center we’re learning thech 
Xarala Techniques  
Làkk Language  
Aada Culture  
Wilaas / dëkk Village 
jàng To learn 
Ci  At  
 

2. Grammar   
 
We introduce here a type of pronoun called the presentative pronouns. They do not emphasize 
any part of the sentence unlikely to the previous ones that emphasize the object. They present the 
action one is doing, when used with action verbs, it could fill for the present progressive in 
English (ex: I’m working). The structure is used like the English one (Pronoun + verb + Object). 
Unlikely to the English, even if there’s a noun that serves as a subject, the pronoun is needy: 
Amy, mungi jog Boston, you can’t say “Amy jóge Boston”.  
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1. Presentatives + ID verbs  
Examples: 
Man, maangi juddòo Dakar wante maangi màgge 
Thies. 
   I was born in Dakar but I grow up in Thies. 
 
Ouli, mungi sànt Joop 
     Ouli’s last name is Diop 
 
 

 
 
Identity Verbs 
Tudd  to be name      
Sant  last name 
Dëkk   to live   
Nekk  to be / to be located 
Juddoo  to be born 
Magge  to grow up  
Jòge  to come from  

 
2. Presentatives + Action Verbs  
This context stands for the ING form in English. 

 
-ING Form 

Examples: 
 
Maangiy dem marse 
I’m going to the market 
 
Nungi naan attaaya 
We’re drinking tea 
 
 Yaangiy jang? 
 Are you learning? 

 
                                                           Maangiy ñibbi 
                                                           I’m going home  

 
 
Notes: 
This conjugation is used to talk about actions that are currently happening, but do not 
necessarily occur habitually. It is equivalent to adding ‘-ing’ to the end of a verb in English. 

  
I Maangi + ID verb 
YOU Yaangi + ID verb 
(S)HE / IT Mungi + ID verb 
WE Nungi + ID verb 
YOU (P) Yeenangi + ID verb 
THEY Ñungi + ID verb 

  
I Maangiy verb 
YOU Yaangiy verb 
(S)HE / IT Mungiy verb 
WE Nungiy verb 
YOU (P) Yeenangiy verb 
THEY Ñungiy verb 
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When used with action verbs and a question mark, it stands for a « yes » or « no » question. It is 
mainly used to express a cultural value; because people can’t ignore someone they are passing 
by. 
Examples 
Yeenangiy waxtaan? 
 You are chatting 
Waaw, nungiy waxtaan.  

Yes we are chatting 
Yaangiy toog?   

You are sitting?   
Waaw, maangiy toog.  

Yes, I’m sitting 
Yeenangiy noppalu?   

You are resting? 
Waaw, nungiy noppalu.   

Yes, we are resting 
 
Some Action Verbs (you have more at the back of the book) 
Ndekki   to have breakfirst       
Añ    to have lunch 
Reer   to have diner  
Lekk   to eat 
Naan   to drink  
Ñibbi   to go home   
Tëddi   to go to bed 
Nelaw   to sleep 
Raxas(u)  to wash one’s hands 
Seeti   to go to visit 
Waxtaan  to discuss  
Seetaan  to watch 
Déglu   to listen  
Sangu   to shower 
Jot   to receive  
Jël   to take 
Fo   to play  
Fòot   to do the laundry 
Toog   to sit 
Togg   to cook 
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3. Practice 
 
I. Fill in the blank: Write in the appropriate word to complete the sentence. 
 
1. Kii  _______________ tudd Mòodu, man ak moom  _______________ defar ay dall ak saak.  

2. _______________ Liggéeye Corps de la Paix  _______________ Jàngale Wolof ak aada.  

3. Jigéen ñi  _______________ rooti ci teen ba.  

4. Ndax yow ak Samba, _______________ naan attaaya ak waa kër ga?  

5. Demba, _______________ dem ci butik ba pur jënd warga.  

6. Sali ak Amy  _______________ jàng xarala ci santar bi.  

7. Faatu, _______________ jox stagiaires yi seen xaalis.  

8. Ñoom  _______________ dem Cees pur nemmeeku dëkk bi. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I. Vocabulary Words  
 
Fay = to pay  
Nemmeeku = to get to know  
Warga = tea leaves  
Dall =choes 
Saak = bag 
 
 

II. Vocabulary Words  

Sànke = mosquito net  fagaru = to prevent 
Artisan = craftman        
jumtukaay = tools 
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II. Translation: Write the closest equivalent in Wolof from the English phrases below. 
 
1. We are taking care of our field and tree nursery______________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

2. They come from America, but they’re working in Senegal. ____________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

3. See you tomorrow, I’m going home. ______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

4. You are watching TV at home after dinner. ________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

5. Are you learning languages, technical and culture? __________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

6. He was born in Chicago, but now he lives in Ohio because he’s studying there. ____________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

7. They are discussing about volunteer work. _________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

8. You’re using mosquito net and your medicines to prevent malaria. ______________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

9. I’m going to the market to buy tools like a shovel, rake and watering can to take care of my 

garden. _______________________________________________________________________. 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

 
 
Vocab Words 
Mosquito net = sanke    Rake = rato 
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To prevent = fagaru    Watering can = arosuwaar 
Shovel = peel     Tools = jumtukaay 
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III. Review Exercise: Use the pronouns you have already learned to fill the blank.  
 

1. Stagiaires yëpp, xarala __________ jàng ci santar ba waaye __________ jàng làkk ak aada ci 

wilaas bi.  

2. Yéen, __________ waxtaan ak seen waa kër apre reer.  

3. Moom, politik __________ jàng ci Universitè wante leegi __________ liggéey ci mbirum 

koom-koom.  

4. Sa xarit, tayëer  __________ wante, yéeré jigéen rekk __________ ñaw.  

5. Man, __________ dem Cees pur yònnée email sama waa kër ci Amerik.  

6. Samay xarit __________ seeti apre klaas.  

7. Yow __________ nekk ci mbirum mbayum taax wante yéen ci wérgu yaram __________ 

yëngu.  

8. Boroom tool bi __________ jëfëndikoo ñag buy dund pur aar toolam.  

9. Wolonteer yi __________ seeti gurupma yi pur waxtaan ak ñoom ci liggeey bi.  

10. Grupmaa bi ci lan __________ yëngu?  

  

4. Cultural Notes 
 
Yaangiy toog?      You are sitting? 
Waaw, maangiy toog.     Yes I am. 
 
You will be asked questions that, the responses are so obvious, you will wonder « why did they 
asked me this, it is obvious that I’m sitting ». But, they are full of cultural meaning. Either, 
people don’t want to ignore the person they are passing by (in the culture, if you pass by 
someone, a number of times without throwing some words, it may seem « ñak yitte », it means 
anti-social); or, people feel that it’s not going well for you and they would like to bring their 
compassion.  
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CHAPTER 4: Naka waa kër gi?                                                            
(How is the family?) 

 

 

KSA: Waa kër gi (The family) 
 
Learning Objectives 
By the end of the lesson, each trainee will be able to identify the members of a nuclear family  
and talk about them using relevant grammatical structures.  
 
In this KSA 
 

1. VOCABULARY 
a. Family members  
b. Verbs related to the family  
c. Ordinal numbers  
d. Cardinal numbers  

 
2. GRAMMAR  

a. Possessives  
b. Enonciative Pronouns  
c. Simple negation  
d. Static verbs  
e. Conjugation of the verb “am” (to have)  

 
3. CULTURAL NOTES  

a. Family terminology  
b. Namesake  
c. Family stratification (age)  
d. Polygamy  
e. Privacy  
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TDA 
 
Do this TDA with your family before starting this lesson in order to work on the pronunciation 
and the natural functionality of the structures. 
 
  

1. Naka lanuy waxe: father / mother, parents, kids, brother and sister ci Wolof. 
Identify the vocabulary of the nuclear family. 

 
2. Jàng leen woññi: 1 ba 100  

Learn the numbers from 1 to 100. 
 

3. Jàng leen possessifs yi ci seen téeré bii. 
Learn the possessives in your book. 

 
4. Jàng leen enonciatifs yi ak yenn verbes statiques kom to like - to want - to be able 

to/can - to miss - to need - to know - to have to-/must - to think- to have ever/once - it 
has been a long time since - to stay a long time  
Learn the “enonciative pronouns”, the static verbs to like, to miss, to know, to want… 

Dialogue:  
Sample Dialogue: One day after her arrival in her host family, the trainee Lauren asks 
her Senegalese brother questions about the family to know them better. 

Lauren: Nanga def Muusaa? How are doing Moussa? 
Muusaa: Maangi fii. I am fine 
L: Nelaw nga bu baax? Did you sleep well? 
M: Waaw, nelaw naa bu baax. Yes, I slept well 
L: Sa baay, numu tudd? What is your father’s name? 
M: Sama baay, Babacar la tudd. My father’s name is Babacar 
L: Lumuy liggéey? What is his profession? 
M: Jangalekat la. He is a teacher 
L: Ñaata at la am? How old is he? 
M: Am na juròom fukki at (50). He is fifty  
L : Sa yaay numu tudd ? What is your mother’s name? 
M: Mungi tudd Kumba. My mother is named Kumba 
L: Lumuy liggéey? What is her profession? 
M: Sama yaay liggéeyul. My mum is not working. 
L: Am nga mag wàlla ràkk? Do you have brothers and sisters? 
M: Waaw am naa mag ak ràkk? Yes, I have brothers and sisters 
L: Ñaata mag ak rakk nga am? How many brothers and sisters do you have? 
M: Am naa ñetti mag ak benn rakk. I have three brothers and one sister 
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VOCABULARY 
Family  
WOLOF TRANSLATION 
Baay / papa Father 
Yaay Mother 
Waajur  Parents  
Jëkkër Husband 
Jabar Wife 
Ràkk bu góor (Ràkk yu góor pl.) Little Brother(s) 
Mag  bu góor (Mag yu góor pl.) Older Brother(s) 
Ràkk bu jigéen (Rakk yu jigéen pl.) Little Sister(s) 
Mag bu jigéen (Mag yu jigéen pl.) Older Sister(s) 
Doom (if  it’s meant to someone) Child 
Xale (in general) Kids  
Doom bu jigéen (Doom yu jigéen pl.) Daughter(s) 
Doom bu góor (Doom yu góór pl.) Son(s) 
Xale bu gòor  Boy 
Xale bu jigéen Girl 
Maam  Grandparent 
Nijjaay  Uncle 
Tanta  Aunt 
Bàjjen Father’s sister 
Doomu nijjaay / bàjjen Cousin 
Jarbaat Nephew / niece 
Goro  mother/father in law 
Sët bu gòor grandson 
Sët bu jigéen granddaughter 
Séex Twins 
Taaw Eldest child  
Caat  Youngest child 
Turondoo Namesake 
At  year 
Ñaata  How many / how much 

 
Verbs  
WOLOF  ENGLISH  
Juddu  To be born  
Gaañu / faatu  To die (people)  
Tas  To divorce (a couple)  
Fase  To divorce (someone)  
Dund  To be alive  
      
 
 
 
 
 

 
rus  To be ashamed  
Am jot  To have the time  
ragal  To be afraid  
sëy  To get married  
Takk jabar  To marry a woman  
Liggéey  To work  
toppatoo  To take care of  
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Numbers  
 
Ordinal     

WOLOF ENGLISH 
Benn  1 
Ñaar  2 
Ñett  3 
Ñeent  4 
juróom  5 
Juróom benn  6 
Juróom ñaar  7 

8 
9 
10 
11 
20 
21 
30 
31 
40 
50 
60 

Juróom ñett  
Juróom ñeent   
fukk  
Fukk ak benn  
Ñaar fukk  
Ñaar fukk ak benn  
fanweer  
Fanweer an benn  
Ñeent fukk  
Juróom fukk  
Juróom benn fukk  
Téeméer  100 
 
Ordinal  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 Asking and saying the age  
Ñaata at nga am?  How old are you?  
Am naa ñaar fukki at ak ñett  I’m 23.  
 
Sa baay ñaata at la am?  How old is your dad?  
Sama baay am na juròom fukki at  My dad is 50. 
 
Doomam ñaata at la am?  How old is her kid?  
Doomam am na fukki at ak juroom nett.   Her kid is 
  

Notes:  
• You	  will	  need	  to	  put	  an	  «	  i	  »	  at	  the	  end	  of	  the	  number	  

when	  you	  counting,	  it	  feels	  for	  the	  plural.	  	  

Examples 
Benn (1) mag bu gòor  one older brother  
Ñaari (2) mag you gòor  two older brothers  
Benn (1) ràkk bu jigéen  one younger sister  
Joròomi (5) ràkk yu jigéen  five younger sisters 
 

• When	   you	   counting	   something	   or	   people	   using	   a	  
number	  with	  2	  numerals,	  that	  thing	  or	  person	  should	  
be	  between	  the	  2	  numerals.	  	  

Examples 
Ñaar fukki at juròom   25 years 
Fanweeri wolonteer ak benn  31 volunteers 
Fukki yoon ak juròom ñett  18 times 
 

 
 

 
 
Examples 
Sama doom bu njëkk   my first child  
Ñaareelu yoon bi    the second time  
Jabaram bu njëkk    his first wife  

 

WOLOF ENGLISH 
……… bu njëkk  First …….  
Ñaareelu ………..  Second ……  
Ñetteelu ………..…  Third ……  
Ñeenteelu ………….  Fourth …..  
Juróomeelu ……….  Fifth …..  
Juróom benneelu …  Sixth …..  
Juróom ñaareelu ….  Seventh …..  
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GRAMMAR  
In this lesson we will introduce some grammar points, the first of them will be the 
POSSESSIVES; 

A-Possessive pronouns 
Examples:  
Sama yaay 
    My mother. 
Samay waajur. 
    My parents.  
Jabaram 
    His wife 
 ay doomam. 
   His kids 
 

Notes: In Wolof, the possessive pronouns are to some points different from the English 
possessives.  

• The first one is the third person (his – her – its) has just 1 translation in Wolof (am) and 
it is the only possessive Wolof that comes after the noun (xaritam = his/her friend).  

• In Wolof, it’s not the noun that takes the sign of plural (s) but it the possessive pronoun 
that takes it, it is represented by the (y or i) that is added to the possessive: samay waajur 
= my parents.  

• The plural of “his – her – its” that are translated by “am” is “ay”. Both words surround 
the qualified noun: ay waajuram = his / her parents.  

 
B- The possessive expressed by “U” 

There’s another way to express the possession in Wolof, it’s translated by the “u” that means 
“of” un English: 
Examples: 
Yaayu Amy = Amy’s mother 
Xaritu Faatu = Fatou’s friend  
Sama rakku yaay = my mother’s younger sibling 
Jabaru baayam = his/her Father’s wife  
 
 

ENGLISH WOLOF 
My ……… …….(s) Sama(y) ………….. 
Your ……. …….(s) Sa(y) ……………… 
His / her / its …. (s) (ay) ………….. am 
Our …………….(s) Sunu(y) …………. 
Your (pl.) ……...(s) Seen(i) …………… 
Their …………..(s) Seen(i) ………….. 
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The other grammatical point that will be introduced in this lesson is the “enunciative”  
pronouns and another type of verb called the “static verb.”  
 
Enonciative pronouns 

Examples: 
Am naa 1 mag ci Amarik 
     I have 1 sibling in the US. 
 
Bëgguma jëkkër ci Senegal 
     I don’t want a husband in 
Senegal. 

 

Notes:                                                                                                                                                        
The enonciative pronouns give us one of the way to conjugate a static verb in the present tense (am naa 
xarit ci Cees = I have a friend in Thies).the difference from the  English lays first in the structure that is 
design above in the shart, there’s no distinction  in the third person singular.                                               
When using two verbs in a row, leave the second verb unconjugated (mën naa wax Wolof tuuti = I can 
speak Wolof a bit).                                                                                                                                                         
You will see in further lessons that the enunciative pronouns can be used with the active verbs when you 
want to conjugate them in the past tense (jang naa Wolof ci universite = I learnt Wolof at university. 

Static verbs:                                                                                                                            
It was said previously that in Wolof we have 3 types of verbs among which the static verbs. The static 
verbs are verbs that express the feeling, the desire, the state, and the willingness, the physical and mental 
description and so on. They also express the qualities and fills for the adjectives in Enlish. You can use 
them with the structure above to conjugate them in the preset tense. A short list is inserted here, more will 
be found in the back of the book. 

Am  to have  
Am jot  to have time 
Soxla   to need 
Bëgg  to want / to love 
Mën  can 
War  must 
Xam  to know 
Dégg  to hear / to understand a language                                                           
 
Examples  
 
Am naa mag ak ràkk ci Senegal.   I have brother and sister in Senegal.  
Sufekkee am nga jot, fan nga bëgg dem?  If you have time, where do you want to go?  
John soxla na roose sardeñam.   John needs to water his garden.  
Mën nanu wax Wolof tuuti léegi.   We can speak Wolof a bit now.  

 AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE 
I (Subject) + Verb + naa  (Subject) + verbuma 
YOU (Subject) + Verb + nga (Subject) + verboo 
SHE Subject + Verb +    na  Subject + verbul 
WE (Subject) + Verb + nanu  (Subject) + verbunu 
YOU (P) (Subject) + Verb + ngeen (Subject) + verbuleen 
THEY Subject + Verb +   nañu  Subject + verbuñu 
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There are 3 verbs that do not come easily for speakers of European languages; but it is worth you 
while to get the hang of it to make your Wolof natural.                                                                               
Gëj naa la gis.     I haven’t seen you for a while.  
Sama waa kër gëj nañu ma yonnee leetar.  My family hasn’t sent me mails for a long time. 
Gëj naa lekk sushi.    I haven’t eaten sushi for a long time  
   
Klaas bi yagg na tey.     The class is long today. 
Yagguma Senegal ndaxte am naa fii 1  I have not stayed in Senegal for a long time 
weer rekk.                 because I’m here for a month only. 
Yágg na.     It’s been a long time  
 
Mës naa lekk jaan ci Chine.    I have eaten snake in China.  
Mësuma naan sangara.   I have never drunk beer.  
 
Simple negation 

Examples: 
Amuma xaalis, wolonteer laa 
     I don’t have money, I’m a volunteer 
 
Bëgguma jëkkër ci Senegal 
     I don’t want a husband in Senegal. 
 
John déggul Wolof bu baax wante mungiy jàng. 

J
o

hn doesn’t understand Wolof well but                   
he’s learning 
 

Notes: The simple negation pronouns are used to conjugated any type of verb in Wolof (ID, 
action and static) in the present tense 
 
 
CONJUGATIONS 
 
Am (to have) in the present tense 

Examples:                                                        
Am naa xarit yu baax ci sunu dëkk              
I have good friends in in our village                        
Am na tool bu mag ci villas bi                         
There’s a big field in the village 
Amuma jot bu doy pur dem Cees                    
I don’t have enough time to go to Thies 
 
 

  
Notes: all the other static verbs can be conjugated in the way

ENGLISH WOLOF 
I don’t (Subject) + verbuma 
YOU don’t (Subject) + verboo 
(S)HE/ IT doesn’t  Subject + verbul 
WE don’t (Subject) + verbunu 
YOU (P) don’t (Subject) + verbuleen 
THEY don’t Subject + verbuñu 

 AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE 
I Am naa xxx Amuma xxx 
YOU Am nga xxx Amoo xxx 
SHE Am na xxx Amul xxx 
WE Am nanu xxx Amunu xxx 
YOU (P) Am ngeen xxx Amuleen xxx 
THEY Am nañu xxx Amuñu xxx 
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PRACTICE 
I. Fill in the blank: Write in the appropriate pronoun to complete the sentence. 

1. Moom, xarit __________ New York __________ dëkk.  

2. Yow, ndax mës__________ liggéey ci Amerik?  

3. Awa mës __________ dem Amerik wante bëgg … dem foofu sufekkee jël ….. wakaans.  

4. John am __________ xam-xam bu bare ci mbay wante déggagul làkk bi pur jangale.  

5. Ñun, sufekkee am ……… jiwu, pepiñeer u mango ………defar. 
 
6. Man, gëj __________ telefone __________ waa kër ndaxte am __________ portable.  

7. Déedéet, sunu APCD nekk __________ Thiés.  

8. Samba, bëgg __________ attaaya wante mën __________ xiim bu baax.  

9. Déedéet, yow soxla __________ ndimbal ci __________ liggéey?  

10. Yow, __________ waa kër, kañ__________ fòot __________ yéré? 

I. Vocabulary Words 
 
Nit ñi: people    Defar : to make  
Ndimbal: help   Tambali: to start  
Yére: clothes    Xiim : to make tea  
                 Jot: to give 
    Saytu: manage 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Rose : to water 
Lejum: vegetables  
bés : day 
nandal: impregnate  
sanke: Mosquito net 
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II. Translation: Write the closest equivalent in Wolof from the English phrases below. 

1. Do the farmers have enough tools to work well? ____________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

2. His friends don’t like to discuss about politics. ______________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

3. You all have to speak Wolof if you want to interact with people. ________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

4. I want to seed hot-pepper and okra in my garden. ____________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

5. Where do you go if you want to buy vegetables? ____________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

6. If I miss my parents, I call them. _________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

7. We also need to sensitize people about hygiene and malaria. ___________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

8. We have never gone to Gorée. ___________________________________________________. 

9. Mati needs to water her garden two times a day. _____________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

10. It’s been a long time since they last called their parents. ______________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

11. Do people know how to make a tree nursery? ______________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 
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III. Asking questions: Write ten questions using the family tree above, to figure out how people 
are related to each other or any other questions related to family matters.  
.  

 
1. ____________________________________________________________________________? 

2. ____________________________________________________________________________? 

3. ____________________________________________________________________________? 

4. ____________________________________________________________________________? 

5. ____________________________________________________________________________? 

6. ____________________________________________________________________________? 

7. ____________________________________________________________________________? 

8. ____________________________________________________________________________? 

9. ____________________________________________________________________________? 

10. ___________________________________________________________________________? 
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GENERAL REVISION 
(Object emphasis, enunciative, negation and possessive pronouns) 

 
Fill in the blanks with the right pronouns. 
  
1. Tey ci ngoon waa dëkk bi bëgg ……. daje ci peñc mi pur waxtaan ci jiwu yu bees yi. 
2. Week-end bii di ñëw, Dakar …… war dem su fekkee am ……. Jot.  
3. Yow ak …… waajur mës …….. ñëw Afrik. 
4. Lu ci ëpp, ñun, apre añ ……. naan attaaya pur mën a weccoo xalaat. 
5. Faatu gëj …….. daje ak jigéen ñi pur waxtaan ci mbirum mbayum dër. 
6. Yow, am ……. Xaalis bu bare loolootax mën …… tukki ci bitim reew. (negation) 
7. Stagiaires yi yàgg ……… Sénégal wante mën …… jëfëndikoo làkk yi pur wax seen 

soxla. 
8. Stagiaires u jëmbët garab yi, ayu bés bi weesu ……….. jàng naka lañuy defare 

pepiñeer. 
 
Vocabulary: 
Am jot:  To have time  
Agsi:  To arrive  
Weccoo xalaat: to exchange ideas 
 
 
VI. Translation: Write the closest equivalent in Wolof from the English phrases below. 
  
1. Her older brothers are students and they live in Dakar. ________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

2. I don’t know my neighbors but if I have enough time I want to go to their house during the 

weekend. _____________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

3. When will you go out with your friends? __________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________? 

4. We have to make a fence to protect the tree nursery. _________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

5. The volunteers have to teach many techniques to their community. ______________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

6. At what time of the year do you grow vegetables? ___________________________________ 
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______________________________________________________________________________? 

7. What types of problems do you have in your home stay? ______________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________? 

8. We use bleach to kill germs. ____________________________________________________. 

9. Trees are important because they can give shade, provide fruits, and protect the fields._______ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________.  

Vocabulary: 
Neighbors: Dëkkandoo      Weed: Buddi / bay ñax 
Enough: …… bu doy                   Microbes: doom u jangaro 
Go out: Génn 

 
 
VII: Task / Application  
  
1. Make a family tree of your host family (this will help you to know your family better and to 
understand the relationship between them). 
 
2. Interview: ask someone in the community to describe their family. Sketch a family tree. Take 
note of new words you hear. Report the answers you got in class. (Prepare questions in the 
classroom).  
 
3. Show your homestay or friends pictures of your family. Tell them what everyone does and 
how they are related to you.  
 
4. From the cross-culture book in page 52. Find the following information in your homestay and 
so prepare the discussion in the class. 
 
Ñaata nit ñoo nekk ci sa kër? Kuy borom kër gi? Nit ñi, nuñu bokke? Sa waa kër, fuñuy jële 
xaalis? Ñi am jëkkër walla jabar, ñaata at lañu am lu ci ëpp? Mag ñi,lan lañuy def? Ndaw ñi, 
lan lañuy def? Mag ñi ak ndaw ñi, naka lañuy jëflante? Luy sa cër ci kër gi? Ndax sa waa kër 
ñungi lay beral loxo? Xale yi luñuy def? Kuy toppatoo xale yi? Luy liggéeyu xale yu góor yi ak 
xale yu jigéen yi? Kuy dem ekool? Ku demul ekool? Lutax?  
 
 
Vocabulary: Beral loxo = to give special treatment  
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Cultural notes: 
 
Family terminology  
 
Families are bigger in Senegal, and the idea of family is much less exclusive. People may refer to 
others as brother, sister, father, mother, uncle, aunt, etc., even when they’re not related by blood. 
This can indicate respect (especially uncle, aunt, father, mother), or close ties. It can also be 
useful when you don’t know or can’t remember someone’s name. If you want to establish exact 
genealogical relationship, you need to ask specific questions: do you have the same mum? Is he 
your mum’s old brother?  
 
Namesake  
 
Within the compound, children named after their grandparents are rarely referred to by their 
given name. For example, Aliou may be called “Papa/Pap/Baay” and Mariama may be called 
“Mami/Maam/Ndey.”  
  
Family stratification (age)  
 
Birth order is more important in Senegal than in America. The older child always gets first dibs 
on food, chairs, toys, etc. Head of household is a well-defined role in every compound. This is 
usually the father of the main nuclear family, but can be a woman if her husband is deceased. 
The head of household gives out money for daily expenses, and has the final say on any major 
decision. Gifts should be given to him’ for him to distribute, unless you particularly want 
someone else to have it. Traditionally, people mainly in the villages, don’t make a big deal out of 
birth dates, and it’s not to be sure exactly how old they are.  
 
Polygamy  
 
You may be in a family where the father has more than (1) wife, it’s normal and common in the 
society. This complicates family relationships from a western’s point of view; co-wives, half-
brothers etc., are new concepts.  
 
Privacy  
 
Periods of being alone are considered indispensable for by westerns. But, in Senegal, It’s 
considered normal to be constantly surrounded by people and when it happen to you, take it as a 
compliment and know that you are treated as a community member. However, this doesn’t mean 
you have to sit chat with others for hours on end. Instead of anxiously waiting for everyone to 
leave so you can write a letter for example, go ahead and do it without feeling like you have to 
find something for the other to do. If you feel like leaving the group so you can do something 
else, apologize and leave.  
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CHAPTER 5: Lii lan la? (What’s this?) 
 
 

 
 

KSA: Seet ak gis mbir yi ak nit ñi.                                                   
(Ask and find things & people.) 

 
 
Learning objectives 
By the end of this lesson, without referring to their notebooks, each trainee will be able to use at 
least 4 phrases to ask for things and people and to say where they are.  
 
In this lesson 
 

1. VOCABULARY  
a. Good interjections to know  
b. Useful lines for beginners  
c. Nouns: starter kit `  
d. Verbs: Starter kit  
e. Prepositions  
f. Phrasebook: Things & people  

 
2. GRAMMAR  

a. Plural nouns 
b. Imperatives  
c. Prolocatives  

 
3. PRACTICE 
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DIALOGUE 
Dialogue 1  
Lauren: Muusa, numu deme? Muusa, how is it going?  
Muusa: Nii rekk! Lu bees? So, so! What’s new? 
L: Dara beesul, lii lan la? Nothing is new, what’s this? 
M: Lii, xobu kenkeliba la. This is kenkelibe leaves. 
L: Luy kenkeliba? What is kenkeliba? 
M: Kenkeliba garab la. Kenkeliba is a plant. 
L: Lan lay jëriñ? What is it used for? 
M: Kenkelia pur ndekki la. Kenkeliba is for breakfast. 
L: Fan la kenkeliba am? Where can be found kenkeliba?  
M: Ci all ba. In the bush 
L: Ana sama wall? Where is my share? 
M: Mungi nii! Here it is! 
L: Jërëjëf, yow sama xarit nga. Thanks, you, you are my friend 
 
 
Dialogue 2 
L: Sama gaa ñi, nangeen def, yeenangiy 
attaaya? 

Hey folks, how are you, you are making tea?  
 

M: Waaw, nungi attaaya, kaay toog. Yes, we are making tea, come and have a sit. 
L: Jërëjëf, Muusa kii kan la? Thanks, Muusa who is this? 
M: Kii sama xarit la, Idi la tudd This my friend, his name is Idi. 
L: Idi, nanga def? Idi, how are you? 
Idi: Maangi fii rekk, yow dégg nga Wolof de! I’m fine, you understand Wolof! 
L: Jërëjëf, wante maangiy jang rekk! Thanks, but I’m just learning! 
Idi: Kuy sa jangalekat? Who is your teacher?  
M: Uli mooy sama jangalekat. It’s Uli my teacher.  
Idi: Ana Uli? Where is Uli? 
M: Uli, mungi ci këram, jotalil Lauren kaas 
bi. 

Uli is at her house, pass the cup to Lauren. 

L: Jërëjëf, attaaya bi neex na, maangiy dem. Thanks, the tea is sweet, I’m leaving.  
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VOCABULAIRE 

WOLOF TRANSLATION 
lii lan la? What’s this? 
Lii This  
xobu kenkeliba kenkelibe leaves 
Xob leave 
Luy xxxxx? What is xxxxx? 
Lan lay jëriñ? What it is used for? 
Am njëriñ To be useful 
Am na njëriñ It is useful 
Ci  At / in 
Ana xxxx? Where is / where are xxxx? 
Wall   A share / part 
Bokk To share a same unit (a house or car for example) 
Seddële To divide / to split 
Mungi nii Here it is 
Sama gaa ñi My friends / my folks 
Sama waay My friend  
Kaay! Come here / come up  
Kaay + verb  Come + verb 
Kii kan la? Who is this? 
Kii  This person  
Kuy xxxx? Who is xxxx? 
Xxxx mooy yyyyy It is xxxx  yyyy 
Tool  field 
Jotali To pass something to someone 
Kaas Cup  
Attaaya  Tea  
Neex  To be sweet 
Neex na It is sweer 
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Nouns: a starter kit    Verbs: a starter kit                                                                       
Saak = bag     ñëw = to come                                                                                   
Lal = bed     jox … = to give to someone                                                             
Kaye = notebook    joxe … = to give something                                                             
Siwo = bucket     jël = to take                                                                                      
Siis = chair     teg = to put                                                                                       
Bunt = door     ubbi = to open                                                                                        
Paaka = knife     dagg = to cut                                                                                 
Sijaada / basaŋ = (prayer) mat   toog = to sit                                                                                       
Néeg = room     tëdd = to lay down                                                                     
Ekool = school     tëddi = to go to bed                                                                          
Yéré = outfit / clothe    sol = to wear                                                                                  
Dàll = shoe     taxaw = to stand                                                                            
Saabu = soap     raxas = to wash                                                                               
Garab = a tree     yéeg = to climb                                                                           
Dëkk = town     dugg = to enter                                                                                
Pen = bik     bind = to write                                                                                 
Téeré = book     tëj / ubb = to close                                                                                   
       Xool = to look                                                             
      Yòbbu xxx = to take sth somewhere                                      
      Indi = to bring                                                                 
                 Xaar = to wait                                                                  
      Bale = to sweep                                                             
                   Yònnee = to send 

Some good interjections to know  
Du noonu?  Isn’t that so? 
Du dëgg? Isn’t it?  
Naam!  (Yes!) Answer when one’s name is called  
Ceey Yalla!  (Mild oath; literally, Oh my God!)  
La illaha illalla!  (Stronger oath, literally, There is no God but Allah) 
Ci dëgg-dëgg Really! / Truly!!  
Waatal!  Swear it!  
 
Useful lines for beginners  
Naka lañuy waxe “book” ci Wolof?  How do you call “book”in Wolof?  
Lan mooy “téeré”?  What’s “téeré”? 
Waxaatal! Say it again  
Waxal ndank! Speak slowly!  
Noonu la? Is it correct?  
Du noonu.      That’s not correct. 
Bind ko!      Write it!  
Amul solo!  That’s not a problem 
Jox ma ….. Give me ….. 
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Prepositions  
 
Above, over, on = ci kaw  
Below, under = ci suufu  
Behind = ci gannaaw  
Inside, in = ci biir  
Between = ci diggante  
Beside, next to = ci wetu  
In front of = ci kanamu  
Outside = ci biti  
In the middle of = ci diggu  
 
 
Phrasebook: Things & people  
 
Things 
 

Lii lan la? = What’s this? 
Lii xxx la. = This is xxx. 

 
Examples:  
Lii garab la. 
This is a tree. 

Lii bitik la. 
This is a shop. 

Lii xar la. 
This is a sheep.

 
 

Luy xxx? (luy is the contraction of lan mooy) = what’s xxx? 
xxx mooy -------- = This is xxxx. 

 
Examples:  
Luy (Lan mooy) garab?    Garab mooy tree. 
What is Garab?      Garab is tree. 
 
 

Ana xxx? = Where is xxx? 
(XXX) Mungi ci+ (preposition) + place = (s) he / it is + preposition + place. 

(XXX) Ñungi + (preposition) + place = they are + preposition + place. 
 
Examples:  
Ana sa téeré?       Mungi ci sama saak. 
Where is your book?      It is in my bag. 
 
Ana seen yaay?      Mungi ci biir néeg bi 
Where’s your mum?      She is in the room. 
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Ana sama ndekki?      Mungi ci kaw taabal bi. 
Where is my breakfast?     It is on the table.  
 
Ana say doom?      Ñungi ci suufu garabu mango ba. 
Where are your kids?      They are under the mango tree.  
 
Note: we noticed that we used the neutral pronouns that we learned previously. But, it is used 
without a verb to be (nekk). The verb to be (nekk) is implied here, it is not needy to bring it. 
Instead of: “mungi nekk ci kaw taabal bi” (it is on the table) we just use: “mungi ci kaw taabal 
bi” which means the same thing.  
 
 

Xxx lan lay jëriñ? = What xxx is used for? 
Xxx pur lan la? What xxx is for? 

Xxx pur --------- la. = Xxx is used for ----------- 
 
Note: Both questions can be used to ask for the utility of a named tool or any other thing and 
they both can have the same structure of response. 
 
Examples:  
Peel lan lay jériñ? 
What is a shovel used for?  
 
Saabu pur lan la?  
What soap is for?  
 

Peel pur gas la.  
A shovel is used for digging  
 
Saabu pur setal la.  
Soap is for cleaning. 

Exercise:  
Name all the tools that you use in your technical program and say what each one is used for in 
your class.  
 
People 
 

Kii kan la? = Who is this? 
Kii XXX la. = This is xxx. 

 
Examples:  
Kii kan la?      Kii sama xarit la. 
Who is this?       This is my friend.  
 
Kii sa yaay la?      Waaw, kii sama yaay la. 
Is this your mum?      Yes, this is my mum. 
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Kuy (kuy is the contraction of kan mooy) + XXX? = who is xxx? 
XXX mooy ------ = it is xxx ………… 

                                                                                                                                               
Examples:  
Kuy sa jangalekat?     Uli mooy sama jangalekat.  
Who is your teacher?      It is Uli my teacher.  
 
Kuy yaayam?       Ami mooy yaayam.  
Who is her mum?      It is Ami her mum.  
 
Kuy njiitu santar bi?      Etienne mooy njiitu santar bi 
Who is the head of the santar?    It is Etienne the head of the center  
 
Note: we are using here a new pronoun (mooy) called the Subject Emphasis pronoun, “mooy” is 
the third person, we will dig it in further lessons.  
 
 

Ana + Person? = Where is / are xxx? 
Mungi ci + (preposition) + place = he / she / it is + preposition + place. 

Xxxx nekku fi = Xxx is not here (negation) 
Xxx nekkul ci + place = Xxx is not in + Place 

 
Examples:  
Ana Faatu?      Mungi ci suufu garab gi. 
Where is Fatou.    She is under the tree.  
    
Ana John?     Mungi ci biir kalaas bi.   
Where is John?       He is in the classroom.  
 
Ana Demba?         Demba nekkul ci santar bi, Mungi ci butik ba. 
Where is Demba?       Demba is not at the center, he’s in the shop.  
 
 
Note: It follows the same rules as the ones explained above in the same lesson.  
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GRAMMAR    

Plural Nouns 
 
Definite articles  
The definite article is a grammatical terminology that refers to the English “the,” and the 
difference from the English is that it comes after the noun. In singular, we have many of them 
and they are stated in the introductory part of the book. 
 
In plural form, we have:  

a-‐ Ñi:	  this	  article	  is	  meant	  for	  a	  very	  limited	  number	  of	  nouns	  referring	  mainly	  to	  people.	  	  

 
Singular  Plural  
Nit ki = the person  Nit ñi = (the) people  
Gòor gi = the man  Gòor ñi = (the) men  
Jigéen ji = the woman  Jigéen ñi = (the) women  
Magg gi = the adult  Magg ñi = (the) adults  
Magget gi = the old person  Magget ñi = (the) old people  
Ndaw li = the young person  Ndaw ñi = (the) young people  
 
Note: you may encounter someone saying “ndaw si” in the singular form but that refers to a  
particular girlfriend or woman and has not a commonly used plural. 
 
 

b-‐ Yi:	  any	  other	  noun	  you	  take	  it	  plural	  definite	  article	  will	  be	  “yi”.	  	  

Singular  Plural  
Xale bi = the kid  xale yi = the kids  
Garab gi = the tree  garab yi = the trees  
Taabal bi = the table  taabal yi = the tables  
 
Indefinite articles  
The indefinite article is a grammatical terminology that refers to the English article “a” before a 
noun in a singular form and the “s” at the end of a noun without being preceded by any article 
(kids). In Wolof, for the singular form either the noun is stated without any article (xale = a kid) 
or in some area mainly rural, a “ab” or “as” is put before the noun (ab xale = a kid). For the 
plural form, they all take an “ay” before the noun which has also the connotation of the English 
“some.”  
 
Singular       Plural  
(Ab) rato = a rake      ay rato = rakes  
Kaye = a notebook      ay kaye = notebooks  
(Ab) xale = a kid      ay xale = kids  
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B- The imperative                                                                                                                                                    
Tthe imperative of the verb in affirmative and negative form are given in shart below. The grammatical 
terminology refers to the orders or advice that we give to others. 

 Examples: 
 waxaatal!  
 Repeat!                                                      
Noppil                                                                      
Stop talking   
Jang leen bu baax 
Learn well 
Bul fatte sama kaye 

                                                                                    Don’t forget my notebook 
                                                                                    Buleen maye seen garab 
       Don’t offer your medecines 
    
Notes:  

• This structure is used to command someone to do something. You have noticed that “l” 
instead of “al” can be added to the verb for the singular form, this is in case the verb 
ends in an vowel.  

• The word “please” does exist in Wolof but it is not commonly used, and it is not 
considered rude to tell someone to do something. If you prefer, you can precede a 
command with “baal ma” (excuse me).  

 
Prolocatives  
 
In English, we have 2 prolocatives: here and there. In Wolof are quite few; we’ll look at the 
basic ones here.  
 

• Fii: here (refers to a place you are in, in French “ici”)  
• Fee: refers to a place you can point at, it may be in the same environment; so it can be 

translated as a “here” that you are pointing at.  
• Fëlé: over there  
• Foofu: there  

 AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE 
2nd Person 
singular  
YOU 

Verb + al  
 
Verb + l 

Bul + verb 

2nd Person 
Plural 
YOU ALL 

Verb + leen Buleen + 
Verb 
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PRATIQUE 

I: Fun with nouns: Find out the meaning of the nouns, put them into plural and then use them in 
a sentence.  
 
1. Jaaykat bi (defined):__________________________(plural): __________________________   

(phrase): ______________________________________________________________________. 

2. Benn rakk bu gòor (defined):__________________________(plural): ___________________ 

(phrase): ______________________________________________________________________ 

3. Caabi bi  (defined):__________________________(plural): ___________________________ 

(phrase): ______________________________________________________________________ 

4. Baayi ma (defined):__________________________(plural):___________________________ 

(phrase): ______________________________________________________________________ 

5. Jigéen ji (defined):__________________________(plural):____________________________ 

(phrase): ______________________________________________________________________ 

6. Benn (defined):__________________________(plural): ______________________________ 

(phrase): ______________________________________________________________________ 

7. Dëkk bi (defined):__________________________(plural): ____________________________ 

(phrase): ______________________________________________________________________ 

8. Benn tool (defined):__________________________(plural): __________________________ 

(phrase): ______________________________________________________________________ 

9. Jangalekat bi  (defined):__________________________(plural): _______________________ 

(phrase): ______________________________________________________________________ 

10. Benn  (defined):__________________________(plural):_____________________________ 

(phrase): ______________________________________________________________________ 
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II: Fun with prepositions: Write a sentence or two for each of the following pictures, 
describing the relative positions of the things.  
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III. Translation: Write the closest Wolof equivalent to the following expressions.  
  
1. I don’t speak much Wolof. ______________________________________________________. 

2. How do you say “go away” in Wolof. _____________________________________________. 

3. I’m learning now. _____________________________________________________________. 

4. Hey Ali, where are my shoes? ___________________________________________________. 

5. My dad is not here, he’s in the field. ______________________________________________. 

6. Who is your friend in the village? ________________________________________________. 

7. The bucket is in the room. ______________________________________________________. 

8. Kids are under the tree, they are playing. __________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

9. What is your secret? ___________________________________________________________. 

10. My mum is in the room, she is sleeping. __________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

 
IV. You are the boss! Write the following orders in Wolof. 
 
1. Close the door. _______________________________________________________________. 

2. Speak aloud, I can’t hear you.____________________________________________________. 

3. Open your book (you all)._______________________________________________________. 

4. Don’t go out at night alone. _____________________________________________________. 

5. Don’t use chemical in your field, it’s not good _________________________________________. 

6. Learn marketing and use an accounting book. _______________________________________. 

7. Wait a minute.________________________________________________________________. 

8. Come in. ____________________________________________________________________.                                                                                                                           9. Water the garden every morning and afternoon (y’all).   

10. Stop talking English in the class. ________________________________________________. 
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V. Task / Application 
 
1. Write 3 numbers on a piece of paper and let your classmates guess what each of them 
corresponds to by asking you questions. You will answer by the negative form till they find it 
and answer by the affirmative for. Then, you ask all the questions you can about the item. 
 
Example:  
 

## ## ## 
  
Sa numero telefon la?      Déedéet, du sama numero telefon. 
Sa aniverseer la?      Déedéet du sama aniverser. 
Sa numero kër la ci Amerik?     Waaw sama numero kër la ci Amerik. 
 
 
 
2. Find 3 objects that are foreign to your culture ask questions about them and bring the report in 
class.  
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Chapter 6: Damay jangi bés bu nekk!                                                 
(I go to learn every day!) 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

KSA: Wax ci yëngu-yëngu yi. (Talk about activities.) 

Learning objective:  
By the end of the lesson, each trainee will be able to talk about his/her activities as well during 
the day as during the different seasons using the correct pronouns.  
 
In this lesson 

1. VOCABULARY 
a. Nouns 
b. Activities & sports 
c. Verbs 
d. Food and drink 
e. Time, weather, & seasons  

2. GRAMMAR  
a. Verbal emphasis Pronouns  
b. Descriptive structures  
c. Future  
d. Absolute and Future negation  
e. Saying « when » or « if »  
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f. Conditional  
3. CULTURAL NOTES  

a. Times  
b. Appearance (dress code)  
c. Fasting and Ramadan  

Text  
Yëngu-yëngu Tom ci dëkk bi. Bés bu nekk, Tom dafay teela yeewu. Gannaw loolu dafay sangu. 
Bu sangoo ba pare, dafay solu balla muy ndekki ak waa këram. Lu ci ëpp, desit u reer yi lañuy 
lekk. Bu ndekkee ba pare, dafay jangi. Ci booru 1 waxtu, dafay dellu këram pur añ. Buñu añee 
ba pare, Tom ak waa këram yu gòor dañuy daje ci suufu garabu mango bi pur naan attaaya 
waaye Tom moom du naan attaya. Jigéen ñi ñoom dañuy raxas ndab walla rooti. Yennsaay, 
dafay and ak papaam ci ateliyewam pur xool li muy liggeey. Lu ci ëpp, ngoon yi dafay seeti ay 
dëkkandoom pur waxtaan ak ñoom ci Wolof walla jàng aada. Gannaaw loolu, dafay dawi pur 
tàggat yaramam, yennsaay dafay def ay devoiram. Lu ci ëpp, dafay tëddi ci booru 11 waxtu.  
 
VOCABULARY 
 VERBS     NOUNS     
WOLOF ENGLISH 
Teel + verb to do sth early 
Naaje + verb to  do sth late in the 

morning 
Yéex to be slow 
Yeewu  to wake up 
Jòg  to get up 
Sëlmu  to wash the face 
Sangu to shower 
Pare to be ready 
Solu to put on clothes 
Nuyu  ---------  to greet -------- 
Nuyòo to greet 
Tambali  to start 
Ndekki to have breakfirst 
Añ to have lunch 
Reer to have diner 
Jàngi to go to school 
Dellu  to return to 
Daje ak to meet with 
Attaaya to make tea 
Lekk to eat 
Naan to drink 
Raxas to wash sth 
Rooti  to fetch water 
Root  to pull  water 
Xéy to go to work in the 

morning 
Dimbali  to help 
Seeti to go to visit 
Seetsi  to come to visit 
Waxtaan to discuss 
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WOLOF ENGLISH 
Yëngu-yëngu Activity 
Dëkk bi The city / village 
Bés bu nekk Everyday 
Gannaaw loolu After that 
Lu ci ëpp  In general 
Ballaa Before 
Desit  Leftovers  
Ci booru … Around  
Suufu garab bi Under the tree 
Gòor ñi Men  
Jigéen ñi  Women  
Ndaw ñi Young peolple 
Mag ñi  Old people 
Xale yi kids 
Ndab yi  The diches 
Yennsaay Sometimes 
Nawet bi  The rainy season 
Tool  Field 
Ngoon Afternoon 
Suba si The morning 
Guddi gi The night 
Ñoom  Them guys 
Dëkkandoo Neighbours  
Taggat yaram Sport  
Taggat  To train  
Devoir Homework  

 
 
 
 

Def  to do  
Tëddi to go to bed 
Noppalu  to rest 
waxtaan to talk, to converse 
Déglu to listen 
Seetaan  to watch 
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FOOD & DRINK (LEKK ak NAAN) 
WOLOF TRANSLATION 
Ndekki  Breakfast 
Añ  Lunch 
Reer  Dinner 
Xëd Ramadan breakfast 
Ndogu To cut the fast 
Woor  To fast 
Ceebu jën Rice with fish 
Ceebu yapp Rice with meat 
Maafe  Peanut sauce  
Yaasa  Onion sauce 
Dugub  Millet 
Cere  Couscous 
Yàpp  Meat  
Jën  Fish  
Keccax  Dry fish 
Tigadege  Peanut butter 
Mburu  Bread  
Léjum  Vegetables 
Soos / ñeex  Sauce 
Ndox  Water 
Meew  Milk 
Soow  Yogurt 
Xorom  Salt  
Suukër  Sugar  
Neex na  It tastes good 
Dafa saf xorom It’s salty 
Dafa saf kaani It’s spicy 
Dafa neex / dafa saf suukër It’s sweet 
Dafa wex It’s bitter 
Suur naa I’m full 
Dafa xiif I’m hnugry 
Raxasu  To wash hands 
Toog ci bool bi To sit around the bowl 
Bokk  To share 
Duma lekk yapp I don’t eat meat 
Duma naan ataaya I don’t drink tea 
Kaay  Come over 
Kaay añ  Come to have lunch 
Kaay reer  Come to have diner 
May ma ndox ma naan Let me have water to drink 
Lekk naa be suur I ate myself full 
Añ bi jeex na Lunch is over 
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Time / Weather / Seasons    Activities and Sports 
WOLOF ENGLISH 
Seetaan  To watch 
Waxtaan ak xarit yi To chat with friends 
Dawal welo To ride a bike 
Daje/tase ak xarit yi To meet with friends 
Dawi  To go to run 
Dox  To walk 
Jàng  To study / learn 
Sàngu  To shower 
Dem  To go 
Jënd  To buy 
Toog  To sit 
Ñëw  To come 
Bind  To write 
Def / defar  To do / to make 
Fo  To play (games) 
Liggéey To work  
Xalaat To think 
solu To put on clothes 
Julli  To pray 

 
Time Words  
Tey   today 
Suba    tomorrow 
Gannaaw suba  day after tomorrow 
Démb   yesterday 
Bërki démb  day before yesterday 
Gannaaw loolu  then, after that 
Ballaa / laata  before 
Fii ak ------  betweet now and ----- 
Leeg-leeg / yeensaay sometimes 
Faraldi   often 
Leegi-leegi  right now 
Ci saasi                on the spot, immediately 
Lu ci éepp  in general  
----- bu nekk  each, every --------- 
     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

WOLOF ENGLISH 
Waxtu yi Hours  
Ban waxtu (moo jot)? What time is it?  
2 waxtu moo jot It’s 2 
2 waxtu ak gennwall It’s 2:30 
2 waxtu teg na 10 minit It’s 2:10 
2 waxtu des na 20 minit It’s 2:40 
Ban waxtu ngay…? At what time do you…? 
Bés yi  Days  
Altine Monday 
Tallaata Tuesday 
Allarba Wednesday 
Alxamis Thursday 
Ajjuma  Friday 
Gaawu / Samdi Saturday 
Dibéer / Dimaas Sunday 
Waxtu julli yi Prayers time  
Suba Sunrise     
Tisbaar                         Early afternoon (2:15) 
Takkusaan Late afternoon (5:00) 
Timis twilight / dusk 
Gee / Geewe  nighttime (around 8:30) 
Nawet Rainy season 
Lolli Harvest period 
Noor Garden period 
Cooroon Hot and dry season 
Dafa tang It’s hot 
Dafa sedd It’s cold 
Dafa féex It’s cool 
Dafa mbòoyò The weather is dry 
Dafa naaj It’s sunny 
Dafa xiin It’s cloudy 
Dafa lëndëm It’s dark 
Dafa lay It’s foggy 
Dafay taw It rains 
Dafay taw galaas It snows 
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GRAMMAR  
 
Verbal Emphasis 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
• This conjugation is used for actions that are done more than one time (habitual). 

Bés bu nekk Tom dafay teela yeewu 
 
Time markers for habitual: 
Bés bu nekk  everyday 
……….. bu nekk   every / each ….. 
Leeg-leeg / yennsaay sometimes / from time to time 
Saa yu nekk  every time 
Lu ci ëpp   in general / most of the time 
 
Examples:  
Bès bu nekk, sama baay dafay dem jàkka 5 yoon.  Everyday my father goes to the mosque 5 

times. 
 
Lèeg-lèeg, danuy dem Cees pur jàng ak noos.  Sometimes we go to Thies in order to learn 

and enjoy ourselves. 
 
 II. Responding to the question: Lan ngay def? (What do you do?)  
 
Lan ngay def sufekkee dem nga Cees?  Damay dem restaurant, sufekkee dem naa Cees. 
What do you do when you go to Thies?  I go to the restaurant, when I go to Thies. 
 
Gòor ñi lan lañuy def ci sa kër? Gòor ñi dañuy naan attaaya rekk.   
What do men do at your house?  Men drink tea only. 
 
 III. It can fill for the English future tense. 
 
Time markers for the future tense  
Suba  Tomorrow  
Gannaaw suba The day after tomorrow  
 ……bii di ñëew  The next ……..  

  HABITUAL FUTUR 
I damay + verb damay + verb 
YOU dangay +  verb dangay +  verb 
(S)HE / IT dafay +   verb Dafay +   verb 
WE danuy  + verb danuy  + verb 
YOU (P) dangeendi +   verb dangeendi +   verb 
THEY dañuy  + verb dañuy  + verb 
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Déwén  Next year  
Fii ak ………  Within ……..  
Ci kanam  Later  

 
• It can be used for description in general (weather description in this lesson) 

 
Examples:                                                                               
Sama dëkk ci Americ dafa sedd                         
My hometown is cold      
                                                     
Senegal dafa tàng te bari yoo                          
Senegal is hot and has lot of mosquitoes  
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                   
 
Note: In this case the pronouns don.t have a “y” because the following verbs used to describe 
the weather are static. This below is a list of static verbs that can be applied to this structure 
recently seen.  
 
 Static Verbs  
 

WOLOF ENGLISH 
Sedd (guy) To be cold 
Tang (jër)   To be hot 
Xiin To be cloudy 
Lëndëm (këris) To be dark  
Fèex to be cool / chilly 
Guus to be humid 
Naaj to be sunny 
Ngelaw to be windy 
 
Impersonal Action Verbs (the pronouns take a “y” in the present tense)  
 

WOLOF ENGLISH 
Taw To rain 
Lay To be foggy 
Nglaw To be windy 
Taw galass To snow 
 
 
Intensifiers 

 DESCRIPTION & 
STATE 

I dama + Static verb 
YOU danga +  Static verb 
(S)HE / IT dafa + Static verb 
WE danu  +   Static verb 
YOU (P) dangeen +  Static verb 
THEY dañu  +  Static verb 
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There are hundred ways of saying « very » or « totally » in Wolof. Many static verbs have their 
own intensifiers. We will try to add to static verbs (adjectives) that have their own intensifiers in 
brackets. Meanwhile, the words “lool” and “torop” taken from the French adverb “trop” could be 
used as intensifiers for any adjectives in Wolof. The above words in brackets are meant to that. 
 
Examples  
Ci weeru decembre dafay lay lu bari        In December, it’s really foggy and it’s too cold also. 
ci Senegal te dafay sedd guy tamit. 
Dafay taw lu bari ci nawet leegi.      It rains a lot now during rainy season.  
 
The negation:                                                                                                                                      
We have previously seen another type of negation that was called simple negation. The negation 
we will see here is called absolute negation or future negation. It’s used in the following cases:  

• One doesn’t do something at all  
• One doesn’t do something usually  
• One wants to use the negation in the future tense  

 
 
 
 
 
 
CONJUGATION 

Examples:                                                     
Duma lekk yapp ndaxte vegetarienne 
laa.                                                                    
I don’t eat meet because I’m vegtarian.                                   
Suba, Bira du dem tool ndaxte dafa 
feebar.                                                 
Tomorrow, Bira won’t go to the field 
because he is sick 

 

Note: For the description and state part, we do not use this type of negation; we use the simple 
negation that we have seen previously 

Hypotheticals: Saying “When” or “if” in Wolof. 
The only way we have so far seen to say “when” is “kañ” whereas this can only be used to ask 
questions like “when did you come?” (Kañ nga ñëw?). “If” also has so far been indicated by 
“sufekkee”. Both can be expressed by the same structure in Wolof. The word “when” or “if” is 
not simple to render in Wolof. There is a different set of structures for talking past (perfective) 
events (When I arrived) or habitual and future (imperfective) events (when I go home …). We 
will look at the imperfective forms now; the perfective forms (past) will come in coming lessons. 
 

 HABITUAL FUTUR 
I duma + verb Duma + verb 
YOU doo +  verb doo +  verb 
SHE du +   verb du +   verb 
WE dunu  + verb Dunu  + verb 
YOU (P) dungeen +   verb dungeen +   verb 
THEY duñu  + verb Duñu  + verb 
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I. The conjugation below puts things into sequence, meaning things happen one after the 
other.  
 
Dafay teela yeewu. Bu jogee, dafay sangu; bu sangoo ba pare dafay nuyoo, gannaaw loolu dafay 
ndekki te jangi.  
 
He wakes up early. When he gets up, he bathes; when he finishes bathing, he greets people, have 
breakfast then go to study. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Examples:                                                 
Buma amee jot, damay seeti samay 
xarit.                                                                   
If I have time, I’ll go to visit my 
friends                                             
Booleen roosewul garab yi, dañuy 
dee.                                                        
If you don’t water the trees, they will 
dye. 

 
 
Note: Sometimes, people use SUMA instead of BUMA, but it is the same and that’s the case of 
the other hypotheticals too. The “ee” added to the verb will change to “oo” if it is added to a 
verb end with “u” like dellu - delloo (to return) 
 
Suma amee jot, damay seeti samay xarit.  If I have time, I’ll go to visit my friends  
Soo bëggee noppalu, fan ngay dem?  Where will you go if you want to rest?  
Su PST bi jeexee, lan ngeendi def?  What will you do when PST is over?  
Sunu wàccee danuy dem roose sunu pepiñeer.  When we are done with the classes, we will 

go to water our tree nursery.  
 
 
 
 
 
B. This below conjugation renders things that are happening simultaneously, meaning at the 
same time.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

 AFFIRMATION NEGATION 
I Buma + verb + ee  Buma + verb + ul  
YOU Boo +  verb + ee Boo +  verb + ul 
SHE Bu +   verb + ee Bu +   verb + ul 
WE Bunu  + verb + ee Bunu  + verb + ul 
YOU (P) Bungeen +   verb 

+ee 
Bungeen +   verb + 
ul 

THEY Buñu  + verb + ee Buñu  + verb + ul 

Examples:  
Buma amee jot, damay seeti samay xarit.  
If I have time, I’ll go to visit my friends.  
 
Booleen roosewul garab yi, dañuy dee.  
If you don’t water the trees, they will dye.  
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We drink tea while watching TV Bunuy seetaan tele lanuy naan attaaya 
 

Examples:                                                                                      
John buy sangu dafay wooy rekk                                
John always sings when he’s bathing                                              

Bumay dem tool dinaa jaar sa kër pur jël 
mbuus yi                    When I go to the field, 
I’ll pass by your house to take the plastic 
bags.                                                                                         

Woo leen ma booleendi naan attaaya.                                         
Call me when you are having tea 

 
C. Conditional 
 
This conjugation is used to render the conditional in Wolof, by conditional we mean the English 
“if + subject + verb in the past” (if I had- if you were not a volunteer). In Wolof, the structure 
and the second part of the sentence that we could call the subordinate part, will not change, but 
the ending of the verb of the main clause will change as state with the below table: 
 
 

Examples: 
Buma nekkulwoon Wolonteer, Solda 
laay nekk.                                                       
If I were not a volunteer, I would be a 
soldier 
 

B
u
m
a

 amoon jot tey, damay dem damay dem 
resto pur lekk ñamu americain.                                           
If I had time today, I’d go to the    
restaurant to eat American food 

 
 
QUESTIONNING 
Try to ask questions to each other for more practice 
 

 AFFIRMATION 
I Bumay + verb 

YOU Booy +  verb  

SHE Buy +   verb  

WE Bunuy  + verb  

YOU (P) Bungeendi +   verb 
THEY Buñuy  + verb  

 AFFIRMATION NEGATION 
I Buma + verb + oon  Buma + verb + ulwoon  

YOU Boo +  verb + oon Boo +  verb + ulwoon 

SHE Bu +   verb + oon Bu +   verb + ulwoon 

WE Bunu  + verb + oon Bunu  + verb + uiwoonl 

YOU (P) Bungeen +   verb + oon Bungeen +   verb + ulwoon 
THEY Buñu  + verb + oon Buñu  + verb + ulwoon 
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PRACTICE 
 
I. Tekkileen ci Wolof.  
 
1. What do you do every night when you go home? ____________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

2. Do the volunteers have to give money to their families if they have a problem? ____________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

3. In general, farmers use Eucalyptus and Leucena to protect their fields against the wind.  

______________________________________________________________________________. 

4. Does your family go to bed early? ________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

5. This weekend, if I have enough time, I will go to the beach to rest and have fun because I am 

so tired. _______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

6. We train people about how to make a “niim” lotion and mosquito net dipping. 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

7. What types of activities do you have with the school? ________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

8. What do you do during the first three months when you go to your site? __________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

9. We sensitize people about the importance of hygiene. ________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

10. How do you protect your trees nursery against termites?   
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 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 
EXERCISE 
            
II. Ñii, lan lañuy def? Write a paragraph 
or discuss about what’s on each picture.  
 

 
 
  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

I. Vocabulary  
 
Niim lotion: diw u niim 
Kind: xeet 
First three months: ñetti weer yu njëkk 
Importance: njariñ 
Pesticides =poson 
Eucalyptus = xotubutèel 
Termites = max 
 

1. 

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________ 

2.____________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

__ 
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3.____________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

__ 

4.____________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

__ 

5.____________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

__ 
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III. Fill in the blank: Write in the appropriate word to complete the sentence. 

1. Tey, buma wàcc _______________ dawi pour waajal sunu match bi.  

2. Ci sama liggèey, lu ci ëpp _______________ taggat nit ñi ci ay xarala  

 yu bees.  

3. Yèen wolonteer yi, war  _______________ yee seen waa dëkk ci  

naka  _______________ moytoo feebar u sëy yi. 
 

4. Su stage bi jeex _______________ , ñun ñëpp _______________ dem  

 sunuy dëkk.  

5. Yan jumtukaay _______________ jëfëndikoo ci sa liggèey?  

6. Yeen, ndax _______________ xamal nit ñi naka  _______________ 

  defare tos, furno ban ak suuf ak pepiñeer ? 

7. Bès bu nekk, _______________ dem ci péñc ma pur mëna waxtaan ci wolof.  

8. Saa yu nekk  _______________ tukkee, _______________ indi sarice pur samay xarit yu 

bare.  

9. Man, _______________ dem ……. sama dëkk, _______________ jangal jigéen ñi naka lañuy 

defare ak saytoo seen sardeñ.  

 
      IV. Partner Activity: Help your friend to find he day of week on which you are born by 
guiding him/her. Then tell them what do your family in the US do in general on that day.  
 
Example:  
 
A: altine nga juddu?  
B: déedéet, sama bésu juddu, nit ñi duñu liggeey, dañuy noppalu  
A; Samdi la?  
B: déedéet, du Samdi, nit ñi dañuy dem Eglise  
A: aah, dimaas la.  
B: waaw dimaas la  
A: sa waa kër ci Amerik, luñuy def ci dimaas?  
And so on….  

III. Vocabulary  
 
Sarice  
gift from a trip  
 
Xamal  
to let people know  
 
Tos = compost  
 
Furnò ban ak suuf  = 
mudstove  
 
Saytu = to manage  
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         V: Battaaxal pur samay waajur (letter for my parents)  
Write a letter to your parents; tell them about your new situation, your family and your activities 
in the village.  
__________________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________  
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CULTURAL NOTES 
 

• Time:                                                                                                                                            
Most of the time, time is given in French. However, prayer times are often used to refer to time 
when precision is not necessary; it’s either “gannaaw tisbaar” or “ballaa timis” so you can guess 
that it’s really elastic and you’ll need to deal with. Ponctuality is not a particular important 
concept in most of the places here. Don’t plan to meet people at a prayer time, unless you mean 
generally around that time. It’s also a bad time to try to buy something, as the seller may be 
praying (although you can always just wait a few minutes until he finishes). The hot part of the 
day is for drinking tea and/or napping. You won’t be expected to work/go anywhere then. 

• Appearance and dress code:                                          
Dressing up is extremely important in Senegal.Whereas the way you dress can be considered a 
reflection of personnlities (hippy, conservative, fraternity-sorority type etc.) In Senegal, the way 
we dress is usually considered an indication of the respect we have for others around us. Observe 
and use local work partners as models for how to dress because it mainly depends on your 
environment and the people you are interacting with. But, make some pretty traditional clothes 
for special occasions in your site, people we feel really happy and it’s a sign of integration. 
Nonetheless, people are really tolerant because they know, you come from a different culture with 
a different dress code. 

• Ramadan and fasting:                                
Ramadan (weeru koor) is an important time of the year for Senegalese people and it affects all the 
daily activities. Those who are fasting must not eat, drink, have sexual intercourse, smoke ect … 
from “xëd” Ramadan breakfast till (ndogu) sundown, when people break the fast. Some 
volunteers would like to fast for 1 or several days for gesture of solidarity or just experience. If 
you are not fasting be as discrete as possible about eating, drinking and smoking; However, 
people are tolerant but often time, they will ask the following questions:  Ndax woor nga? (Are 
you fasting?), xana Wooroo? (Are you not fasting?) Yaangiy ci koor gi? (Are youwith the 
fasting?) Lutax wooroo? (Why aren’t you fasting?) 
The answers could be: Waaw, dama woor (Yes, I’m fasting); Déedéet, wooruma (no, I’m not 
fasting); Maangi ci koor gi (I’m sticking with the fasting) Maangi ci weer wi (I’m not in the 
fasting) Duma jullit (I’m not a muslim) 
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APPLICATION / TASK 
 

TDA: 
Do the following interview with a community member to present in class. 
Ñaata jamano (saisons) ñoo am ci at mi ci Senegal?  
How many seasons do you have in Senegal?  
 
Jamano bu nekk kañ lay tambali ak kañ lay jeex?  
At what period do they start and end?  
 
Jamano bu nekk naka la mel?  
How do they look like?  
 
Nit ñi lan lañuy def ci jamano bu nekk:  
What do these people do during each season?  
 

TDA: 
From the cross-culture book in the “daily life” chapter, page 53.  
Observe your family dynamic or ask questions so you will be ready to discuss the 
followingquestions in class. 
 
1. Lan mooy wuute-wuute ci diggante cër and yëngu- yëngu:  
Góor ñi ak jigéen ñi  
Mag ñi ak ndaw ñi  
Ndox mi fan lay jóge ? Kuy rooti ndox?  
Nit ñi, kañ lañuy sangu?  
Lan lañuy def ak ndom mu bon mi?  
Fan lañuy fóote? Kuy fóot ?  
Kuy toppatoo mballit mi? Fan lañu yóbbu mballit mi? Kuy toppato kër gi?  
Baayima yi, fan lañuy nekk? Kuy xont baayima yi? Naka lañuy toppatoo baayima yi?  
Tool yi fan lañu nekk? Kuy bay? Lan lañuy bay? Ndax dañuy bay lejum? Lan lañuy def ak  
seen mbay mi? Ndax dañuy jaay walla dañuy dunde? Kuy bokk ci jotaayu kër gi? Kañ lañuy  
dajaloo? Fan lañuy daje? Lan lañuy def ci jotaay yi? Kuy xajal kan pur mu toog?  
 
2. Lekk gi:  
Nit ñi, lu ci ëpp, luñuy ane? Luñuy reere? Luñuy ndekke? Ndax am na yàpp  
walla jën? Ndax sa waa kër dañuy togg léjum lu bari? Ndax lekk bi doy na pur ñëpp? Lañuy  
lekk fii ci jën bi walla xar mi te dungeen lekk ci Amerik ? Lan lañuy def loolu ci Amerik?  
Sa waa kër naka lañuy lekke? Ndax dañuy bokk bool walla dafa am bool yu bari? Ñaata nit  
ñooy bokk bool? Ñan ñooy lekkandoo? Ndax nit ñi dañuy wax buñuy lekk? Lan lañuy lekke,  
loxo walla kuddu? Lu baaxul def, booy lekk? Lan ngay yëgg buñu lay tegal yapp, jën walla  
lejum?  
Demal seetaan sa waa kër buñuy togg, lan mooy-mooy wuute-wuute bi ak togg ci  
Americ, lan lañu niróo? Ci sa waa kër, luy lekk gu sell? Ndax dañu koy lekk? Naka ngay  
def pur am li sa yaram soxla ci lekk bes bu nekk?  
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CHAPTER 7: Seer na, waññi ko!                                                 
(It’s too expensive, come down a little!) 

 

 

KSA: Jënd ak jaay (Shopping) 

Learning objectives  
 
By the end of the lesson, each trainee will be able to define at least 2 types of markets, identify 
some products and buy them in a culturally and grammatically appropriate way.  
 
In this KSA 
1- Vocabulary 
Useful phrases  
Food nouns 
Types of markets 
Related verbs 
Measures 
Colors 
Currency 
 
2- Grammar 
Adjectives 
Object pronouns 
 
3- Cultural notes 
How to bargain 
When to bargain 
Avoid confusion 
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Introductory TDA  
 
Yan xeetu marse ngeen gis fii?  
What types of markets did you see here?  
 
Yan xeetu njaay ñoo fa am? Lan lañu fay jaay?  
What do people sell there?  
 
Naka lañu leendi jaaye?  
How do they sell products?  
 
Nit ñi lan lañuy wax pur jënd ak jaay?  
What do people say when they bargain?  
 
Ban lakk lañuy waxe xaalis bi lu ci ëpp?  
In which language the money is used in general?  
 
Jàng leen xaalis ci Wolof.  
Learn the money in Wolof 
 
 

Dialogue 
 Sample Dialogue: Tabaski is fast approaching and Lauren has nothing to wear. First she 
needs to buy fabric for her holiday outfit and lots of tea to host guests over the next week. 
Bargaining is a vital part of Senegalese commerce, but it has a method, time and place. 
Lauren: nanga def? How are you? 
Jaaykat bi: maangi fii? The vender: I’m fine 
L: basin bu weex laa bëgg I want a white bizane. 
J: am naa ko. Ñaata meetar nga bëgg? I have it. How many meters do you want? 
L: ñaata meetar laa soxla pur benn bubu? How many do I need for a boubou? 
J: 4 meetar nga soxla. You need 4 meters.  
L: Baax na. Meetar bi ñaata la? How much per meter? 
J: Meetar bi ñeenti téeméer la. It’s 2,000 cfa per meter. 
L: Seer na. Waññi ko. Naari teemeer laay 
fay. 

That’s too much; reduce it. I will only pay 
1,000 cfa.  

J: Fayal naari téeméer ak ñeent fukk. Fine, pay 1,200 cfa. 
L: Baax na, jay ma 4 meetar Ok, sell me four meters. 
J: Jërëjëf, nu yendu ak jàmm. Thank you. Have a good day. 
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VOCABULARY 
Useful  phrases 
WOLOF TRANSLATION 
Fan moo am …..? Where can I find…? 
Fan laa mëna jënde …….? Where can I buy…? 
Am nga ………………….? Do you have…? 
Waaw  am naa ko Yes, I have it 
………… am na? Is there …..? 
….. laa bëgg I would like …. / I want ….. 
Ñaata la ….. di jar? How much does ____ cost? 
Ñaata la? How much is it? 
Loolu seer na torop That is expensive 
Loolu njëgu tubaab la That’s a whesterner price 
Waññi ko Lower the price 
Ñaata nga mëna fay? How much can you pay? 
Mën naa fay ……. I can pay… 
Am nga weccitu ……?  Do you have change for…? 
Waaw, am naa weccit Yes, I have change 
Jox ma sama weccit Give me my change 
Fii la mëna yem It is my final price. 
 
 
 
Dairy and meat                                  Grains and Other foods 

WOLOF ENGLISH 
Mbuuru Bread 
Cere  Couscous 
Ceeb  Rice 
Dugub  Millet 
Mboq  Corn 
Basi Sorghum 
Mbiskit / boŋboŋ Cookie 
Gato Cake 
Xorom  Salt 
Soos Sauce 
ndox Water 
Diwlin Oil 
Suukër Sugar 
gerte Peanut 
Kafe Coffee 
Poobar Pepper 

 

WOLOF ENGLISH 
Fromaas Cheese 
Galaas Ice / ice cream 
Radi Iced fruit juice 
Meew  Milk 
Nen  Egg 
 Soow  Yogurt 
Beurre Butter 
Ginaar  Chicken 
Jën Fish 
Béy  Goat 
Yàpp  Meat 
Nag Beef 
Xar  Lamb 
Keccax  Dry fish 
Sippax Shrimp 
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Shopping      Fruits and Vegetables 

WOLOF ENGLISH 
ñambi / pullòox Cassava 
Soble Onion 
Naajo  Squash 
Jaxatu Bitter tomato 
Limoŋ Lemon / lime 
Batañse Eggplant 
Kaani Hot pepper 
Kaani salaat Green pepper 
Pombiteer Potato 
Pataas Sweet Potato 
Salaat Lettuce 
Suppome Cabbage 
Kañja Okra 
Tamaate Tomato 
Laaj Garlic 
Persil Parsley 
Karoot Carrot 
Concombar Cucumber 
Betteraw Beet 
Ñebbe  Beans 
Orans Orange 
Banana Banana 
Pompalmuus Grapefruit 
Ananas Pineaple 
Pom Apple 
Xaal  Watermelon 
Resin Grape 
Sappòoti Fruit similar to kiwi 
papaaya Papaya 
naanaa Mint 
 
                                                                                                                 
            
 

Colors      Currency (xaalis) 
WOLOF CFA 
dërëm 5 
Ñaari dërëm 10 
Ñetti dërëm 15 
Ñeenti dërëm 20 
Juròomi dërëm 25 
Fukki dërëm 50 
Ñaar fukk 100 
Téeméer 500 
Ñaari téeméer  1000 

WOLOF ENGLISH 
Marse Market   
Luuma  Weekly market 
Supermarse Supermarket 
Willas artisanal Artisanal village 
Santar commercial Commercial center 
Bitik  A shop 
Xaalis  Money  
Weccit Change (money) 
jaaykat Seller  
Jëndkat Buyer  
Kilo Kilogram 
Liibar Half kilogram 
Meetar Meter 
Genwal meetar Half meter 
Pot u Pot 
paket packet 
morso  slice 
Boyet Box/ can 
saam A pile 
Mbuus Bag 
Piis / tisi Fabrics 
Ordisawel Bleach 
Bale  Broom 
Bik  Pen / pencil 
Bëgg To want 
Yokk  To increase 
waññi To lower 
Waxaale To bargain 
Jënd To buy 
Jaay To sell 
Seer Expensive 
Yomb  Inexpensive 
Lu bari  A lot 
Tuuti  A little 

WOLOF ENGLISH 
Ñuul (kuk) Black (very) 
Weex  (tall) White (very) 
Xonq  (coy) Red (very) 
Mboq  Yellow 
Wert Green 
Bulo  Blue 
Orans Orange 
wiyole Purple 
Sokola brown 
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Ñetti téeméer 1500 
Juni 5000 

Notes: The currency in Senegal is CFA and it is mainly used in French. 

GRAMMAR 

I. Adjectives  
In Wolof, the adjectives are stranded for by static verbs. All the static verbs that translated in  
English are preceded by “to be” can stand for adjectives. As stated in previous lessons, most of 
them can have specific intensifiers that will be put in brackets, but “lool” and “torop” could be 
used as well for each adjective. 
 
Examples:  
Bees (tak) = to be new (brand)  Rafet = to be pretty  
Neex = to be sweet  Saf (sap) = to be tasty (really)  
Jafe = to be hard  Baax = to be good  
 
In Wolof, we have 2 different ways of addressing adjectives 

1. The first one consists in using them with the structures of the pronouns, mainly the 
emphasis verbal pronouns (Dama, danga, dafa, danu, dangeen, dañu) or the enonciatives 
(naa, nga, na, nanu, ngeen, nañu) as we saw it in the previous lessons. This structure is 
translated in English by: “to be + adjective”.  

 
Examples:  
Ñam bi dafa tang jër  The meal is too hot. 
Sa yéré bi dafa rafet  Your outfit is pretty.  
Danu sonn. We are tired. 
Dama jaaxle  I’m worried. 
Wolof dafa jafe  Wolof is hard. 
Sa attaya bi dafa neex  Your tea is sweet. 
 

2. The second one consists in using “bu, ju, su, mu, lu, gu” in front of the static verb in 
singular or “yu, ñu” in front of the static verb in plural”. The singular determinant to be 
used depends on the noun. That adjective translated in English will be: “a + adjective + 
noun” in singular or noun in “plural + adjectives”.  

 
Examples:  
Tisi bu weex = a white fabric  
Ndox mu sedd = cold water  
Ceeb bu neex = a good rice  
Jigéen ju rafet = a pretty woman  
Gòor gu njool = a tall man  
Ndaw ñu sawar = motivated young men  
Xale yu feebar = sick kids  
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Butik yu réy = big shops.  
 

3. When	  you	  want	  to	  put	  the	  adjective	  in	  a	  negative	  structure	  (not	  to	  be	  +	  adjective),	  you	  
conjugate	  directly	  the	  static	  verb	  in	  negative	  forms	  by	  using	  the	  following	  endings:	  uma,	  oo,	  ul,	  
unu,	  uleen,	  uñu.	  	  

Examples:  
Kafe bi neexul.  The coffee is not good. 
Ñam bi saful xorom. The dish is not salty 
Sonnuma  I’m not tired. 
Wolof jafewul  Wolof is not hard. 
 
Other examples:                                                                                                                              
Sama papa jënd na oto bu rafet, wante oto bi dafa tuuti ci man.  
My dad bought a nice car but the car is small according to me.  
 
Fii dafa tang wante dafay am ngelaw lu féex ci guddi.  
It’s hot by here but there’s a cool wind by night.  
 
Sama dëkk am na baykat yu sawar wante amuñu jumtukaay yo doy.  
There are motivated farmers in my village but they don’t have enough tools.  
 
 
Activity: Try to make more examples like these above and get your trainer correct them.  
 
__________________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________  
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2- Object pronouns  

In English we use pronouns to talk about the person who does an action (the subject of the verb) 
as opposed to the person who undergoes the action (the object of the verb). 
 

I gave it to John (I is a subject pronoun) 
John gave it to me (me is an object pronoun). 

 
In Wolof, the object pronouns are different from the English to some points. For the third person, 
there’s no difference between “him-her-it”, the three of them go by “ko” in Wolof. In English, 
the object pronouns are not impacted by the conjugation while in Wolof it is. The object 
pronouns can take sign of past or present when the main pronun has a “y” or “(w)oon” to express 
the present or past tense. These signs move to the object pronoun. We will see it below with the 
examples. The place of the object pronouns is mainly after the main pronoun if there is any, if 
not they will be after the verb.  
 

Me Ma  
You La 

Him/ Her / It Ko  
Us Nu  

You (pl) Leen  
Them Leen  
There Fa 

In / On / About it Ci  
 
 
Notes:  

• This structure that we can call the simple one is used for the object pronouns in sentences 
with action verbs in the past tense and neggation and static verbs in the present tense and 
present negation.  

• It’s the same structure that we will use also for the future tense. (Dinaa la woo = I’ll call 
you)  

 
Using object pronouns in sentences that have action verbs conjugated in present tense:  
 

Me May  
You Lay  

Him/ Her / It Koy  
Us Nuy  

You (pl) Leendi  
Them Leendi  
There Fay  

In / On / About it Ciy  

Examples:  
Def naa ko.  I did it. 
Gis naa la. I saw you. 
Jox na ma sa xaalis.  He gave me your money. 
Mën naa ko def . I can do it. 
Bëgg nanu leen. We love you.  
Démb laa ko def . It’s yesterday that I did it. 
Wax nanu ci démb. We talked about it yesterday. 
bëgguma fa dem. I don’t want to go there.  
 

Examples:  
 
Maangi koy indi = I’m bringing it  
Dafa fay dem bés bu nekk = He goes there everyday  
Wolof la may jangal = He teaches me Wolof  
Buma fay ñëw, damay jaar sa kër = When I go there I will pass by 
your house. 
Mungi nuy reetaan = He’s laughing at us.  
Maangi leendi nuyu = I’m greeting you  
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Notes: 

• In this structure we can notice that the object pronouns are used after pronouns that take 
“y” or “di” at the present to turn action verbs in present tense or future tense. The “y” 
or “di” that is supposed to be at the end of the firs pronoun moves to the last object 
pronoun.  

• The main pronouns it happens with are : the presentative (Maangiy), the Emphasis 
object pronouns (laay), Emphasis action pronoun (damay), the hypothetical (bumay), the 
temporals (bimay) and the neutrals that we have not yet seen (May, ngay, muy…)  

 
 
Using object pronouns in sentences that have verbs conjugated in past tense negation 
taking “woon”.  
  

Me Mawoon  
You Lawoon  

Him/ Her / It Kowoon  
Us Nuwoon  

You (pl) Leenwoon  
Them Leenwoon  
There Fawoon  

In / On / About it Ciwoon  
 
Note: In this structure we can notice that the object pronouns are used after the negation in the 
past tense. The negation in the past tense takes woon after the sign of negation. It happens 
mainly with the static verbs. If we have to use an object pronoun it will be placed between the 
sign of the negation and the “woon” as it is stated in the examples above.  

Examples:  
 
Bëgguma ko woon def  =I didn’t want to do it.  
Xamuma ko woon  = I didn’t know it.  
Gisu ma woon  = He didn’t see me. 
Mënunu leen woon jangal  = We couldn’t teach them. 
Waruñu ci woon def poson  = They should put poison in it. 
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Using the object pronoun with imperative singular.  
 
When you use the object pronouns with imperative singular, it comes right after the verb and the 
verb loses its sign of imperative (al or l).  
 
Examples:  
Joxal sama yaay Give to my mum. 
Jox ko  Give her. 
Demal Dakar pur jëli say kayit  Go to Dakar to take your papers.  
Dem fa pur jëli say kayit  Go there to take your papers. 
Bul naan ndoxu teen  Don’t drink water from the well.  
Bu ko naan  Don’t drink it. 
 
Using more than 1 object pronoun in a sentence.  
 
It may happen that one uses more than 1 object pronoun in a sentence.  
Example:  

 
I gave it to you.  Send it to me. 
 
The object pronouns used should follow the following order:  
 
First drop  Second drop  Third drop  
Ma  la  
La  ko  fa  
Ko  leen  ci  
Nu  fa  
Leen  ci  
Leen  
 
Examples 
jox naa la ko. I gave it to you. 
Jangal nañu ma ko fa  They taught it to me there.  
Dama ko ciy def  I put it in it. 
Danu la fay fekk  We will find you there.  
Bëggoo ma kowoon jox  You didn’t want to give it to me. 
 
Notes:  

• “Ko” never comes before “leen”  
• You noticed that the “y” or “woon” will always move to the last pronoun.  

 

 

PRACTICE  
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I. Write the money you are given in Wolof.  

50 F _________________________________________________________________________  

1500 F _______________________________________________________________________  

500 F ________________________________________________________________________  

750 F ________________________________________________________________________ 

75 F _________________________________________________________________________  

100 F ________________________________________________________________________  

5000 F _______________________________________________________________________  

2500 F _______________________________________________________________________  

1000 F _______________________________________________________________________  

175 F ________________________________________________________________________  

10000 F ______________________________________________________________________  

 
II. Write your own sentences based on the following adjectives, using the structures we learned.  
Tang _________________________________________________________________________  

Baax _________________________________________________________________________  

Neex _________________________________________________________________________  

Ñaaw ________________________________________________________________________  

Tuuti _________________________________________________________________________  

Tooy _________________________________________________________________________  

Réy __________________________________________________________________________  

Sew __________________________________________________________________________  

Rafet _________________________________________________________________________  

III. Translation: Translate the following sentences into Wolof. 
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1. I send my parents a long email because I miss them. _________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Most of the time, the children don’t wash the mangoes when they eat them. _______________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

3. They don’t know anything about marketing so I want to teach it to them. _________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

4. We need to practice Wolof a lot because it helps us interact with people. _________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

5. You will see her when you go to fetch water at the well, she’s a pretty woman. ____________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

6. Ask them why they don’t greet you. ______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

7. I have to train women’s groups about how to make a mud stove and we talked about it last 

week. ________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

8. The diner is salty because my mother put too much salt in it. ___________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

9. Pass me the bottle of water, I take some pills; my head hurts. __________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

10. My dad has a big field but he needs to protect it with life fence. _______________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 
IV.i. Binta Wants To Make Ceebu Jën : Match each word to its correct picture and make a 
sentence using the grammar of the lesson . 
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Jën  
 
 
 
 
Ceeb  
 
 
 
 
 
Diwlin  
 
 
  
 
Batañse  
  
 
  
 
Kaani  
 
 
 
  
 
Xorom  
 
 
 
  
 
Poobar  
 
  
 
 
 
 karoot  
 
 
IV.ii. Translation: Translate the following questions into Wolof.  
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1. Do you sell rice and oil here? ___________________________________________________? 

2. How much is a kilo? __________________________________________________________? 

3. How is this fish called? ________________________________________________________? 

4. These eggplants and carrots are bad, do you have better ones? __________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________? 

5. Are these peppers very spicy? ___________________________________________________? 

6. Where can I buy salt and pepper? ________________________________________________? 

7. How long should I cook this? ___________________________________________________? 

8. Can you help me cut the vegetables? ______________________________________________? 

9. How much oil should I add? ____________________________________________________? 

10. Does it need more salt? _______________________________________________________? 

 
 
 
 
 
IV.iii. With the help of the family, try to see the different steps of making a good ceebu jën,  
Why not try to make your own thereafter  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
V: Translation: Write the Wolof equivalent from the following phrases. 
 
1. In Peace Corps, the drivers are good and they are really motivated. ______________________ 
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______________________________________________________________________________ 

2. In Senegal, there are many beggars in the street and they wear old clothes ________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

3. The new teacher of the school is motivated and he helps us in our activities. ______________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

4. My friend seems to be a happy man ______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

5. The woman who is selling peanut is short and fat ____________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

6. Children are skinny in Senegal because they don’t eat well ____________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

7. The road of Mbour is not safe because it is not large _________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

8. My courtyard is big and shady, my family sits there to drink tea and chat _________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

9. In my village there is a big dog and kids are afraid of it. ______________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

10. The lunch is too spicy, that’s why I can’t eat. ______________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 
 
VI: Write a dialog to accompany this picture. 
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______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

4. Culural	  notes	  

 

 

 

 

___ 
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How to bargain  
 
Trainees should become familiar with the Senegalese method of bargaining. When you are 
quoted a starting price that is higher than the normal, don’t get angry and assume the vendor is 
trying to rip off you. Try to get the cheapest price possible by:  
 

• Before the bargain starts it is good for you to know what the item is supposed to cost and 
what it’s worth to you.  

• Walking away is one of the surest to check if the vendor can’t come down any further.  
• Check the prices of different vendors.  
• Be aware of when bargaining is appropriate and when it’s not.  
• Don’t start bargaining unless you are serious about buying  
• Go shopping with someone who is familiar with the system and see how it works  
• Take it easy. Make it friendly and fun, it doesn’t need to be adversial  

 
When to bargain  
 
You must bargain for things but not for everything. However, if you feel you are charged with a 
price you think is too high, you can always try to bring it down, or look elsewhere.  
 

• Most items in the market are usually bargainable.  
• Things in shops usually have fixed prices.  
• Cooked foods are not often bargainable.  
• Tourists’ things and handcrafts always need to be bargained.  
• You also need to bargain for people’s service.  
• Avoid confusion: Always negotiate prices beforehand to avoid confusion or arguments. 

For example, bargain with a tailor when you drop off the fabric, not when you pick up 
your complet.  

 

APPLICATION/TASK  
 

TDA: Final Market Activity 
Scavenger Hunt 

 
  
Using what you’ve learned in this section, take a field trip to the market or a shop and buy some 
items (alternatively, ask/bargain for prices and report your findings). Before leaving, discuss 
prices with your LCF so you know roughly how much things should cost.  
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CHAPTER 8: Eey, sama waay! Danga réer?                                   
(Hey, my friend! Are you lost?) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

KSA: Wax ci sa dëkkuwaay                                                       
(Talk about one’s Environment) 

Learning objectives:  
By the end of the lesson, each trainee will be able to describe his/her house clearly, give 
directions to a location at his/her site, and talk about two resources related to his/her technical 
program.  
 
In this KSA; 
1- Vocabulary 
Useful phrases and questions 
Directions  
Types of roads 
Additional technical vocabulary 
Review of prepositions 
 
2- Grammar 
Review of the imperative 
Review of Verbal emphasis (descriptive structures) 
Descriptive verbs and their intensifiers 
Subject emphasis Pronouns 
 
3- Cultural notes 
Giving directions  
Trusting people who gave directions 
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Introductory TDA to be done in the community in order to have more details  
 
1. Jàng leen baat yii ak seen waa kër:  
 
Left  North   Straight  Before  In   
Right  South   Next to  Behind  Out  
Up  East   After  Outside  Close  
Down  West   In front of  Inside  Far  
 
2. Seen kër naka la mel? (Detailed description of your house)  
 
    Lu fa am? (What do you have there?)  
 
3. Nemmeekuji leen béréb bu am solo ci seen liggéeyu wolonteer:  
    Naka la mel? (Visit areas related to your work as a volunteer: what do they look like?)  
 
    Kan moo fay liggéeye? (Who works there?)  
 
    Yan jumtukaay lañuy jëfëndikoo ak lan lañuy jëriñ? (What tools do they use?)  
 
4. Booleedi dem ci benn ci béréb yooyu, naka ngeendi def ak fan ngeendi jaar? (How do you go 
to a place in your area from your house?)  
 

Dialogue 
 Sample Dialogue: Lauren and her peers want to visit a campground out of the 
village.They called a guide and he gave them instructions to go there. 
Lauren: Sunu dëkk, dëkku tourism la. Our village has tourist sites. 
Friends: ci dëgg-dëgg ? fumu nekk ? Really? Where is it? 
L: sorewul, mungi toll ci 20 km. Not far, it is about 20 km 
F: Naka lanu mëna deme foofu? How can we go there?  
L: Mën nga jël 7 palas ba ci korosma bu 
njëkk bi apre nga jël sareet, mën na la yobbu 
ci dëkku tourism bi. 

You can take a 7 place until the  intersection, 
after that you take a charetteand he will take 
you to the tourist sites. 

F: Seen kër fumu nekk ci dëkk bi? Where is your house in the village?  
L: kër gi mungi nekk ci wetu jakka ji. Ñépp 
xam nanu ko. 

The house is near the mosque.  
 Everyone knows it.  

F: Jërëjëf, danu fay dem Weekend bii Bu 
neexee Yalla. 

Thank you. Next weekend we will go there.  
    In’shallah.  
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VOCABULARY 
Useful Phrases and questions  
WOLOF TRANSLATION 
Ban  yoon  moo jëm …? Which road is going to …? 
Jubbalal / tallal Go straight 
Demal ba …. Go until 
Jéggil tali bi Cross the paved road 
Jaddal ci sa ndeyjoor Turn right 
Jaddal ci sa cammoñ Turn left 
Jëlal yoon wii Take this rode 
Ana … / fan la …. Nekk? Where is …….? 
Mungi ci …. It’s located at … 
Sore na? Is it far? 
Sore na It’s far 
Sorewul It’s not far 
Lu am foofu? What is there? / what can be found there? 
Am na … There is … 
Ndax am na …? Is there …? 
Ndax … la? Is it a …? 
Fuñu mëna ame …? Where one can find…? 
Dama réer I’m lost 
Yoonu xxx laay laaj I’m looking for the road to xxx 
 
Directions      Types of roads 

WOLOF ENGLISH 
Yoonu suuf Dirt road 
Raŋ-raŋ Laterite road 
Tali Paved road 
mbedd Street 
korosmaa Intersection 
otorut Highway 
Rond-point Roundabout 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WOLOF ENGLISH 
Bët gannaar North 
Bët saalum South 
Penku  East 
Soowu  West 
Ci kanam In front of 
Ci gannaaw Behind / after 
Ci diggu … In the center/ middle 

of  … 
Ci digg bi in the center 
Ci diggante … ak … Between … and … 
Balla Before 
Ci wet u Next to / close to 
Sori na Far from 
Ci kaw Above / on 
Ci suuf u Below 
Ci suufu  Under 
Ci biir Inside 
Ci biti Outside 
Cammoñ Left 
Ndeyjoor Right 
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Additional technical vocabulary  
 
Sardeñ  garden  
jay  to sell  
tool  field  
toppatoo  to care  
létt  to make hair  
Rato  rake  
peel  shovel  
jaasi  machete  
pikkiir  seringle  
siso  pair of scissors  
téeré  book  
carnet de compte  accounting notebook  
reçu  receipt  
bitik  shop  

salon  hair dresser shop  
case de sante  health hut  
ekool  school  
pepiñeer  tree nursery  
Baykat  farmer  
sardiñe  gardener  
doktoor  doctor  
jaaykat  seller  
jangalekat  teacher  
léttkat  hair-dresser.  
Bay  to farm  
jangale  to teach  
faj  to heal  

GRAMMAR  

1. Review of the prepositions                                                                                                                                                           
Below, under    ci suufu    Behind    ci gannaaw                                            
Above, over, on  ci kaw    Inside, in   ci biir                                                     
Between    ci diggante   Beside, next to   ci wetu                                           
In front of    ci kanamu   Outside  ci biti                                                         
In the middle of   ci diggu 

2. Review of the imperative         

 

                                                                                                               

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE 
2nd Person 
singular  
YOU 

Verb + al  
 
Verb + l 

Bul + verb 

2nd Person 
Plural 
YOU ALL 

Verb + leen Buleen + 
Verb 
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Review of Pronouns Emphasis Verbs  
 
In this lesson we will see how to describe our environment and things it is consisted of.  
The key question to know how a thing, a place or someone looks like is: “naka la mel? / numu 
mel? (Contracted / colloquial form). The main pronoun that we use to answer that question has 
already been seen in previous lesson but we will have a quick review of it.  
 
Verbal Emphasis  
 

 DESCRIPTION 
& STATE 

NEGATION 

I dama + verb  Verb + uma  
You danga + verb  Verb + oo  

(S)he / It dafa + verb  Verb + ul  
We danu + verb  Verb + unu  

You (pl) dangeen + verb  Verb + uleen  
They dañu + verb  Verb + uñu  

 
Notes: We will notice that the third person will be the main pronoun will be using (“dafa + verb 
and “verb + ul”).  
 
Examples:  
New-york numu mel?     How does NY look like?  
New-York dafa réy, xumb te bari oto.   NY is big, noisy and has lots of cars. 
 
Here is added a good list of static verbs that can indicate the adjectives in English. 

Examples:  
 
Sama dëkk dafa tuuti. 
My village is small. 
 
Sama dëkk sorewul wante yoon bi baaxul. 
My village is not far but the road is not good.  
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DESCRIPTIVE VERBS (ADJECTIVES) 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Subject Emphasis Pronouns 
 
In English the sentence “Faatu goes to the market today” could be the answer to several different 
questions:  
 
Where does Faatu go today?  Faatu goes to the market today. 
When does Faatu go to the market?  Faatu goes to the market today.  
What does Fatou do today?  Faatu goes to the market today. 
Who goes to the market today?  Faatu goes to the market today  
 
In English, one part or another of the sentence is emphasized by stress or intonation; the structure 
or the pronoun doesn’t necessarily change. In Wolof specific pronouns are used to highlight or 
focus a part of the sentence. Here are the same questions above answered in Wolof.  
 
Faatu, fan lay dem?                                             Faatu, marse lay dem tey (Object emphasis)  
Where does Faatu go today?                             It’s to the market that Faatu goes today. 
 
Fatou, kañ lay dem mares?                                Faatu, tey lay dem mares (Object emphasis)  
When does Faatu go to the market?                 It’s today that Faatu goes to the market. 
 
Faatu, lan lay def tey?                                       Faatu dafay dem marse tey (Verbal emphasis)  
What does Faatu do today?                              Faatu goes to the market today. 
 

WOLOF ENGLISH 
Réy / ngand to be big 
Yaatu  to be large 
Tuuti  to be small 
Xat  to be tiny 
Set (wecc) to be clean (very) 
Tilim / salte  To be dirty 
Xumb  to be noisy / animated  
wéet to be calm / boring  
Sori  to be far  
Jege  to be close   
Rafet  to be pretty  
ñaaw to be ugly 
Bari … to have lot of … 
Tang (jër) to be hot (very) 
Sedd (guy) to be cold (very) 
Féex  to be cool  
Njool  to be tall  
Gatt  to be short  
Yem  to be of medium size  
Lëndëm (këriis) to be dark  
Leer (naññ) To be shiny / lightened  
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Kan mooy dem marse tey?                               Faatu mooy dem marse tey (Subject emphasis)  
Who goes to the market today?                        It’s Faatu who goes to the market today. 
 
We have seen the pronouns that, when used in a sentence allows us to have a focused form to 
emphasize various parts of a sentence. The “laa” indicates the Object emphasis; the “dama” 
indicates the Verbal emphasis. The new one we will see here is the Subject emphasis.  
 
Subject Emphasis 

Examples:     

                                                                          
Chamm mooy toppatoo garab yi ci santar bi It’s 
Chamm who cares the tree in the center                                                                           

Yow yaay defar pepiñeer bi.                                                      
It is you who make the tree nursery.                               

Doctoor bi mooy ñaq xale yi                                               
It’s the doctor who gives shots to the kids 

                                                                                                    

QUESTIONS                                                                                                                                                                        
This structure above should answer or have the following strucuture of questions: 

Singular 
GRAMMATICAL 
STRUCTURE 

CONTRACTED 
(COLLOQUIAL) FORM 

TRANSLATION 

Kan  mooy Verb? Kuy + verb? Who + verb? 
Lan  mooy Verb? Luy + verb? What + verb? 
Fan  mooy Verb? Fuy + verb? Where + verb? 
Ban  mooy Verb? Buy + verb? Which one + verb? 
Ban + noun mooy Verb? N. A What + noun + verb 
 
Examples:  
Kan mooy jangale karange ci Corps de la paix? Mbouille mooy jangale karange.  
Who teaches security at Peace Corps? It’s Mbouille who teaches security. 
 
Lan mooy wax ci neeg bi? Rajo bi mooy wax  
What’s speaking in the room? It’s the radio that’s speaking. 
 
Fan mooy jaay ay jiwu ci Cees? Naay 3 mooy jaay jiwu ci Cee  
Where is selling seeds in Thies? It’s Niaye 3 that sells seeds in Thies. 
 
Ban oto mooy dem Dakar? 7 palaas bii mooy dem Dakar  
Which car goes to Dakar? It’s this 7 place thet goes to Dakar.  

 USED WITH ACTION 
VERBS IN PRESENT AND 
FUTURE TENSE 

I Subject + maay     + verb 
YOU Subject + yaay      + verb 
(S)HE / IT Subject + mooy    + verb 
WE Subject + nooy     + verb 
YOU (P) Subject + yeenay  + verb 
THEY Subject + ñooy     + verb 
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   Plural 
GRAMMATICAL STRUCTURE CONTRACTED 

(COLLOQUIAL) FORM 
TRANSLATION 

Ñan  ñooy Verb? Ňuy + verb? Who + verb? 
Yan  ñooy Verb? Yuy + verb? Which ones + verb? 
Yan + noun ñooy Verb? N. A What + noun + verb ? 
Ňaata + noun ñooy Verb? N. A How many + noun + 

verb ? 
 
 
Examples:  
 
Nuy liggéey ci tool yi?     Who works in the field?  
Baykat yi ñooy liggéey ci tool yi    It’s the farmers who work in the fields.  
 
Yan wolonteer ñooy jàng Wolof? Wolonteer u wergu yaram ñooy jang Wolol  
Naata wolonteer ñooy def wergu yaram? Fukki wolonteer ñooy def wergu yaram.  
 
How many volunteers do health?    It’s 10 volunteers who do health. 
 
Subject Emphasis 

Examples:     
                                                                                   
Sama baay moo moom sareetu fas bi. 

It’s my dad who owns the charrette.  
 
Texas moo tàng ci Amerik                                               
It’s Texas that is hot in th US                                         

 

 

QUESTIONS                                                                                                                                                           
This structure above should answer or have the following strucuture of questions: 

Singular 
GRAMMATICAL 
STRUCTURE 

CONTRACTED 
(COLLOQUIAL) FORM 

TRANSLATION 

Kan  moo Verb? Ku + verb? Who + verb? 
Lan  moo Verb? Lu + verb? What + verb? 
Fan  moo Verb? Fu + verb? Where + verb? 
Ban  moo Verb? Bu + verb? Which one + verb? 
Ban + noun moo Verb? N. A What + noun + verb 
 

 USED WITH STATIC VERB 
IN PRENSENT TENSE  

I Subject + maa     + verb 
YOU Subject + yaa      + verb 
(S)HE / IT Subject + moo    + verb 
WE Subject + noo     + verb 
YOU (P) Subject + yeena  + verb 
THEY Subject + ñoo     + verb 
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Examples:  
 
ku moom tool bii?  Sama yaay moom tool bi. 
Who owns this field?  It’s my mum who owns this field. 
  
Lu am ci sa néeg?  Sama neeg am na lal ak 1 siis.  
What do you have in your room?  In my room there’s a bed and a chair. 
 
Fu am ginnaar bu neex ci Cees?  Dibi ginaar moo ko am ci Cees. 
Where can be found a good chicken in Thies?  It’s in Chicken dibi that you can find it. 
 
Ban wolonteer moo feebar?  Amy moo feebar. 
Which volunteer is sick?  It’s Amy who is sick. 
    
Plural 
GRAMMATICAL STRUCTURE CONTRACTED 

(COLLOQUIAL) FORM 
TRANSLATION 

Ñan  ñoo Verb? Ňu + verb? Who + verb? 
Yan  ñoo Verb? Yu + verb? Which ones + verb? 
Yan + noun ñoo Verb? N. A What + noun  + verb ? 
Ňaata + noun ñoo Verb? N. A How many + noun + 

verb ? 
 
Examples:  
 
Ñu bëgg dem géej ci weekend bi?  Wolonteer yi ñoo ko bëgg  
Who wants to go to the beach this weekend?  It’s the volunteers who want it.  
 
Yan wolonteer ñoo nekk Mbuur?  Wolonteer Mandika yi ñoo fa nekk  
Which volunteers are in Mbour?                             It’s the Mandika volunteers who are there.  
 
Ñaata wolonteer ñoo dégg Français?  Wolonteer yu bari ñoo dégg Français  
How many volunteers understand French?  Many volunteers understand French  
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Subject Emphasis 
Examples: 

                                                                                
Chris mooy njjitu Corps de la Paix ci 
Senegal.                                                      
Chris is the head of Peace Corps in Senegal.     

                                                                                   
Yow yaay wolonteer bu njëkk ci sa dëkk.  
                       You are the first 
volunteer in your site              

 

QUESTIONS                                                                                                                                                               
This structure above should answer or have the following strucuture of questions: 

Singular 
GRAMMATICAL 
STRUCTURE 

CONTRACTED 
(COLLOQUIAL) 
FORM 

TRANSLATION 

Kan  mooy noun? Kuy + noun? Who is + noun? 
Lan  mooy noun? Luy + noun? What is + noun? 
Fan  mooy noun? Fuy + noun? Where is + noun? 
Ban   mooy noun? Buy + noun? Which one is + noun? 
Ban + noun mooy noun? N. A What noun is noun ? 
 
Examples:  
 
Kuy sa yaay?  Faatu mooy sama yaay  
Who is your mum?  It’s Faatu who is my mum. 
 
Luy sa liggéey?  Man jangalekat laa. 
What’s your occupation?  I’m a teacher. 
 
Fuy sa dëkk ci Amerik?  Ohio mooy sama dëkk ci Amerik. 
Where do you live in the US?  It’s Ohio thst is my place in the US.  
   
 Plural 
GRAMMATICAL STRUCTURE CONTRACTED 

(COLLOQUIAL) 
FORM 

TRANSLATION 

Ñan  ñooy noun? Ňuy + noun? Who are+ noun? 
Yan   ñooy noun? Yuy + noun? Which ones are + noun? 
Yan + noun ñooy noun? N. A What + noun are + noun? 

 FOCUS ON PERSONS OR 
THINGS IN PRESENT 

I Subject + maay     + noun 
YOU Subject + yaay      + noun 
(S)HE / IT Subject + mooy    + noun 
WE Subject + nooy     + noun 
YOU (P) Subject + yeenay  + noun 
THEY Subject + ñooy     + noun 
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Ňaata + noun ñooy noun? N. A How many + noun are+ oun? 
 
Examples:  
 
Ñuy say xarit ci santar bi?  Awa ak Ben ñooy samay xarit. 
Who are your friends in the center?  It’s Awa and Ben who are my friends.  
 
Ñaata wolonteer ñooy baykat?  How many volunteers are farmers?  
15 wolonteer ñooy baykat.  It’s 15 volunteers that are farmers  
 
  
Key Questions  
Ku moom ….. ?      To who belongs …?  
Kuy boroom ……?      Who is the owner of …..?  
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PRACTICE 
 
I. Translation: Write the following sentences in Wolof  
 
 
1. You are the one who must train the “relais” about how to sensitize people. ________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

2. Chinese products are the most numerous in the market. _______________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

3. How many people are living in your compound? ____________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

4. It is their tree nursery that grows well because it has no pest ___________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

5. The other day while we were coming from the Mboro, it was Mamadu who drove the car.____ 

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________. 

6. Who is a shopkeeper in the village? ______________________________________________. 

7. In Senegal, it’s women who take care of the house and children. ________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

8. Who is the chief of the village, what are their problems? ______________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

9. It’s my counterpart who helps me wiht my work. ____________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

10. It’s my little brother who is ill, he has diarrhea and he is vomiting. _____________________. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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11. The shop belongs to Samba ____________________________________________________. 

II. Find the questions  
 
1. Sama mag bu gòor mooy sunu taaw u kër. _________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________? 

2. Ngéente moo xew sunu kër. _____________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________? 

3. Waaw, man may dimbali borom butik yi ci seen liggéey. ______________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________? 

4. Fukki stagiaires ak ñett ñooy yëngu ci wérgu yaram. _________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________? 

5. Taxi 7 plas bi mooy dem Dakar. _________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________? 

6. Abdou mooy boroom butik bi nekk ci dëkk bi. ______________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________? 

7. Ulle mooy dimbali stagiaires yi ci seen wérgu yaram. ________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________? 

8. Sama bopp mooy metti. ________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________? 

9. Sama baay moo moom tool bi am garab u mango yi. _________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________? 

10. Benn waxtu moo jot. _________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________? 
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4. Cultural Notes  
 
Giving directions  
 
You’ll rarely be given specific directions. “Over there” is much more common. Also, street 
names are almost non-existant/infrequently used; using landmarks to describe location is actually 
more helpful.  
 
Trusting people who give directions  
 
People will sometimes say they know where you’re going and give you vague directions, even if 
they don’t really know. This is particularly true of taxi drivers in Dakar. If you don’t know where 
you’re going or how to get there, make that clear before getting in the car.  
 

APPLICATION/TASK  

Activity related to your work area 
 
I. Try to find a work area related to your program and find answers to the following 
questions; then make a paragraph for the report in your class.  
 
Ban bërëb la?  
Which area is it?  
 
Naka la mel?  
How does it look like?  
 
Kan moo fay liggéeye?  
Who works there?  
 

Lan lañuy def foofu?  
What’s done there?  
 
Yan jumtukaay lañuy jëfëndikoo?  
Which tools do they use?  
 
Jumtukaay bu nekk lan lay jëriñ?  
What is the utility of each tool?  

  
II. Make a map of the village using PACA tools and the flowchart of the local Senegalese 
administration. Have a presentation of your information. 
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III. Make a description of your homestay and cite all the items that you find there.  
 
  

TDA FOR VV &/OR TRAINING SITE 
 
Wilaas bi naka la tudd?  
 
Wilaas bi naka la mel ?  
 
Nit ñi naka lañuy jënde ak jaaye ?  
 
Nit ñi naka lañuy tukke ?  
 
Kuy seef de wilaas bi?  
 
Wilaas bi ci ban communaute rurale la aju?  
 
Kuy president bi?  
 
Yan kuréel ñoo fi nekk? / Ñoo fiy yëngu?  
 
Communaute rurale bi ci ban arrondissement la nekk?  
 
Kuy sous-prefet bi foofu?  
 
Arrondissement bi ci ban department la nekk?  
 
Kuy prefet bi?  
 
Department bi ci ban diwaan / gox la bokk?  
 
Kuy gouverneur bi? 
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CHAPTER 9: Dangay dem? Foo jëm?!                                                     

(Are you going? Where are you going?!) 
 

 
 

KSA: Jël waruwaay yi (Transportation) 
 
 Learning objective  
By the end of the lesson each trainee will be able to find public transport to a specific place and 
negotiate a fair price.  

In this KSA:                                                                                                                                           
1- Vocabulary                                                                                                                                       
Types of transportations                                                                                                                      
Useful phrases                                        
Verbs                                       
Nouns 

2- Grammar                                                                                                                                    
Suffixes                                                                                                                                   
Comparaisons 

3- Cultural Notes                                                
Bargaining in transportation                                                         
Service or travel gifts                                                                               
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Introductory TDA: Do in the community in order to have details specific to the location  
 
 Yan xeetu waruwaay ñoo am Senegal?  
What types of transportation are in Senegal?  
Fan lañu leen mëna jële?  
Where can they be taken?  
Yan kaddu lañuy jëfëndikoo foofu ak ci biir boo jële waruwaay yi?  
What’s the vocabulary in general?  
Ndax bagaas yi dañuy fay lu ci ëpp?  
Do people pay the luggage?  

 Dialogue 
Lauren has a meeting with her APCD at the Peace Corps office in Dakar tomorrow 
morning, but she wants to leave the day before to make sure she’s ready and on time. She 
has the directions another PCV gave her, but she’s never been to the Liberté VI PC 
regional house or Dakar on her own. 
PCV: Nanga def?  How are you?  How are you? 
Apprenti: Maangi sant. I am fine.  I am fine! 
PCV: Ana 7 palaasu Dakar yi? Where are the sept-places to Dakar? 
Apprenti: ñungi ci kanam. Lutax ngay jël 7 
palaas, kaay dugg mini kaar, moo gëna yomb 
palaas 

It’s straight ahead. Why do you take a 7 
place, come and take a mini car, it’s easier 

PCV: 7 palaas laay jël ndax moo gëna gaaw 
te moo gëna wóor. Paas bi ñaata la? 

I take a 7 palaas because it’s faster and  
     safer. How much is a seat?  

Apprenti: 1500cfa la, 1000cfa pur saak bi 1500cfa and 1000 for your bag  
PCV: 1000 pur saak bii? Seer na lool, 200 cfa 
baax na 

1000 cfa for this bag? That.s a lot  
     200 cfa is good.  

Apprenti: No, loolu dafa tuuti, fayal 600 . No, that’s too small. 600cfa.  
PCV: léegi bayyil ma jox la 500. Now, let me give you 500 cfa 
Apprenti: baax na, jëlal palaas! Fine, take a seat! 
PCV: ñaata palaas ñoo des pur ñu dem? How many seats are left until we leave?  
Apprenti: ñett, léegi ñu dem Three, we’re leaving right now.  
1 hour later… 
Apprenti: Oto bi fees na, nu dem. This car is full. Let’s go. 
PCV: Baal ma sofëer, bunu aggee Dakar, 
Patte D’oie laay wacc. 

Excuse me chauffeur, when we get to Dakar I 
will get out at Patte-d’Oie  

Chauffeur: baax na, bu neexee Yalla. OK. If God willing. 
PCV: Baal ma, doo wacce sa weer bi tuuti? Excuse me, Could you please put the  

window down? 
Gannaaw benneen waxtu another hour later  
 
Chauffeur: agsi nanu Patte d’Oie daanaka We are almost at Patte d’Oie. 
PCV: May ma foofu, jërëjëf! Drop me there, thanks! 
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VOCABULARY 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
   Kar rapide (found in Dakar)      Mini-Kar 
 
 

              
 
 
 
 
   

         
 
    Sareet (horse-drawn cart)     Ndiaga Ndiaye (Alhum) 
          

                                                   
 
Bus TATA (small buses found in Dakar)              Bus Dem-Dikk (buses found in Dakar) 
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USEFUL PHRASES 
WOLOF TRANSLATION 
Ana  _____? Where is the ____? 
Foo jëm? Where are you going? 
---------- laa jëm I’m going to --------- 
Lan mooy paas bi? What is the fare? 
 _____cfa laa mëna fay ci saak bi I can only pay ____cfa for my bags 
Bul laal samay bagaas Don’t touch my bags. 
Bayyil samay bagaas Leave my bags alone 
Ñaata pallas ñoo des ? How many seats are left? 
Oto bi fees na The car is full 
Demal ci kanam tuuti Go forward a little 
Puusal Move 
Wacceel weer bi Put the windown down 
Yéegeel weer bi Put the window up 
Fii laay wacc I’m getting out here / at… 
May ma fii Drop me here 
May ma ci --------- Drop me at the -------- 
Am naa bagaas ci maal bi / ci kaw I have luggage in the trunk / on the top 
Jaddal ci sa cammoñ Turn left 
Jaddal ci sa ndeyjoor Turn right 
jubalal Go straith 
taxawal stop 
Ñu dem Let’s go 
 
 
Transportation     Verbs 

WOLOF ENGLISH 
Dem To go 
Ñibbi  To go home 
Ñibbisi To come home 
Xëy To go in the morning 
Gontu To go in the afternoon 
Dellu  To go back / to return 
Dellusi  To come back 
Sori  To be far 
tukki To travel 
Agg / yegg To arrive 
Seeti To visit 
seetsi To come visit 
yòbbu To transport / bring 
Des / toog To stay 
taxaw To stop 
Jubal  To go straight 
jàdd To turn 
Yàgg  To take a long time 
Paan  To break down (car) 
Fees  To be full 
Gaaw  To be fast / quick 
Wóor  To be safe 

WOLOF ENGLISH 
 sareet Charette 
 taxi City taxi 
 taxi kalando Unofficial taxi 
Camiyong Truck 
Oreer Departure schedule 
Garaas Garage / bus station 
Ci tali bi On the road 
Paas bi Ticket 
Weccit Change 
aparanti Driver’s helper 
bagaas stuff 
palaas seat 
kiliyaan passenger 
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GRAMMAR 

Introduction to suffixes:  
In English we have prefixes (particles that attach to the beginning of a word) and suffixes 
(particles that go after a word). Verbs in particular can take a variety of prefixes with predictable 
results: we have tie and untie (reversative); do and redo (repetitive); and so on.  
 
In Wolof verbs can take a number of suffixes or verb extensions that fit to the end of the verb as 
below shown:  

Def to do 
 
Defaat  to do again  (REPETITIVE)  
The system “verb + aat” has a repetitive function (again):  
 
Example:  
Damay bayaat sama tool tey ndaxte ñax yi  I’ll weed again my field because they weeds 
dañu saxaat.  grow again. 
 
 
Defando  to do together  (ASSOCIATIVE)  
The system “verb + ando” has an associative function, it stand for the English “together” in a 
sentence.  
 
Example:  
Mën nanu demando ci ndaje bi. We can go together at the meeting                   
 
 
Defante  to do to each other  (RECIPROCATIVE)  
The system “verb + ante” is used to stand for “each other” in a sentence. It is always added to the 
verb that expresses the action done to each other.  
 
Example:  
Buma demee sama dëkk, danuy njëkka jéema  When I go to my village, we will first try  
xamante.  to know each other.  
 
 
Defal  to do for  (BENEFACTIVE) 
The system “verb + al” is most of the time used to express the fact of doing something for 
someone, it is totally different from the “verb + al” of the imperative form since it take an 
imperative form itself.  
 
Example:  
Sama yaay jëndal na ma yéré bu rafet pur Korite bi.                                                                           
My mum bought a nice clothe for me for the Korite.  
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Defe  to do in a certain manner                           (MANNER)  
Defe  to do with                                                    (INSTRUMENTAL)  
Defe  to do where                                                 (LOCATIVE)  
 
 
The system “verb + e” is used to indicate a certain number of situations:  
 

1. It can indicate how an action takes place or how one does an action (the manner). Apart 
from the ID verbs, the entire verbs used with the question word “Naka (how)” abide by 
this rule.  

 
Example: 
Naka ngay defare tos?  How do you make a compost pile? 
 
 

2. It can also have an instrumental function as well, that is to say, it can indicate the 
instrument, tool or means used to perform an action. It can fill for the English “with”  

 
Examples:  
Lan ngay lekke, loxo walla kuddu?                     What do you eat with, your hand or a spoon.  
Loxo laay lekke ndaxte damay jàng.                    I eat with my hand because I learn.  
 
 

3. It can also have a locative function; it means an action performed in a specific place is 
indicated by the “e” at the end of the verb. This can fill for the English preposition “at, 
from, to”  

 
Examples:  
Princeton laa jange wante leegi Senegal laay  I studied at Princeton but now I work in. 
liggeeye. Senegal. 
Fan ngay reere tey?  Where will you have diner today? 
 
Note: the verbs ending with “u” (sangu, noppalu) will take “oo” instead of “e”  
 
 
Defantu  to pretend to do  (SIMULATIVE)  
Def-def-lu  to pretend to do  (SIMULATIVE)  
The system “verb + antu” or “verb + verb + lu” indicate the fact of pretending doing an action 
but one doesn.t intend to do it actually. The former indicates more the lack of seriousness in the 
action expressed.  
 
Example:  
Dangay dof-doflu wante dofoo.                             You are acting crazy but you are not crazy.  
Kii dafay jangantu ndaxte not yu bon la am.         He is not studying seriously because he  has 

bad marks.  
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Defi  to go to do  (DISTANCE) 
The system “verb + i” can indicate “to go to + verb”.  
 
Example:  
Maangiy jangi = Maangiy dem jang. I’m going to study.  
 
Note: if the verb ends in a vowel, it will take “ji” instead of “i” (sangu – sanguji, ndekki ndekkiji)  
 
 
Defloo  to have someone do something  
The structure “verb + loo” expresses the fact of having someone do an action.  
 
Examples:  
Sama mag bu gòor dafa may fóotloo ay yéréem. My old brother makes me wash his clothes. 
Damay defloo wolonteer yi ay gëstun ci mbirum  I make the volunteers do some research 
takk.    about marriage. 
 
 
Deflu  to make something do  
The structure “verb + lu” fills for the English “to have something + made”  
 
Example:  
Damay ñawlu yéré bu rafet ci Tabaski bi.  I’ll make sow a nice dress for the Tabski  
 
 
Defag + negation  to have not yet done  
The structure “verb + ag + negation” fills for the English “to have not yet done an action”  
 
Example:  
Tawagul ba léegi loolu mootax baykat yi  It has not yet rained so far, that’s why the 
jiwaguñu.   farmers have not yet planted.  
 
 
Defat + negation  to no longer do  
The structure “verb + at + negation” is one of the way to fill for the English “no longer”  
 
Example:  
G. Bush nekkatul njiitu réewu Amerik.  G. Bush is no longer the President of the US.  
 
Notes:  

• There are two main reasons to learn the system suffixes: (1) they are often obligatory in 
grammatical situations; certain ideas (she cooked for me, we did it together). (2) one can 
sometimes figures out the meaning of a sentence by recognizing the suffixes of the verb (kuddu 
laay lekke = I eat with a spoon).  

• Having said that, sometimes it makes more sense to simply learn a word’s meaning and usage 
without trying to deconstruct the root of the verb and the suffixes it takes. By way of analogy, you 
couldn’t figure out the meaning of “research” by breaking down it into “re + search”.  
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Comparisons 
In Wolof, the following verbs are used to render the comparatives: gën, ëpp, dàq.                 
*Gën:  
It is the comparison verb that is used with the static verbs. It can be used in two structures.  
 

1. The first is xxxx + Subject Emphasis Pronoun + Gëna + static verb + yyyyy. 
This can help compare the state/ quality of two items.  

 
Examples:  
7 palaas moo gëna gaaw minicar. 7 palaas is faster than minicar. 
Yaasa moo gëna neex ceebu jën. Yaasa is better better than ceebu jën. 
Pulaar moo gëna jafe Wolof. Pulaar is more difficult than Wolof. 
Man maa gëna njool Aziz.  I’m taller than Aziz. 
Sama wilaas moo gëna tang Cees. My village is hoter than Thies. 
 

2. The second is: xxxxx + Object Emphasis Pronoun + gëna + static verb + (yyy)  
 
Examples:  
Yaasa laa gëna bëgg ceebu jën.  I like Yaasa more than ceebu jën.  
Sama LCF Cees la gëna miin sunu dëkk. My LCF is more familiar to Thies than our 

site. 
Anglais ngeen gëna dégg Wolof. You understand English more than Wolof. 
Bima Bima nekkee lisee, Anglais laa gënoon aay  When I was at high school, I was stronger in  
Math. English than Math 
Amy msuik la gëna bëgg film.  Amy, likes music more than movies. 
 
EXCEPTIONS:  
*Dàq 
It is the comparison verb that is used with action verbs. It is mainly used in the following 
structure:  
xxx + Emphasis subject pronoun + dàq + action verb.  
It is often used to compare the skills of two items or two people.  
 
Examples:  
Abdu moo dàq daw Ablay. Abdu runs faster than Abaly. 
Barcelone moo dàqa futbal Real Madrid.  Barcelona plays better than Real Madrid. 
Ci sama wilaas jigéen ñi ñoo dàqa liggéey gòor ñi.  In my village women work better than men.  
Yow yaa ma dàq woy. You sing better than me. 
 
Note: Dàq could mean also: to be prettier, to be sweeter in general to be better with adjectives 
related to senses. In these cases, it is not folloed by another verb.  
 
Examples:  
Cees moo dàq Dakar  Thies is better that Dakar  
Maafe moo dàq suppukañja  Maafe is better than suppukañja  
Sama pepiñeer moo dàq sa bos  My tree nursery is prettier than yours  
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Reggea moo dàq  Rap music Reggea is better than Rap Music  
 
* Ëpp: 
It is the comparison verb that is used with nouns. It goes by the same structure:  
xxx + Emphasis subject Pronoun + ëpp + noun yyy.  
It is used to compare two people, places that have something more the other one.  
 
Examples:  
Senegal moo ëpp yoo Amerik  Senegal has more mosquitoes than the US.  
Yow yaa ma ëpp xaalis. You have more money than me. 
Dakar moo ëpp mbalit Cees. Dakar has more trash than Cees.  
Yekini moo ëpp doole Tyson. Yekini is stronger than Tyson. 
Sa tool moo ëpp garab sama bos. Your field has more trees than mine. 
Supermarse moo ëpp marsandiis bitik bi. The supermarket has more goods than the 

shop. 
 
Note: Ëpp could mean to be larger, to be bigger, to be wider but in this case it not followed by a 
noun.  
 
Examples: Amerik moo ëpp Senegal.  US is bigger than Senegal. 
 
Note: there are other verbs that are used to render specific comparisons: -sut, and –mag. 

 
-sut = gëna njool (to be taller) 
Example: Sakhir moo sut Aziz   
 Sakhir is taller than Sakhir. 
 
-mag = to be older 
Example: Sama yaay moo mag sama Papa. 
 My Mum is older than my Dad. 
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PRACTICE 

I. Write your own: Write a sentence for each of the above suffices.  
 
1. –aat ________________________________________________________________________. 

2. –ando ______________________________________________________________________. 

3. –ante _______________________________________________________________________. 

4. –al _________________________________________________________________________. 

5. –e _________________________________________________________________________. 

6. –antu/--verb+lu ______________________________________________________________. 

7. –i _________________________________________________________________________. 

8. –loo _______________________________________________________________________. 

9. –lu ________________________________________________________________________. 

10. –ag + negation ______________________________________________________________. 

11. –at + negation _______________________________________________________________. 
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II. Translation (comparatives): Write the following phrases in Wolof. 
 
1. I’m older than my sisters and brothers at my home stay because the eldest is 18. ___________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

2. Sofi is taller than Ajja but Ajja is fatter than her. _____________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

3. Technical classes are the most important part of the IST. ______________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

4. When I’ve just come here, it is with the language that I had more problems, that’s why it 

was more important for me during the PST.___________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

 

5. Which program is the best in Peace Corps Senegal? __________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________? 

6. I like listening to the music more than watching television. ____________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

7. Who is the best cook in your house? ______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________? 

8. Training people is more important than to give them money. ___________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Exercice 2. Yan bés nga gëna bëgg? Lutax?  
                    Yan bés nga gëna baň? Lutax? 
 
              
       
Altine     
Tallaata     
Alarba     
Alxamis     
Ajuma     
Gaawu     
Dibéer     
 

Exercice 3:  Write your own:                                                                                                                                        
Imagine a dialogue for the same volunteer from taking a taxi to arriving to the appointment. 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

 _____________________________________________________________________________. 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

______________________________________________________________________________. 
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Cultural notes 
Bargaining in transportation  
 
You always negotiate prices for baggage, usually negotiate the price of a seat in a Ndiaga 
Ndiaye, and rarely negotiate for a seat in a sept-place.  
 
Always negotiate prices beforehand to avoid confusion or arguments. For example, decide  
on a price for a taxi before getting in the car, not when you get there.  
 
Sërice or travel gifts  
 
Gifts are an important part of hospitality, so the guest or anyone from a trip may bring gifts to 
present on arrival; that particular gift fro a trip is called serice. The host may offer the 
departing visitors a gift to take home with them and that one is called yòbbal.If you are going 
from town to village, bring them things that are not readily available there: tea, sugar, kola 
nuts, candy for kids etc.  
 
When you come from a trip, expect from people to ask you: “ana sama serice?” (Where is my 
travel gift?) and the response may be: “dina ñëw” (it will come) or “Danga yéexa ñëw” ( you 
came late).  
 
When you are going to travel, some people may ask you to bring them gift even if they don’t 
mean it seriously: “indil ma serice”. Just response: “Bu soobee Yalla”, “In challah”(they both 
mean, if God willing)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
APPLICATION/TASK 
Final Transportation Activity 
With your LCF, get back to the Thiès Training Center using public transportation from your 
CBT site. You’ll need to negotiate travel plans, fares and prices for baggage. 
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CHAPTER 10: Nga ne lan? (What did you say?) 
 

 
 

KSA: Jaar-jaaru wolonteer bi.                                                 
(Talk about the volunteer’s experience.) 

In this lesson  
 

1. VOCABULARY  
a. Time markers of past tense  
b. Days of the week  
c. Useful verbs 

 
2. GRAMMAR  

a. Past tense of active verbs  
b. Past tense of static verbs  
c. Using “when” structure in the past  
d. On-going action in the past  
e. Habitual in the past  

 
3. CULTURAL NOTES  

a. Talking about bad experiences  
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Texte: jaar-jaaru Lauren 
Mungi tudd Lauren. Bimu nekkee Amerik, jàng na tas xibaar maanaan “journalisme” ci 
universite bu Boston. Bimu paree jàng, liggéey na tuuti ci njëmbët garab laata mu ñëw Corps 
de la Paix pour nekk wolonteer ci Senegal. Ayubésam bu njëkk mettiwoon na ndaxte dafa 
doon feebar rekk te déggulwoon Wolof itam. Waaye léegi miin na bu baax. 
 
VOCABULARY 
Time Markers 
WOLOF TRANSLATION 
Tey  Today 
Tey ci suba This morning 
Démb  Yesterday 
Bërki démb Day before yesterday 
Ayu bés Week 
Daaw  Last year 
At Year 
Weer Month 
Weer wi weesu Last month 
Keroog The other day 
Ayu bés bi weesu Last week 
Biig  Last night 
Sànq  A while ago 
Laata  Before 
Bés bu nekk Every day 
Lu ci ëpp Generally / habitually 
Bés yépp All day 
Bu njëkk ba In the past/ formerly 
Leeg-leeg / yennsaay Often, sometimes, from time to time 
Gannaaw loolu  / bi loolu weesoo After that 
Daaw géej Two years ago 
Mës + negation + verb To have never 
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Days of the week     Verbs 
WOLOF ENGLISH 
Dellusi  To come back 
yéeg To climb 
Toog / des To stay 
Génn  To go out  
Ñëw  To come 
Juddu  To be born 
Wàcc  To descend 
Dellu   To go back 
daanu To fall 
Agg / yegg To arrive 
Faatu (person) To die 
Jaar  To paas by 
Tas  To break / to divorce 
Pare  To be ready / done 
Jëmbët To plant 
Metti  To be hard / difficult 
Yomb  To be easy 
Feebar / tawat To be sick 
Tane  To feel better / to get 

better 
Wér To recover 
Dégg  To hear / to 

understand a lang. 
Miin   To be familiar with 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Additional Vocabulary 
 
Jaar-jaar   experience 
Xibaar    news 
Tas xibaar   journalisme 
Maanaan   that is to say   
Pare     to be ready / to finish 
………. ba pare  to already did something 
Tuuti     a bit 
Laata    before in the past tense 
Ballaa    before in the present or future tense 
Bu njëkk   (the) first 
Bu mujj   (the) last  
 

WOLOF ENGLISH 
Altine  Monday 
Tallaata Tuesday 
Allarba  Wednesday 
Alxamis  Thursday 
Ajuma Friday 
Gaawu / Samdi Saturday 
Dibéer / Dimaas Sunday 
-------- bi weesu Last + a day 
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GRAMMAR 
Past tense or perfective aspect  
 
In this lesson, we will see the past tense in Wolof that is technically called the perfective 
aspect which means actions that are completed. The past tense in Wolof is not as ambiguous 
as it is in English or French. There are many ways to express the past tense, because most of 
the pronouns that are already seen have an imperfective aspect (present, future) and a 
perfective aspect (past). Here we will see some ways to express the past tense.  
 
I.  Past tense of action verbs  
 

• The narrative form: the narrative is used to describe past events; the narrative, as the 
name suggests, is used in telling a story or recounting past events. The simplest way 
to do it is to use the « ENONCIATIVE »  

 
 
Past Tense Simple Conjugation 

Examples: 
                                                                
Amy jàng na 
biology ci 
university.        
Amy learned 
biology at the 
university     
                                                                    
Añ naa ba pare 

    
I already had lunch 
                                                             Démb génn naa ak samay xarit                                  
Yesterday I went out with my friend 

                                                                                                
 
 
 

• Moreover, most of the pronouns that are seen under the imperfectif aspect (present 
tense) can be used for the perfective aspect (past tense). The imperfective aspect 
(present tense) is indicated by the « y or di» that is added to the pronouns, mainly the 
Emphasizing Pronouns (laay, damay, mooy). The change to the perfective aspect 
(past) we’ll be indicated by dropping off that « y or di ».  

 
Examples:  
 
Biology laa jàng ci universite.  
It’s Biology that I learned at the university.  
 
Dama lekk ba suur ci añ bi.   
I ate myself full during the lunch. 
 

 AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE 
I  Verb  + naa Verb +uma 
YOU Verb + nga  Verb +oo 
SHE  Verb + na  Verb +ul 
WE Verb + nanu  Verb +unu 
YOU (P)  Verb + ngeen Verb +uleen 
THEY  Verb + nañu Verb + uñu 
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Ablaay moo jëmbët garab yi.   
It’s Ablaay who planted the trees.  
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II. Past tense of static verbs  
 
The static verbs use the same pronouns as those used with the active verbs, and the structures 
don’t change either. The only difference we have is the suffixe “oon” that is the sign of past, 
that suffixe will be added to the verb.  
 
The following tables indicate how to use the different pronouns learned to conjugate the static 
verbs in past tense. They keep the same context as explained when we were learning the 
present tense.  
 
Conjugation with enonciative 

E
x
a
m
p
l
e
s
: 
                                                

Démb demuna restoran ndaxte amumawoon xalalis. 
                                                I didn’t go to the 
restaurant yesterday because I didn’t have money 
      
 Xamumawoon ne dangay ñëw te   I didn’t know that you 
will come today                              

 
 
          
 
Conjugation with verbal emphasis 

Examples: 
                                                     
Dama sonnoon loolootax 
ñëwuma.                               
I was tired that’s why I 
didn’t come.                                     
 
 
 
 

                               
 
 
Conjugation with Subject emphasis 

 AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE 
I  Verb + oon + naa Verb +umawoon 
YOU Verb +  oon+ nga  Verb +oowoon 
SHE  Verb +  oon + na  Verb +ulwoon 
WE Verb + oon + nanu  Verb +unuwoon 
YOU (P) Verb + oon +ngeen Verb +uleenwoon 
THEY  Verb + oon +nañu Verb + uñuwoon 

 AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE 
I Dama + verb  + oon Verb +umawoon 
YOU Danga + verb + oon  Verb +oowoon 
SHE Dafa + verb + oon  Verb +ulwoon 
WE Danu + verb + oon  Verb +unuwoon 
YOU (P) Dangeen + verb + oon Verb +uleenwoon 
THEY Dañu +verb + oon Verb + uñuwoon 

 AFFIRMATIVE 
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Examples: 
                                                                       
Ben moo waroon roose pepiñeer wante 
defu ko.     It’s Ben who should water 
the nursery but he didn’t do it.                                     
 
 
 
 

Conjugation with Object emphasis 
Examples: 
                                                                 
Francais laa bëggoon jang wante Wolof laay 
jang.                                                              I 
wanted to learn French but I learn Wolof.   
 
Oto bu rafet laa amoon ci Amerik wante fii welo 
laa mëna dawal.                                               
It’s a nice car that I had in the US but here it’s a 
bike that I can ride.                                 

 
 

Note: The questions structures will follow the same rules depending on the pronouns that are 
used to ask the question  
 
Examples:  

 
Kan moo feebaroon demb? Who was sick yesterday?  
Fan nga dëkkoon ci Amerik? Where did you live in the US?  
Ñaata liggéey nga amoon ci Amerik? How many jobs did you have in the US?  
 
 
III. Past tense of structures using nouns  
 
The verb “to be” could be translated by “nekk” in Wolof and can be used as a static verb and 
fit to any structures used to conjugate the static verbs in the past tense; but we can render it 
by some structures in the affirmative form. One of them is the following table:  
 
“To be” indicated by Object Emphasis Pronouns  
 Subject + was / were + noun  

Examples:  
 
Amy, jangalekat lawoon ci Amerik               
Amy was a teacher in the US 
 
Baykat laawoon                                                 
I was a farmer  
 
 
 

 

I Subject + maa + verb + oon 
YOU Subject + yaa + verb + oon 
SHE Subject + moo + verb + oon 
WE Subject + noo + verb + oon 
YOU (P) Subject + yeena + verb + oon 
THEY Subject + ñoo + verb + oon 

 AFFIRMATIVE 
I Object + laa + verb + oon 
YOU Object + nga + verb + oon 
SHE Object + la + verb + oon 
WE Object + lanu + verb + oon 
YOU (P) Object + ngeen + verb + 

oon 
THEY Object + lañu + verb + oon 

 AFFIRMATIVE 
I was + noun Xxx laawoon 
YOU were + noun Xxx ngawoon 
(S)HE/IT was + noun Xxx lawoon 
WE were + noun Xxx lanuwoon 
YOU (P) were + noun Xxx ngeenwoon 
THEY were + noun Xxx lañuwoon 
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IV: Saying “When” in the past tense  
 
We have seen in the previous lesson that the word “when” is not simple to render in Wolof.  
There is a different set of structures for talking past (perfective) events (When I arrived) or 
habitual and future (imperfective) events (when I go home …). We looked at the imperfective 
forms, now we will see how to say “when” in the past tense; since the word “kañ” can’t be 
used but in questions.  
 
We will see two forms of conjugations; one will allows us to put clauses into sequence and 
the other will help us express events that happened simultaneously.  
  

1. This below conjugation puts clause into sequence, meaning events that happened one 
after the other.  

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                          

 
Examples:  
 
Bima nekkee Amerik, jaaykat laawoon.        When I was in the US, I was a vendor.  
Bi John demee France, seeti na sama yaay.        When John went to France, he visited my Mum  
 
Some questions to practice between trainees: 

1. Binga nekkee “universite” lan nga jàng? 
2. Ñaata at nga jàng? 
3. Ndax binga paree jàng, liggéey nga? 
4. Binga njëkkee ñëw fii lan nga xalaatoon?  
5. Biig, binga reeree ba pare, lan nga def? 
6. Bingeen nekkee xale, lan ngeen gënoon bëgg? 
7. Bi Chris ñëwee keroog ca santar, ci lan ngeen waxtaane? 
8. Binga njëkkee xam ne Senegal ngay ñëw loo def? 
9. Binga njëkkee gis waa santar bi lan nga xalaatoon? 
10.  

 
2. This	  following	  conjugation	  indicates	  how	  to	  express	  events	  that	  happens	  simultaneously,	  

meaning	  at	  the	  same	  time.	  It	  could	  be	  expressed	  in	  English	  by	  the	  word	  “while”	  or	  “when	  +	  
was/were	  +	  verb	  +	  ing”	  

 AFFIRMATION NEGATION 
When I Bima + verb + ee  Bima + verb + ul  
When you Binga +  verb + ee Binga +  verb + ul 
When (s)he /it Bimu / Bi xxx +   verb + ee Bimu / Bi xxx+   verb + ul 
When we Binu  + verb + ee Binu  + verb + ul 
When you (P) Bingeen +   verb +ee Bingeen +   verb + ul 
When they Biñu  / Bi X & Y+ verb + ee Biñu / Bi X & Y  + verb + ul 

 AFFIRMATION 
When I  Bimay + verb   
When you Bingay +  verb  
When (s)he 
/it 

Bimuy / Bi xxx di +   verb  
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Example: 
Bimay jàng universite, Dakar laa dëkkoon.  
When I was Studying at the university, I was 
living inDakar. 
 

Bi wolonteer yi di ñëw Senegal, ban dëkk lañu jaar?                                                When the 
volunteers were comig to Senegal, in which country do they pass?        
 

            

                           

        

                                                                                                                                                     
Activity: Some questions to practice between trainees  
 
1. Bingeendi def staging fan ngeen nekkoon?  
2. Bingay toppatoo sa sardeñ loo jëfëndikoo?  
3. bi X di jàng ndax amoon na ay jafe-jafe?  
4. Bi ngeendi waxtaan ak “agent de santé” yan jafe-jafe ngeen gis foofu?  
 
 
V: Now, we’re going see two verbs that can be qualified as static verbs. These verbs will help 
us to have ways to situate actions in the past.  
 
 

A. Doon  
 
The verb “doon” helps us to express the progressive past tense. That means it draws actions 
that were done progressive, it is mostly indicated in English by the structure:                           
“subject + was / were + verb + ing” (I was sleeping; we were drinking tea).  
 
The verb “doon” can be used as any static verb and with all the pronouns but it is mostly used 
with the Verbal Emphasis as state in the following table:  
 
Progressive past tense 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Examples:  
 
Dama doon nelaw binga ñëwee sama kër.    
I was sleeping when you came to my house.  
 
Lan nga doon def ci tool yi?      
What were you doing in the fields?  

When we Binuy  + verb  
When you (P) Bingeen +   verb 
When they Biñuy / Bi x & y di  + verb  

 AFFIRMATIVE NEGATION 
I was + verb + ing Dama doon + verb doonuma + verb 
You were + verb + ing Danga doon +  verb doonoo + verb 
(S)he / it was + verb + ing Dafa doon +   verb doonul + verb 
We were + verb + ing Danu doon  + verb doonunu  + verb 
You all were + verb + ing Dangeen doon +   verb doonuleen + verb 
They were + verb + ing Dañu doon  + verb doonuñu  + verb 
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Dama doon roose garab yi.      
I was watering the trees.  
 
Démb, wolonteer yi dañu doon daje ak jigéen ñi pur waxtaan si siburu. 
Yesterday, the volunteers were meeting with women to talk about malaria.  
 
 
 
 
 
B- Daan 

As stated with the verb “doon”, the verb “daan” also helps us situate actions in the past tense. 
It indicates the habitual in the past. That means it shows events that used to happen in the past 
or actions that someone used to do.It is mostly indicated in English by the structure:                 
“subject + used + verb” ( I used to spend the Christmas with my family).  
 
The verb “daan” can be used as any static verb and with all the pronouns but it is mostly used 
with the Verbal Emphasis as state in the following table:  
 
Habitual in the past 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Examples:  
 
Bima nekkee xale dama daan seeti samay maam wakans bu nekk.  
When I was a kid I used to visit my grangparents every vacation.  
 
Ci wakaans yi weesu, danga daan jaay ci benn bitik ngoon bu nekk.  
During the last holidays, you used to sell in a shop every afternoon.  
 
Binuy jàng si universite, danu daan liggéey si resto yi pur am tuuti xaalis.  
When we were at the university, we used to work in restaurants to have some money.  
 
Ci sama kër ci Amerik, daanuma togg wante fii ci Senegal damay togg pur sama bopp.  
In the US, I didn’t use to cook, but here in Senegal I cook for myself.  
 
 
VI- Saying “Before” in the past tense in Wolof  
 

 AFFIRMATIVE NEGATION 
I used to + verb  Dama daan + verb daanuma + verb 
You used to + verb  Danga daan +  verb daanoo + verb 
(S)he / it used + verb  Dafa daan +   verb daanul + verb 
We used to + verb  Danu daan  + verb daanunu  + verb 
You all used + verb Dangeen daan +   verb daanuleen + verb 
They used to + verb  Dañu daan  + verb daanuñu  + verb 
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The adverb “before” is not as easy to render as it is in English, mainly if one would love to 
use a subject before “before”. We will to put it in a structure that uses neutral pronouns. We 
will not go deep into those pronouns but we will just give you the structures.  
 
Laata mu ñëw Corps de la Paix   Before she came to PC. 
 
Laata  before in the past tense  
 
Before + subject = laata + neutrals  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
                                                                   

Examples:  
 
Laata ma ñëw Senegal, bëggoon naa jàng francais wante amumawoon xaalis.  
Before I came to Senegal, I wanted to learn Wolof but I didn’t have money.  
 
Lan ngeen def laata ngeen ñëw Senegal?  
What did you do before you came to Senegal?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 AFFIRMATIVE 
Before I + verb  Laata ma + verb 
Before you + verb  Laata nga +  verb 
Before (s)he / it + verb  Laata mu +   verb 
Before we + verb  Laata nu  + verb 
Before you all  + verb Laata ngeen +   verb 
Before they + verb  Laata ñu   + verb 
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PRACTICE 
 
I. Find the questions. 
 
1. Déedéet, bimu demee ci wilaasam, amulwoon jafe-jafe ci làkk bi. _______________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________? 

2. Laata ma ñëw Senegal, jàng naa “Francais ak Espagnol” ______________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________? 

3. Démb, bëggoon naa dem Cees pur seeti samay xarit wante amunuwoon jot bu doy. _________ 

______________________________________________________________________________? 

4. Binuy dem tool juròom nit lañu andal _____________________________________________? 

5. Déedéet, tukkiwul lu bare ndaxte amulwoon xaalis bu bare. ___________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________? 

6. “Lasagna” laa daan lekk gaawu bu nekk bima nekkee univeriste. _______________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________? 

7. Weer bi weesu laa ñëw Senegal. _________________________________________________? 

8. Ñetti yéré lañu ñawlu pur waajal sunu feet. _________________________________________? 

 
II. Translation: Translate the following sentences into Wolof.  

1. When I was at the university, I used to go to dance every Saturday night. _________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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2. Yesterday, while we were going home, we passed by the market to buy a gift for my 

family. _______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

3. When Seydu was at the primary school, he used to wake up early to go to school. __________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Last night we were watching a movie in Wolof but I did not understand much about it. ______ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

5. When he was at the university, he used to have a scholarship every year but it was not 

enough for his needs. ____________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

6. It did not use to rain a lot in Senegal but these last two years it rained a lot.________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

7. Every summer we used to go the beach of Miami. ___________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

8. What type of games did you use to play when you were kid? ___________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

9. Yesterday when he was discussing with the villagers, he found that children have lot of 

diseases because they don’t wash their hands with soap. ________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

10. What problems did you have when you just arrived in Senegal? _______________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
  
III. Write your own: Write a paragraph about one of the following topics.  
 

a. Sa ayubés bu njëkk ci sa kër ci Senegal. Your first week in your home-stay. 
b. Sa tukki bi gëna neex.    Your best trip. 
c. Lan nga doon def laata nga ñëw Senegal. What were you doing before you come to 

      Senegal. 
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______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
IV: Show & tell: Discuss about your family pictures (Album de famille) in class, you can 
invite some community members for a large discussion.  
 
 
 
V: Activity: Interview a family / community member about his/her work background mainly 
people who are working in the same area as yours. 
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4. Cultural Notes  
 
Talking about bad experiences  
 
In general, African people don’t want to talk about their bad experiences. Many people do not 
want to recall shameful events of their family or their own and they do not want share it 
either. So, if you feel that a person is not at is about talking about his / her past, don’t insist.  
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CHAPTER 11: Dinaa fi dëkk pour ñaari at.                                 
(I’ll live here for two years.) 

 

 

KSA: Wax ci mébétu wolonteer bi.                                       
(Talk about volunteer’s projects.) 

Learning Objective  
 
By the end of the lesson each trainee will be able to describe in a simple way his/her work as a 
volunteer as well as some of his/her personal projects by using the future tense correctly.  

 
In this lesson  
 

1. VOCABULARY  
a. Time markers for future  
b. Verbs  
c. Some technical vocabulary  

 
2. GRAMMAR  

a. Future tense simple conjugation  
b. Review of Hypotheticals  
c. Subordination clause (relative pronouns)  

 
3. CULTURAL NOTES  

a. The concept of “Inchallah”  
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Dialogue 
The trainee talks about her work as a Peace Corps volunteer. 
A. Nanga def? How are you? 
B: Maangi sant. I am fine.  I am fine! 
A. Maangi tudd Lauren, yow nag noo tudd? My name’s Lauren, & you, what’s your 

name? 
B. Man Matar laa tudd, looy def fii? Matar, what do you do here? 
A. Wolonteeru Corps de la Paix laa I’m a PC volunteer. 
B. Luy Corps de la Paix? What’s PC? 
A. Corps de la Paix kurél u nguuru Amerik la 
buy liggéey ci suqali dëkk yi. Dañu am ay      Government who works in developing 
wolonteer yuy dem ci dëkk yi ak kaw gi                     
pur 2 at pur liggéey ak nit ñi ci fand yu bari.       the cities and rural areas in order to    

PC is an organization of the American 
government that  works in developing 
countries. They have volunteers who go to  
the cities and rural areas in order to work 
with people in many sectors.  

B. Kon, yow dinga dëkk fii 2 at?  So, you will stay here for 2 years?  So, you will stay here for 2 years? 
A. Waaw, dinaa dëkk fii 2 at pur dimbali  Yes, I will live here for 2 years, to help  
nit ñi, pur nu liggéeyando ci yokk seen 
dundin.       people to improve their living.  

Yes, I will live here for 2 years, to help 
people, to work together with them in order 
to  improve their living conditions.      people to improve their living 

B.jërëjëf! Dalal ak jàmm ci sunu dëkk bi.  Thanks! Welcome to our village.  
Doo añsi suba ndax nga xamante ak  Won’t you come and have lunch tomorrow 
sama waa kër?       so that you can know my family?  

Thanks! Welcome to our village.  
Won’t you come and have lunch tomorrow 
 so that you can know my family?  

A. Dinaa ñëw Incha Allah. Jërëjëf, ba suba.  I will come if God willing; see you tomorrow.  I will come if God willing; see you tomorrow. 
B. dinaa la xaar, ba suba  I will wait for you, see your tomorrow   
 
VOCABULARY 
WOLOF TRANSLATION 
Suba  Tomorrow 
Gannaaw suba Day after tomorrow 
-------- bii di ñëw Next _____. 
Altine bii di ñëw Next Monday 
Ayu bés bii di ñëw  Next week 
Weer wii di ñëw Next month 
déwén Next Year 
Fii ak ay fan In ___ days 
Fii  ak ay waxtu /  In ___ hours 
ci kanam Later  
Fii ak ---------- Between now and… 
Balla  Before 
bu loolu weesoo After that  
Lu ci ëpp Generally / habitually 
Kurél Organization / association 
Mébét / porose Project  
Nguur governement 
Fand       Sector  
Dundin Living conditions 
Dalal ak jàmm Welcome  
Kon      So  
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Verbs        Technical Vocab 

WOLOF ENGLISH 
Ekool  School 
Poste de sante Health post 
Ñaq  Vaccination 
Group / mbootaay Group 
Nit ñi People 
Benefis  Income 
Yëngu- yëngu Activity 
Komers / njaay mi Trade 
Yarum jur Animal husbandry 
Tool  Field 
Suuf  Land 
Bekkoor  Drought 
Ndox mu saf xorom Salinated water 
Li nu wër / dëkkuwaay Environment 
Mbalit  Trash 
Tërëlin  Action plan 
Cet  Hygiene 
Ndox mu sell Healthy water 
Sanke  Mosquito net 
Garab  Medicine 
Suuf  su yol Soil degradation 
Sibiru   Malaria 
Dencum ndox Water storage 
Butik Shop  
Xeetu garab yi Tree species 
Marsandiis  Goods  
Ndox mu taa Standing water 
Duus  Latrine 
Ker  Shade 
Suuf su bon Bad soil 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

WOLOF ENGLISH 
Bokk  To share 
Fatte  To forget 
Bayyi  To stop 
Am doom To have a baby 
Takk jabar To get married (man) 
Am jëkkër / séy To get married (woman 
xalaat To think 
Woo  To call someone 
woote to call 
yombal To facilitate 
won To show  
Wone  To show something 
seeti To visit 
Waat To promise/swear 
Jéem To try 
jëfëndikoo To use 
saafara To solve 
Waññi To reduce 
yokk To improve 
bokk To be part of 
Wutt / gis To find 
suqali To develop  
Soppi  To change 
Xamante  To know each other 
Jaxasoo To be integrated 
War To have to / to kill 
Dajale  To gather 
Faj  To heal 
Set  To be clean 
Salte  To be dirty 
Dimbali To help 
Waxtaan  To do a talk 
añsi To come and have lunch 
Xaar  To wait  
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GRAMMAR 
 
1- Future Tense Simple Conjugation 

Examples: 
 
Dinañu añe hamburger suba                    
They will eat hamburgers for lunch 
tomorrow. 
 
Dooleen seetaan tele tey ndax Kuuran amul 
You will not watch TV today because there’s 
no electricity. 
 

 
Review of Hypothetical  

• This conjugation is used to talk about actions in the future that are dependent on 
circumstances. In English you would say If / when something happens THEN I will do 
something. The second (then) verb is conjugated in the simple positive or negative form  

 
Examples: 
 
Buma teelee yeewu dinaa bale sama néeg. 
When I wake up early tomorrow I  will 
sweep my room. 
 
Buma teelul yeewu duma bale sama néeg. 
If I don’t wake up early I won’t sweep my 
room tomorrow. 
 
                                                  . 

 
• This below conjugation renders things that are happening simultaneously, meaning at the 

same time.  
 

Examples:       
                                                                                           
Suba, bumay dem Dakar dinaa la seetsi     
Tomorrow while I go to Dakar I’ll come to visit you.                                                                                      
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE 
I’ll Dinaa verb Duma  verb 
You’ll Dinga verb Doo  verb 
S(he) / it’ll Dina verb Du  verb 
We’ll Dinanu verb Dunu  verb 
You’ll (P) Dinggen verb Dooleen  verb 
They’ll Dinañu verb Duñu  verb 

 AFFIRMATION NEGATION 
I Buma + verb + ee  Buma + verb + ul  
YOU Boo +  verb + ee Boo +  verb + ul 
SHE Bu +   verb + ee Bu +   verb + ul 
WE Bunu  + verb + ee Bunu  + verb + ul 
YOU (P) Booleen +   verb 

+ee 
Booleen +   verb + 
ul 

THEY Buñu  + verb + ee Buñu  + verb + ul 

 AFFIRMATION 
I Bumay + verb 
YOU Booy +  verb  
SHE Buy +   verb  
WE Bunuy  + verb  
YOU (P) Booleendi +   verb 
THEY Buñuy  + verb  
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Questions between the trainees to practice (pair work) 
 
- Lan ngay def weekend bii di ñëw?  
- Lan ngeendi def booleen amee jafe-jafe ak seen waa kër  
- Boo pare paree stage, ban dëkk ngay dem?  
- Ndax dina am wolonteer ci sa wetu dëkk?  
- Ndax dinga liggéey ak ñoom?  
- Boo demee sa wilaas, lan gay def ci 3 weer yu njëkk yi?  
- Ndax dinga am jangalekatu Wolof boo demee sa dëkk?  
- Sooleen nekkee wolonteer ndax CP dina leen fay?  
- Ndax sa waajur yi dinañu la seetsi?  
- Boo amee jot looy def?  
- Boo paree CP, looy def?  
 
Subordination (relative pronouns)  
 
When one moves forward in a language, the sentences tend to move from the simplest to more 
complicated ones. We can have in a sentence at least  two clauses. Subordination is the fact of 
linking those parts or clauses to make it grammatically sound good. In previous lessons, we have 
seen the conditional and temporal subordination: “When I go to town, I will buy it.” Or when I 
was in the US, I was a student.  
 
Now we are going to see the subordination introduced by relative pronouns. In English, it is the 
clauses that are introduced by: who, which & that and these words are considered as relative 
pronouns. They can play the role of subject or be followed by a subject and plays the role of an 
object.  
 
Examples: 
 
I work with farmers who are very motivated. 
He’s going to visit friends who work in the US. 
I eat vegetables that come from my garden. 
 
In this lesson we will see the relative pronouns which play the role of subject as shown in the 
examples above. 

	  

In Wolof the relative pronouns are rendered by the articles that are used to bracket the clause. 
Since there are two types of articles: definite article (the) and indefinite article (a); there will be 
different way of using the relative pronouns in Wolof.  
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I. Subordination with indefinite article.  
 
The following will be used as relative pronouns: bu, ju, ku, su, mu, for singular and yu & ñu for 
plural; it will depend on the article that is supposed to go with the noun.  
 
Examples:  
 
Xam naa ay jigéen ñu am paspas pur liggéey ak wolonteer.  
I know some women who are very motivated to work with a volunteer. 
 
Boo gisee tool bu am nebedaay, wakh ma; dama bëgg ay jiwu. 
If you see a field that has moringa, tell me; I want some seeds. 
 
Daje naa ak ay jigéen ñu bëgga jéem xarala yu bees yi. 
I met some woemn who would like to try the new techniques. 
 
Ci sama dëkk dafa am benn nit ku dégg Anglais bu baax.  
In my village there’s one person who understands well English  
 
Ku amul sanke, demal jël ci poste de sante ba  
He or she who has no mosquito net go and take at the health poste.  
 
The relative pronouns function as the pronouns, meaning they can take the endings that are 
contextually added to the pronouns and the latters play the same role: “y” for habitual and 
present tense for active verbs, daan (habitual past tense), doon (ing form in the past).  
 
Examples:  
 
Am naa xarit buy jaay “carte credit”. 
I have a friend who sells air-time. 
 
Amoon naa benn maam budaan yar ay mala. 
I had a papy who used to raise animals. 
 
Gis naa ay wolonteer yu déggoon lakku Senegal yu bari. 
I saw volunteers who understood many local languages. 
 
Bima demee Kolda daje naa ak wolonteer budoon jangal jaaykat yi marketing ci Pular. 
When I went to Kolda, I met a volunteer who were teaching vendors marketing in Pular.  
 
Corps de la Paix dafa am ay wolonteer yuy dëkk ci dëkk yi pur 2 at.  
Peace Corps has volunteers who live in the villages for 2 years.  
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II. Subordination with definite articles  
 
As in the previous point, the following articles are used to render the relatives: bi, ji, mi, gi, si, 
for the singular and yi & ñi.  
 
Examples:  
 
Góor gi nekk ci ekool bi mooy toppatoo sunu sardeñ bi  
It’s the man who is at the school that takes care of our garden.  
 
Oto bi romb leegi, sama papa moo ko moom  
The car that passed recently belongs to my dad.  
 
Ndox mi am Kawlak dafa saf xorom.  
The water that is in Kawlak is salty.  
These relative pronouns rendered by definite articles work as the first ones, meaning they can 
take any end that a pronoun takes: “y” (present tense and habitual for active verbs), “daan” 
(habitual for past tense), “doon” (progressive past tense).  
 
Examples:  
 
Samay xarit u wolonteer yi nekkoon sama wet, ñibbi nañu. 
My fellow volunteers who were next to me, went back home. 
 
Baykat yi daan liggéey ak man, ay jambaar lañu. 
The farmers that used to work with me are warriors. 
 
Damay jangal marketing góor giy jaay butik ci sama dëkk. 
I teach marketing to the man who sells in the shop of my village. 
 
Bëgg naa tàggat jigéen ñiy liggéey ci sunu grupman bi. 
I would like to train the women that work in our association. 
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PRACTICE 
 

 
I. Tekki leen ci Wolof  
 
1. When I go back to my village, I will pass by Kaolack in order to buy some stuff for my family. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Now, I don’t know what I will do when I finish my service with Peace Corps, but if I have a 

scholarship I will go back to the university. __________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Every night when we watch TV, my family makes tea but I don’t drink it because if I drink it I 

don’t sleep well. ________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

4. If you come back here to help the trainers during PST, what will you advise to the new 

trainees? ______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

5. My parents will come to visit me when they take their vacation. ________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

6. The volunteers will do the tour of Senegal by bike in order to sensitize people about AIDS. __ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

7. The children who went to town are not yet back up to now. ____________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

8. I’m working with shopkeepers who are interested to have some training in marketing and 

computer skills. ________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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9. The hut that is built for me is really nice. ___________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

10. The road that goes to my village is not good at all that’s why I’m not motivated to use it. ___ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

11. The volunteers who are in my region work together to fight malaria and to sensitize people 

on AIDS. _____________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

12. There’s a talibe that comes to my house everyday and I thing that Mun takes care of him. ___ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

13. The volunteer takes care of the women who are pregnant and the babies who need to have 

shots and healthy food. __________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

14. The teacher who will come here next year, has once gone to the US. ____________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

15. The dog that bit him is sick ____________________________________________________ 

16. I found an interesting book on the Wolof culture, it’s written by Mamadu Faal. ___________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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II. Write your own: Write a paragraph to talk about your projects after Peace Corps. 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 
 
III. Write your own: While referring to your project plan, write a paragraph about your work 
as a future volunteer and about your projects.  
______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

4. Cultural Notes  
 
The concept of “Inchallah”  
 
Inchallah or Bu soobee Yalla or Bu neexee Yalla, they all mean “God willing”. It’s a common 
response to “ba Suba” (see you tomorrow) and all assertions about the future. Even, the firmest 
arrangements with someone will always have this caveat. The future in Senegal is less certain 
than in America, so regardless of how sure you are that you will do something, people generally 
add “inchallah,” for good measure. So don’t take as a lie or unwillingness as some may tend to 
interpret it. For example, someone may fully intend to come to a meeting or to have lunch with 
you, but if something comes up that is out of his immediate control (like rain or illness), he won’t 
be able to make it. Therefore, he will say, “I’ll be there, inchallah,” to account for the 
unforeseen.  
 
However, some people may also use “inchallah” as a polite way to decline an invitation. You’ll 
learn to read people and be able to tell whether they’re telling you “Yes, No, or Maybe.”  
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CHAPTER 12: Yaangi tane? (Are you feeling better?) 

 

 
 

KSA: Wax ci wérgu yaramu wolonteer bi.                                
(Talk about one’s health.) 

 
Learning objective  
By the end of the lesson, each trainee will be able to cite at least 7 parts of the body and clearly 
describe his/her emotional and physical health.  
 
 In this lesson  
 INTRODUCTORY TDA 

1. VOCABULARY  
a. Useful phrases 
b. Descriptive traits  
c. Body parts  
d. Verbs  
e. Medical terminology  
f. Phrasebook: describing people  

 
2. GRAMMAR  

a. Review of Verbal Emphasis pronouns  
b. Neutral or minimal pronouns  

 
3. CULTURAL NOTES  

a. Phrases when you visit a sick person  
b. Yaangi tane? (Are you feeling better?)  
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c. Inappropriate moments to visit people who are sick  
d. Self-medication  
e. Shameful diseases  

 
 
Introductory TDA 
 
1. Jàng leen cëru yaram yi.  
2. Yan kàddu lanuy jëfëndikoo pur wax sa feebar ak li ngay yëg?  
3. Yan kàddu lanuy jëfëndikoo pur laaj lu jot nit ñi?  
4. Lan ngeen xam ci feebar yi gëna bari ci Senegal?  
5. Yan pexe lañuy jëfëndikoo pur moytu ak xeex feebar yooyu?  
 

Dialogue  
. 

The trainee’s brother is sick so they go together to the health post 
Lauren: Modu, nanga def? Modu, how are you?  
Modu: Nii rekk, dama feebar So so, I’m sick. 
L: Massa! Nanu dem poste de santé pur gis  Sorry! Let.s go to the health post to see the  
     doktoor bi       doctor 

Sorry! Let.s go to the health post to see the 
doctor 

At the health post 
Modu: doktoor, nanga def? How are you doctor? 
Doktoor: Maangi fii, lu la jot? I’m fine Modu, what’s wrong with you? 
M: Sama yaram neexul, xalaat naa ne I’m not feeling well. I think that I’m  
      dama feebar, sama yaram dafa       sick, I had a fever and I didn’t sleep.  
     tang te nelawuma dara biig. 

I’m not feeling well, I thing that I am sick; I 
have a fever and did not sleep well last night 

D: jegesil ma seet la. Dëgg la danga  Come closer. I will check you. Its  
   feebar, danga sibiru. 

Come closer. I will check you. Its  
 true, you are sick. You have malaria  

M: Ci dëgg- dëgg! Lan laa wara def leegi? Really! What should I do now? 
D: Dinaa la bindal ordonaas. Waaye,        I’ll write you a prescription. But, I  
     dama lay digël ngay fanaan ci sanke        advise you to sleep under an  
     bu ñu nandal itam 

I’ll write you a prescription. But, I  
 advise you to sleep under an  
 impregnated mosquito net too.  

M: Jërëjëf, doktoor. Thanks doctor 
D: amul solo, dellusil fii ak 2 fan. You are welcome. Come back in 2days. 
M: baax na, ba benneen. Ok, see you later. 
Dr: ba benneen, Modou. See you later Modu. 
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VOCABULARY 
Useful Phrases 
WOLOF TRANSLATION 
Lu la jot? / lu lay metti? Whats wrong with you? 
Fu lay metti? Where does it hurt? 
Ban feebar nga ame? What illness do you have? 
---------- dafay xasan ____ itches 
Sama ------------- dafay metti My ----------- hurts 
Sama bopp dafay metti I have a headache 
I have the cold Dama soj 
Damay sëqët I cough  
Damay miir I feel dizzy 
Sama biir dafay daw I have diarrhea 
Dama am saan I have worms 
Dama am góom I have a wound 
Dama sibbiru I have malaria 
Dama jaxle I’m worried / anxious 
Dama kontaan / Dama bég I’m happy 
Dama taayel I’m lazy 
Dama mer I’m mad 
Sama yaram dafa tang I have a fever 
Sama xol neexul tey  I’m sad today / I’m not in good  mood today 
Sama xel dafay teey I have nausea 
------- moo ma màtt --------- bit me. 
Mbaa yaangi tane?  Are feeling better? 
Maangi tane, tane wolof rekk I feel a bit better 
Yalla na Yalla fëg sa bopp May God make you recover 
Taneel bu baax waay! Feel better! 
 
 
Descriptive traits  
 
To be light-skinned  xees (pecc) 
To be dark-skinned  ñuul (kukk)  
To be thin  sew (ruuj)  
To be fat                        rëy /am yaram  
To be tall  njool  
To be short  gatt  
To be average  yem  
To be beautiful  rafet  
To be ugly  ñaaw  
To be old  magget  
To be happy  bég  
To be stupid  dofe  
To be clever  muus  

To be good  baax  
To be bad  bon  
To be strong  am doole  
To be weak  néew doole  
To be lucky  am wërsëg  
To be small  tuuti  
To be polite  yaru  
To be rude  reew (bad of)  
 
 
Notes: in brackets, you have intensifiers 
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Body parts       Verbs / Medical terminology 
WOLOF ENGLISH 
Wérgu yaram heath 
Feebar  sicknees 
Garab  medecine 
pikkiir shot 
Sibbiru / pali malaria 
Saan  worms 
mettit pain 
Biir buy daw diarrhea 
góom wound 
Taab  abscess 
Metti  To hurt 
Am yaram bu tang To have a fever 
Yëg  To feel 
Am xel mu teey To be nauseous 
Am biir buy daw To have diarrhea 
Am bakkan buy bori To have a runny nose 
Woqatu  To scratch oneself 
Woccu  To vomit 
sëqët To cough 
Tisoli  To sneeze 
Damm  To break 
Feebar  To be sick 
Jël garab To take medicine 
Baxal  To boil 
Seg  To filter 
Ñaq  To sweat 
Tane  To feel better 
Faj  To heal 
Wér  To be better/well 
Raxasu  To wash hands 
Setal  To clean 
Ñaq  To vaccinate 
Faju   To be getting healed 
Jaxle  To worry 
Rus  To be ashamed 
Namm  To miss (someone) 
Tiis  To be sad 
Mer  To be angry 
Kontaan / bég  To be happy 
Bindal  To prescribe 
Dem pharmasi To go to pharmacy 

 
 
 
 
 

WOLOF ENGLISH 
Jë Forehead 
Kanam  Face 
Bopp  Skull / head 
Kawar  Hair 
Bët  Eye 
Yéen  Eyelid 
Bakkan  Nose 
Sikkim  Chin 
Baat  Neck 
Nopp  Ear 
Lex  Cheek 
gémmiñ Mouth 
Tuñ  Lip 
lammiñ Tongue 
Bëñ  Tooth 
Sikkim  Beard 
Der  Skin 
Loxo  Hand 
Mbagg  Shoulder 
Concc  Elbow 
Baaraam loxo Finger 
Baaraam tank Toe 
Tank  Leg 
Óom  Knee 
Pooj  Thigh 
We  Fingernail 
Ween  Breast  
Gannaaw  Back 
Biir  Stomack 
Dereet  Blood 
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Phrasebook: Describing people 
 
 -------- numu mel?  What is --------- like?  
 
Dafa njool?  Is (s)he tall?  
Dafa njool. (s)he is tall. 
 
Dafa am xel.  He is clever.  
Rafetul.  She is not beautiful. 
Dafa yaru. He is polite. 
 
GRAMMAR 
 
I. Review of Verbal Emphasis Pronoun  
 
Here we see how to describe people, “naka la mel? / Numu mel? (Contracted / colloquial form) 
is the main question that we use for description. The main pronoun that we use to answer that 
question has already been seen in previous lesson but we will have a quick review of it.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Examples:  
 
Jabaram dafa rafet te baax. His wife is pretty and kind. 
Dama njool te yem. I’m tall and average.  
Buuba muusul, dafa dofe. Buuba is not clever, he is stupid. 
Suley dafa feebar, loolootax dafa jeex.                     Suley is sick that’s why he lost weight.  
 
Notes:  
 
This conjugation above is the one we use to describe people physically and mentally. We notice 
that the third person is the main pronoun used (“dafa + verb and “verb + ul”).  
 
 
 
 

 DESCRIPTION & 
STATE 

NEGATION 

I dama + verb  Verb + uma 
YOU danga + verb  Verb + oo 
(S)HE / IT dafa + verb Verb + ul  
WE danu  + verb Verb + unu 
YOU (P) dangeen + verb Verb + uleen 
THEY dañu  + verb Verb + uñu 
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II. Neutrals or minimals  
 
The neutrals or minimals are pronouns that are commonly used in Wolof and we can say that it’s 
one of the pronouns that are most used. Due to the variety and number of contexts they are used 
in, it’s difficult to find a clear explanation or equivalent in English. We will understand it better 
by going through the contexts in which they could be used.  
 
As most of the pronouns in Wolof, they abide by the rules of the types of verbs and the aspects 
they are used with (in other words, if they are used with action verbs in past or present tense or if 
they are used with static verbs in past or present tense). As previously explained, the “y” could 
be added to them when they are conjugated in present tense, future tense habitual. The lack of 
“y” means past tense action verbs or present tense static verbs.  
 
NEUTRAL / MINIMAL PRONOUNS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The above pronouns are used in the following contexts:  
 

1. They are used in the context one would like to say “before + subject + verb”.  
 
Examples:  
 
Before I came to Senegal, I was working in a restaurant.  
Before we go to our sites, we will have enough knowledge.  
 
Since in Wolof Before differs depending on the tense (present or past) we will have 2 
conjugations.  
 

Examples: 
 
Laata ma ñëw Corps de la Paix, mësumawoon 
xam Senegal.                                                               
I had never known Senegal Before I came to PC. 
 
Démb, Amy dafa nelaw laata nu reer ndaxte 
boppam dafa doon metti. Yesterday, Amy slet 
before we had diner because she had a headache 
 
 

 

I Ma 
YOU Nga 
(S)HE / IT Mu 
WE Nu 
YOU (P) Ngeen  
THEY Ñu  

Saying before when using the past tense 
Before I + verb  Laata ma + verb 
Before you + verb  Laata nga +  verb 
Before (s)he / it + verb  Laata mu +   verb 
Before we + verb  Laata nu  + verb 
Before you all  + verb Laata ngeen +   verb 
Before they + verb  Laata ñu   + verb 

Saying before when using the present tense 
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Examples: 
Dinaa dem ballaa ngay ñibbisi.                                         
I will leave before you come home 
 
Ballaa nuy dem sunuy dëkk, dinanu jang lu bari. 
We will learn a lot before going to our sites. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
2-  They could be used when one would like to use “li – ki – fi – ñi” followed by a subject. 
Referring to question words, we could notice that “Li” (lan) means “what”, “Fi” (fan) means 
“where”, “Ki” (Kan) means the person and “ñi” is the plural (people). Lan, Fan, Kan are only 
used to ask questions while Li, Ki, Fi, ñi are used in affirmation sentences. We take into account 
that the sentence in wich they are used could in past tense or present tense (the use of “y” and 
“di” added to pronouns. 

Examples:  
 
Li ma jàng universite am na solo lool ci li may liggéey fii.  
What I learned at the university is really important for what I’m doing here  
 
Li ma bëgg mooy nga dem sa yoon. 
What I want is that you go away. 
 
Xamul li mu wara def. 
He doesn’t know what he has to do.  
 
Fi nga dëkk léegi amul kuuran waaye fi ngay dem moom am na kuuran. 
Where you live now has no electricity but where you’re going has it.  
 
Fi nuy jànge dafa bari coow. 
Where we are learning is really noisy.  
 
Ki ma dajeel démb ci restaurant, dafa nuru ak wolonteer wante xamewuma ko.  
The person I meet at the restaurant yesterday looks like a volunteer but I didn’t recognize 
him.  
 
Ñi nuy liggéeyal dañu am paspas.  
The people we are working with are very motivated. 

        
        3- It could be used in the following structure related to Relative Pronouns: 
“Noun + article + Subject + Verb …..” the article could be definite (the) or undefinite (a) 
(The tree nursery I set up has some problems. Or there’s a woman that sells me lunch at the bus 
station.) 

Before I + verb  Ballaa may + verb 
Before you + verb  Ballaa ngay +  verb 
Before (s)he / it + 
verb  

Ballaa muy +   verb 

Before we + verb  Ballaa nuy  + verb 
Before you all  + 
verb 

Ballaa ngeendi +   verb 

Before they + verb  Ballaa ñuy   + verb 
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Examples:  
 
Pepiñeer bi ma defar dafa am ay jafe-jafe léegi.  
The tree nursery I set up has some problems now.  
 
Am na jiggéen ju may jaay ndekki ci garaas  
There is a woman that sells me lunch at the bus station.  
 
Téeré nga ma jox dafa baax  
The book you gave me is really good.  
 
Làkk yi nuy jàng fii, dañu xawa jafe ndaxte mësunu ko dégg. 
The language that we are learning here are a bit hard because we have never heard 
about them.  
 
Wolonteer yi muy jàngal dañu gaaw. 
The volunteers he’s teaching are super fast.  
 
Note: We will need to take the relative pronouns structures and add neutrals to them.  

 
4- They could be used when you would like to say in Wolof “it’s necessary that + subject + verb”; 
the equivalent in English would be “need to or should” (it’s necessary that I talk to them). To 
render this in Wolof we use the following words: faww or Fokk (this latter comes from the French 
“il faut que”.  

 
Examples:  
 
Fokk ngeen roose pepiñeer bi lumu bonbon benn yoon bés nekk. 
You must water the tree nursery at least once a day.  
 
Faww nga ñëw léegi-léegi. 
You must come right now.  
 
Fokk nu dem ndaxte mungi guddi.  
We need to go because it’s getting late.  

 
5- The English structures “subject + would like + pronoun + to ….” or “subject + want + 
pronoun + to …” is rendered in Wolof by using neutrals / minimals for the pronouns. It could be 
the affirmative or negative form. 
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Examples:  
 
Bëgguma mu génn moom rekk ci guddi gi. 
I don’t want her to out at night alone.  
 
Danga bëgg ma def ko?  
I you would like me to do it?  
 
Bëggul ngeen dem  
He doesn’t want you guys to go  
 
Note: The “y” or “di” could be added to the pronouns but only if it is the habitual  
 

Bëgguma ngeendi toog ci klaas yi bés bu nekk.  
I don’t want you guys to be in the classrooms all the time.  

 
6- The English Structure “Let + pronoun + Verb” is rendered by using the minimals in the place of 
the pronoun. 

 
Examples:  
 
Bayyil ma dem, dama yakkamti. 
Let me go I’m in a hurry. 
 
Xaral ma wax la dara. 
Let me tell you something. 
 
Baayil nu def ko. 
Let us do it. 

 
7- In a wider skale, we would say the following structure will need minimals to be rendered: 
“Imperative + pronoun + verb”  
 

Examples:  
 
Kaay ma woon la.    Come here, I show you. 
Defal mu gis ko.    Do it so that he can see. 
Wakh ko mu toog.    Tell him to sit. 

 
8- They are also used to translate the equivalent of “for + pronoun + verb” or “so that + pronoun 
+ verb” 
 

Examples:  
 
Dama dem géej weekend bii paase pur ma mëna noppalu. 
I went to the beach last weekend so that I can rest. 
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Pur mu tambali liggéeyam fokk mu jàng ba pare  
For him to start his work, he will need to end up his training.  
 
Pur ma def li ngeen bëgg, fokk ngeen jappale me.  
For me to do what you want, it’s necessary that you help me.  

 
9- They are used with the question word “lutax” (why) 

Examples:  
 
Lutax mu ji ay garabu mango?  
Why did he plant mango trees?  
 
Lutax nuy dem foofu?  
Why do we go there?  
 
Lutax nga may xool?  
Why are you looking at me?  

 
10. The minimals are used with the verb “ne” (to say) that is often used to bring the indirect speech 
or make things clear 
 

Examples:  
 
Nga ne lan?   What did you say?  
Ma ne dama sonn. I said that I was tired. 
Mu ne lan?   What did he said?  
Mu ne du lekk yapp. He said that he didn’t eat          

meat. 
 

 
Notes: 
 You can notice that the minimals / neutrals are used in most of the sentences that you are using in 
your conversation. You could encounter them in other context that are not mentioned here so it will 
be good to pay attention to what people are saying so that you have more context.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I sI said that … M ma ne … 
    YOU said that … N  nga ne … 
(S  (S)HE / IT said that … M mu ne … 
     WE said that … N   nu ne … 
     YOU (P) said that … N   ngeen ne … 
     THEY said that …       Ñu ne … 
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PRACTICE 
 

1-Fill out this below in Wolof 
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II. Tekki leen ci Wolof  
1. What she likes the most is to discuss around the tea. _________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

2. You need to talk to your homologue before you start any work at site ____________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

3. The book you gave us during the PST had no importance because we did not use it. ________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

4. I’ve already chosen the people with whom I’ll work during my service. __________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

5. Last week-end, the place we went to enjoy ourselves is not far from Mbour. ______________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

6. Yesterday, before he went to bed, he drank some tea that’s why he could not sleep. _________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

7. I need to interact with people so that I can have a good service. _________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

8. My community would like me to write some projects for them but I don’t have yet enough 

information about the village and their needs. _________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

9. For me to start the work at my site, I need to finish the IST so that I have all that I need as for 

knowledge and advice. ___________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

10. The women with whom I live is the head of the women’s group. _______________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 
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11. For you to work well and have two years of good service, you need to speak the language 

and interact well with people. ______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________. 

 
 
 

 
 
II. Masa waay!  
 
Liggéey leen ñaar ñaar. Kenn ki dafay wax li ko jot, naka la ko jote ak lan lay yëg; kenneen ki 
dafay koy digël li muy def pur mu wér.  
 
   

   
2 3 4 

 
  

6 7 8 
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IV. Write your own: write one of the dialogues by pair and present it. 
 

a. A volunteer is not feeling well, (s)he tries to explain it to the family and what (s)he would 
like to do.  

b. A volunteer finds a family member who is not feeling well; he tries to know what’s 
wrong and tries to convince him / her to go to the health post. 

 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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CULTURAL NOTES 
 
Visiting a sick person  
 
Most people like to be visited when they are sick. There are below mentioned some phrases that 
you could use during that occasion.  
 
Yalna Yalla yokk tan.  May God make you feel better? 
Mbaa yaangi tane?  Hope that you feel better?  
Taneel ak jàmm.  Get better.  
Wéral ak jamm.  Good recovery. 
 
It’s nice to bring food or other gifts. In case of extended illness involving an hospital stay and/or 
the purchase of medicine, a gift of money would be of great help.  
  
Inappropriate moments to visit people who are sick  

• On Friday (it’s a holy day)  
• During twilight/night (depending on the state of the sick person)  

 
Self-medication  
 
Encourage people to go to health structures and to avoid self-medication. It’s really common to 
see people asking for medicine or by in the shop of the village a pill without even knowing 
what’s wrong with them.  
  
Mbaa yaangi tane?        Are you feeling better? 
 
 
Mbaa yaangi tane? Is the right question you need to ask to a sick when you meet him or visit 
him, it’s a sign of compassion. When people know that you are sick too, they’ll ask you the same 
question. But, even if you are not getting better, you should not respond by “no”. The appropriate 
answer is “yes” that even if you not feeling well and they know it. If you feel really better, just 
tell “tane naa bu baax sax” (I really feel ok).The right responses that people expect from you are:  
 
Maangi tane ndank-ndank rekk.     I’m getting better just a bit. 

 “Maangi tane tuuti rekk. 
Maangi tane, tane Wolof rekk.    I’m getting better in a Wolof way. 
Maangi sant Yalla.      I’m thanking God.  
 
Shameful diseases  
 
People sometimes hide the nature of their illness (such shameful diseases as cancer, STDs/AIDS, 
tuberculosis etc.). In some families, there are some sick people that not, everyone will be allowed 
to see. When you go to visit them, you will only talk with the family members but not likely to 
see them.  
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APPLICATION / TASK 
 
1- For health trainees 
Le Système Sanitaire Sénégalais   Senegalese health system 
La pyramide (Organisation Administrative)  the administrative organisation 
Les structures Sanitaires    health structures. 
 
2- Interview with a community member to talk about some traditional practices the local healers 
use to fight some sicknesses.  

 
3- Interview to talk about the most recurrent illnesses, who get them in general, when does the 
village has more cases, how do they treat it, how do they prevent them, the causes, etc … 
 
 
SAMPLES OF CAUSERIES 
 
Malaria/sibiru 
Sibiru feebar la bu and ak yaram buy tang. Ay yoo yu matt benneen nit bu sibiru ñoo koy joxe. 
Malaria is an infection of the blood that causes chills and high fever. Malaria is spread by 
mosquitoes that have bitten someone infected with malaria.  
 
Mandargay sibiru / Signs of Malaria 
Dafay tambali ak bopp buy metti ak dangay liw di lox ci diiru 15 minit ba 1 waxtu. Leeg-leeg 
dagay woccu itam. 
It begins with chills and often a headache. The person shivers from cold for 15 mn to one hour. 
 
Sa yaram dafay gëna tang. Dangay neew doole, te yennsaay dangay waxtu. Loolu mëna am ay 
waxtu walla ay fan.  
Chills are followed by fever, often of 40 degrees (104 F) or more. The person is weak, flushed, 
and at times delirious. The fever can last several hours or days. 
 
Bu yaram wi seddee, dangay ñaq tooy xepp. Gannaaw loolu dangay sonn lool wante feebar bi 
dafay waññeeku. 
Finally the person begins to sweat, and his temperature goes down. After an attack the person 
feels weak, but may feel less sick. 
 
Naka lañuy fagaroo ci sibiru / Prevention of Malaria 

• Moytu yoo yi walla rey leen. 
Avoid mosquitos or destroy them. 
 

• Sol ay yéré yu leer te mëna muur yaram wi yépp ci guddi gi. 
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Wear light or bright colored clothing that covers most of the body at night. 
• Diwu ci lu lay aar ci yoo yi, rawatina cër yiy feeñ. 

Apply insect repellent to exposed skin. 
 

• Nelaw ci sanke bu nu nandal. 
Sleep under a treated mosquito net. 
 

• Baayi ndox yi taa, ndaxte ci la yoo yi di jure. 
Eliminate stagnate water where mosquitos breed. 
 
Naka lañuy faje sibiru / Traitement du paludisme  
Booleen xalaatee ne dangeen sibiru rekk, dem leen fajuji 
If you suspect Malaria, get treatment quickly. 
 
Jël leen ay doom yu leen doktoor bi jox. 
Take Chloroquine or Coartem pills. 
 
NB: booleen woccoo rekk walla ngeen xëm, ngeen wara jël ay pikkiir. 
NB: Injections are not necessary unless the patient is vomiting or unconscious. 
 
Biir buy daw / Diarrhea 
Biir buy daw dafa bari ci dëkk bi. Leeg-leeg, mandarga jafe-jafe bu am ci biir bi la, wante dafay 
teela wér.li waral biir buy daw ci xale yi ak liir yi mooy ñak cet ak ñak lekk bu baax. Li ci bon 
nak mooy ngay ñakk ndox ci sa yaram.  
Diarrhea is very common. It is often the sign of a purely digestive problem (like food poisoning) 
that almost always heals quickly. The causes of diarrhea in children and infants are poor hygiene 
and malnutrition. The most serious and immediate danger of diarrhea is dehydration and in the 
longer-term, malnutrition. 
 
Naka lañuy fagaro ci biir buy daw / Prevention of Diarrhea  
Tereete ndox mi, defar ñam yu sell te set, raxas loxo yi ak cet ñooy pexe yi gëna wòor pur moytu 
biir buy daw. 
Proper water treatment, hygienic food preparation, handwashing and basic hygiene are the best 
ways to avoid getting diarrhea. 
 
Naka lañuy faje biir buy daw / Diarrhea treatment  
Danga wara feexe ba sa yaram du ñakk ndox maanaam ngay naan lu bari, di lekk bu baax.  
One must fight dehydration and malnutrition, so the most important part of treatment involves 
drinking enough liquids and eating well. 
 
Mën nag jëfëndikoo ndoxu ceeb walla kinkeliba walla attaaya bi pur xeex biir buy daw ci mag 
ñi. 
Simple water can be replaced by rice water (water from cooking rice) or by infusions known to 
fight diarrhea such as Kinkeliba, or tea for adults. 
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Feebaru der yi / Skin infections 
Yenn yi feebaru der rekk la. Wante yenneen yi mandargay feebar yu laqu ci biir la kom picc yiy 
feeñ boo ngasee walla yenn ër yi. Yenneen itam, mandargay feebar yu bon la, nikki sëqët su bon 
si, sifilis walla gaana. 
Some skin problems are caused by diseases or irritations that affect only the skin, such as 
ringworm, diaper rash or warts. Other skin problems are signs of diseases that affect the entire 
body such as the rash of measles or the sore, dry patches of pellagra (malnutrition). Certain kinds 
of sores or skin conditions may be signs of serious diseases like tuberculosis, syphilis or leprosy. 
 
Naka lañuy faje feebar yooyu lu ci ëpp / General Rules for treating skin problems  
Feebaru der yi, bu ci nekk ak ni ñu koy faje waaye waaye am na paj yu ñu mëna def lu ci épp. 
Although many skin problems need specific treatment, there are a few general measures that 
often help. 
 
Bu der bi tangee, walla mu neewi, walla muy metti walla mu mel ni lu xonq, danga ciy def 
morso bu ndugg walla nga jël ay antibiotiques.  
If the skin shows signs of serious infections (inflammation, redness or darkening of skin around 
the affected areas, pain, heat etc…) Apply hot, moist cloths (hot compresses) or give antibiotics.  
 
Bu der bi amee futtee walla muy xasan walla mu lack, danga ci def morso bu nu tooyal ci ndox 
binegar bu sedd. 
If the affected area forms blisters or a scab, burns, itches, oozes, or stings, apply cloths soaked 
with white vinegar. 
 
Bu dee cëru yaram buy feeñ la lu ci ëpp, danga ko wara muur ndax naaj bi.  
If the skin areas affected are on parts of the body often exposed to sunlight protect them from the 
sun. 
 
Soj ak grippe / Colds and flu 
Boo sojee walla nga grippe, sa bakkan dafay soti, dangay sëqët, sa put dafay metti te yennsaay sa 
yaram dafay tang. Mën na la jox biir buy daw tuuti itam, rawatina ci xale yi. 
Colds and the flu are common viral infections that may cause runny nose, cough, sore throat, and 
sometimes fever or pain in the joints. There may be mild diarrhea, especially in young chlidren.  
 
Soj ak grippe dafay wéral boppam lu ci ëpp. Mën nga jël aspirin pur mu waññi tangaayu yaram 
wi, bopp biy metti ak mettittu yaram wi. 
Colds and the flu are common viral infections that may cause runny nose, cough, sore throat, and 
sometimes fever or pain in the joints. There may be mild diarrhea, especially in young chlidren. 
Cold and flu almost always go away without medication. Painkillers such as aspirin help lower 
fever and relieve headaches and body aches. 
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Naka lanuy faje soj ak grippe / Cold and flu prevention 
Moytu nit ñi soj ak ñi am grippe.raxasu te di muur sa gémmiñ booy sëqët. 
Avoid contact with infected people. Wash your hands and try to cover your nose and mouth 
when coughing. 
 
Naka lañuy faje soj ak grippe / Colds and flu treatment 
Naan ndox mu bare te di noppalu. 
Drink plenty of water and get enough rest. 
 
Tëdd bu sa yaram tangee.  
Stay in bed as long as the fever lasts. 
 
Nelaw ak lekk yow rekk pur baña wall ñenneen ñi. 
Sleep and eat separately to keep from giving the cold to others. 
 
Naan ndoxu meññeef (“jus”) kom orans, lingom, walla ditax, dañu baax ci yaram. 
Fruits juices, especially orange, citrus, or ditakh juices are helpful. 
 
Feebaru séy yi / Sexually transmitted diseases 
Misaalu SIDA. 
The Example of AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome) 
SIDA bu bon la bu benn doomu jangaro di joxe. SIDA mungi joge dereet, maniyu walla ndox u 
nit ku am SIDA, dugg na ci yaramu kenneen. 
AIDS is a very serious disease spread from person to person by a virus. AIDS is spread when 
blood, semen, or vaginal fluid of an infected person enters the body of another person. 
 
Naka lañu koy wallante / Means of transmission 

• Séy ak nit ku am SIDA. 
Sex with someone who has the AIDS virus. 
 

• Dereetu kenneen ku am SIDA. 
Contact with infected blood 
 

• Jigéen ju ëmb mën na wall doom ji nekk ci biiram. 
A mother can transmit it to her child during pregancy. 
 
Naka lañuy fagaro ci SIDA / Prevention of AIDS 

• Jëfëndikoo kawas maanaam kapot mën na la muccal. 
Using a condom reduces the risk of getting AIDS. 
 

• Séq ak benn nit boo xam bu baax te bañ di soppi saa yu nekk.  
Have sex with one faithful partner. 
 

• Jumtukaay yin gay jëfëndikoo pur jongal, pur bën nopp ak yenneen yi mëna taq dereet 
walla maniyu dañu leen wara baaxal ba ñu set walla nu jëfëndikoo yu bees. 
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Make sure instruments for circumcision, ear piercing and traditional practices such as scarring 
and excision are sterlized. 

• Bul nangu dereet bi ñuy maye te wòorula ne mucc na ayib..  
Don’t accept a blood transfusion that has not first been tested or avoid transfusions except when 
absolutely necessary 
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CHAPTER 13: Mboolo mi, suba am nanu ndaje ci peñc mi! 
(Folks, tomorrow we have a meeting at the public place!) 

 

 
 

KSA: Waajal ndaje (Organize a meeting) 
 

 
Learning objective  
 
By the end of the lesson, ach trainee will be able to explain and transfer the knowledge and skills 
pertaining to mud stove in the local language.  
 
In this lesson  
 

1. VOCABULARY 
a. Phrasebooks for steps of a meeting  

 
2. PRACTICE 

 
3. CULTURAL NOTES  

a. Setting times for the meeting  
b. Hierarchy  
c. Gender consideration  
d. Importance of the volunteer  
e. Caste or social stratification considerations   
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Introductory TDA 
  
Naka lañuy waajale ndaje?  
How do people prepare a meeting?  
 
Lan lañuy def ci bés bi?  
What do they do at the D-day?  

Naka lañuy defe ndaje?  
How does the meeting happen?  
 
Naka lañuy tëje ndaje mi?  
How do people close the meeting?  

 
1. VOCABULARY  
 
Ballaa ndaje mi / Before the meeting:  
 

1. Jàpp bés bi / choose a day  
a. Booy jàpp bés bi war nga sóoraale jotu nit ñi, xew-xew yi, waxtu wi. 

When you choose a day, you must take into account people’s calendars, events 
and the time. 

 
2. Tànn bérëb bi / choose a place  

a. Peñc mi, këru seef de wilaas, walla nga waxtaan ak sa naatango pur xam fi gëna 
baax. 
The public place, the house of the village chief or discuss with your counterpart to 
know the best place. 

  
3. Li nuy waxtaane / what will be talked about  

a. li nuy waxtaane men na nekk mbalit mi, sibiru, cet, feebaru sëy yi, planning 
familial … Jokkoo leen ak seen naatango pur waajal waxtaan wi.)  
What can be talked about can be the trash, malaria, hygiene, sexually transmitted 
infections, family planning… work with your counterpart to prepare the subject).  

 
4. Yëgle ndaje mi / inform about the meeting  

a. War ngeen yëgle ndaje mi benn ayu bés ballaa ndaje mi te fatteli nit ñi 1 walla 2 
bés ballaa ndaje mi 
You need to inform people a week before and remind them for the meeting 1 or 2 
days before 

 
 Ci bés u ndaje mi / At the D-day  
 

1. Balla nit niy nëw war nga setal bërëb bi, lal basan yi, teg siis yi)  
Before people come you need to clean the place, put the mats, and arrange the chairs. 

 
2. Nuyu mboloo mi  

Greet people:  
 

3. Maangiy nuyu ku nekk ci turam ak santam, dileen sant ci seen teeway.  
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I greet each and everyone and thank you for attendance.  
 

4. Balaa nuy tambali nu baayi imam mu ñaan ba pare.  
Before we start, I let the floor to Imam for some prayers.  

 
5. Léegi maangiy jox kaddu gi …… mu sanni ci ay baat.  

Now I give the floor to ………. to drop some words.  
 

6. Leegi maagiy jox kaddu gi ………. pur mu tambali waxtaan wi.  
Now I give the floor to ………….. to start the discussion.  
 

Naka lañuy yombale waxtaan wi?  
How to facilitate the meeting?  
 
Joxe ak nangu kaddu gi 
To give and to take back the floor.  
 
Danu soxla xalaatu nëpp (góor ñi, jigéen ñi ak ndaw ñi)  
We need everyone’s ideas (men, women and young people).  
 
Note: if the meeting is not well facilitated, you will have some types of people speaking, due to 
some cultural norms 
 

Bu nit ñi xaabaabale, loy def pur dellosi leen? 
What will you do if people are extrapolating? 

 
 Li nga wax am na solo waaye dinanu si dellusiwaat ci kanam  
What you are saying is important but we will come back to it later.  
 
Li nu bëgga wax mooy……..,  
What we want to say is ……  

Pur leeral, laaj bi mooy …..  
To make it clear the question is …..  

 
Naka ngay xame ne nit ñi jàpp nañu li am solo ci waxtaan wi? 
How do you that people get what’s important in the discussion? 

 
Lan ngeen jàpp ci waxtaan wi?  
What did you keep from the discussion?  
 

Kan moo mëna tënk ci lu gàtt li nu fi wax?  
Who can sum up what we said here?  

 
 Tëj ndaje mi / to close a meeting  
 

Naka lanuy tëje ndaje mi? 
How does one end the meeting ? 

1. Gërëm nit ñi  
Thank people:  
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2. Nungi leendi gërëm yeen ñëpp ci seen teewaay ak teewlu.  
We thank you all for your attendance and your attention.  

 
3. Nungiy ñaan li nu waxtaane fii nekk njëriñ ci ñépp.  

We hope that what we talked about here would be of great interest for all.  
 

4. Leegi mën nanu baayi imam mu def ñaan te yeewi nit ñi.  
Now we let the floor to Imam for some prayers.  

5. Jërëngeenjëf, ba benneen /  
Thank you, see you next!  

 
 Sample things to say when called on randomly to talk at a meeting:  
 
Maangi nuyu nëpp rawatina …………..  
I greet you all, especially [names and titles of important people attending].  
 
Maangi nuyu kepp ku nekk ci……….  
I greet all the people of [name of village].  
 
Dama beg lool ci sama teewaay fii.  
I’m very happy to be here.  
 
Maangi leendi sant ci li ngeen ma “invite”.  
Thank you for inviting me.  
 
Maangi tudd…………… wolonteer laa ci…… Maangi liggeey ci …..  
My name is ………… I am a Peace Corps Volunteer. [Then briefly describe your work in 
one or two sentences.]  
 
Xalaat naa ne ndaje bi am na solo lool te man, maangi ci seen gannaaw ci lepp loo leen 
bëgg def.  
I think this meeting is very important and I support your work.  
 
Jërëjëf, kontaan naa lool.  
I am very happy to be here. Thank you very much.  
 
  
About Meetings in Senegal  
 
What to do when attending a meeting?  
 

• Greet everyone when you walk in, especially the important people  
• Sit down with the general public, unless you are called to sit in with the important 

people, in front, or somewhere other than where you sit the first time  
• Have phone credit (to text during the meeting)  
• Bring a book, or a pen and paper, or anything to entertain yourself  
• Be prepared to be called on to say something to the people at the meeting  
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What does one do when leading a meeting?  
.  

• Introduce all the important people (village chief, government officials, presidents of 
women’s groups and leaders of associations, anyone whose “status” is higher than 
the average for the meeting).  

• If appropriate, call on the Imam to start with a prayer.  
• Thank everyone for coming.  
• Talk about the agenda (who will speak, and what about).  
• Have the meeting.  
• Thank everyone for coming and say how happy you are that they came.  
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Activity: With the help of your LCF and/or community, use the Venn diagram below to 
illustrate differences and similarities between an American meeting and a Senegalese 
meeting.  
 

NDAJE CI SENEGAL    NDAJE CI AMERIK 
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2. Practice 
 
I. Translate the dialogue (with the help of your LCF if necessary).  
 
Situation: Lauren would like to call a meeting of women’s group presidents to introduce 
herself and talk about her role as a PCV.  
 
PCV: Good morning, Mamadou. ___________________________________________________ 

Counterpart: Good morning, Fatimata. _____________________________________________ 

PCV: I’m interested in working with women’s groups, so I’d like to meet with some of 

them. What do you think? ________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

C: That’s a great idea! We can do it this afternoon! ____________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

PCV: Well, I think that’s too soon. What about next week? ______________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

C: That’s good. How about Monday? _______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

PCV: That works for me. Do you think morning or afternoon is better? ____________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

C: Well, most women will be cooking lunch in the morning, so if we do it then, not many 

will come. I think afternoon is better. _______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

PCV: That’s good to know. How about 4:00 pm? Or will it be too hot then? ________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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C: I think calling the meeting for 4:00 pm is a good idea. It’s not too hot now, and they 

won’t come at 4:00 anyway. [Note: That way the meeting can start around 5, and will be 

over in time for the women to get home before dark.] __________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

PCV: That sounds good. How should we inform them about the meeting? __________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

C: I will talk to the chief and tell him. Then he can tell the presidents of women’s groups to 

come._________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________  

PCV: Oh, I forgot. Where will we have the meeting? ___________________________________ 

C: We can have it in my compound. There is enough room for everyone to sit. ______________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

PCV: Thank you! That’s very nice. _________________________________________________ 

C: What do you want to talk about at the meeting? _____________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

PCV: I just want to meet them, so that I know who the presidents are. And I’d like to 

introduce myself so that they also know that I am here. _________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

C: Maybe you can also talk about why you’re here and how you can work with them. _________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

PCV: Yes, I’d like to talk about that, too. ____________________________________________ 

C: Ok, I think we’re set for the meeting. I will talk to the chief this afternoon. You should 

stay for lunch. __________________________________________________________________ 
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PCV: Thank you, but I need to be going now. And my mom would be angry if I missed 

lunch. Thanks again. I’ll see you later. ______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

C: Ok, see you this afternoon. _____________________________________________________ 

 
 
 II. Application / Task  
 
Try to use the knowledge and skills learned here during your presentation in the 
community.  
 
 

3. Cultural Notes 
.  
Setting time  
 
Meetings rarely start on time, unless it is being held at a school. Teachers and students are 
generally on time in an academic environment. (This does not mean you shouldn’t show up 
on time!)  
  
Hierarchy:  
 
Hierarchy in where people sit and in what order they speak is important. Don’t start the 
meeting without the dignitaries (village chief/sous-préfet/etc.) who will be attending.  
  
Gender consideration 
 
Men and women don’t usually sit together. Generally women don’t talk in front of their 
husbands.  
  
Importance of volunteer 
 
As a volunteer, you will often be considered an “important person” at a meeting, regardless 
of how relevant you are to the purpose of the meeting. This means that you may be asked to 
sit up front and/or say a few words at the beginning or end of the meeting, just greeting, 
thanking, and saying how happy you are to be there.  
  
Caste or social stratification considerations 
 
Because of the caste system, some people will never talk in front of others because of their 
social status.  
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Chapter 14: kaay leen liggéey ci sardeñ bi léegi:                               
(Come and work in the graden now!) 

 

KSA: defar tos                                                                                                                                    
(making a compost) 

 
 
Learning objective 
By the end of the lesson, each trainee will be able to explain the knowledge and technical 
skills relevant to composting in the local language. 
 
 
 
In this KSA 
Vocabulary: 
 
Technical nouns for compost 
 
Technical verbs for compost 
 
Instructions for steps of compost 
 
 
INTRODUCTORY T.D.A. 

• Lan lanu soxla pur defar tos?  
 

• What do we need to make a compost pile? 
 

• Naka lañuy defare tos?  
  

• What are the different steps? 
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VOCABULARY     
NOUNS      VERBS 

WOLOF ENGLISH 
Jaxase To mix 
Def To put 
Defar To make 
Toppato To take care of 
Won / wone To show 
Pare  To be ready/finished 
Xaar  To wait 
Dàgg  To cut 
Roose  To water 
gas To dig 

Dajale Gather  

tànn To choose  

teggale To layer 

 
  
   

SAMPLE INSTRUCTIONS    
Pacc yi nuy jaar pur defar tos   
Steps to make a compost pile 
 
1. Dajale leen lépp li nu soxla pur defar tos   
Gather what we need for making compost 
 
2. tann leen béréb bu baax pur defar tos (ci sarden, ci suufu garab, fu jege ndox) 
Find a location (in the garden, under a tree, as close as possible to a water source) 
 
3. Booleen bëggee defar tos bi ci kamb, dangeendi gas benn kamb bu am xootaayu 1m ak 
yaatuwaay 1m ci boor bu nekk (1m * 1m * 1m). Xeetu tos bii, ci noor la gën. 
If you want to make make the compost in a pit, dig a 1m * 1m * 1m pit. This is better 
during dry season 
 
4. Booleen bëggee defar sa jal u tos ci kaw suuf si, dangeendi defar benn jal bu tooloog 
benn meetar (1m), te am benn meetar (1m) ci boor bu nekk. Xeetu tos bii nag, ci nawet la 
gën. 
If you want to make your pile on the ground, make a pile of 1m * 1m * 1m. This is 
better during the rainy season. 
 
Naka lanuy teggale jal yi ci sartu ISRA 
Layer materials according to ISRA recipe 
 
Jal bu njëkk bi: 5 ba 10 cm ci gattax u dugub 

WOLOF ENGLISH 
Li nu soxla pur defar tos what we need to make 

a compost pile 
Neefare / fiime manure 
Xob / ñax yu tooy green leaves 
Xob / ñax yu wow dry leaves / grass 
Gattax dugug / mboq millet / corn stalks 
Ngooñ hay leaves 
Ndox  water 
Doomutaal ash 
Roosuwaar watering can 
Peel  shovel 
Pik pick 
Burwet wheelbarrow 
Buum rope 
Bant sticks 
Meetar meter stick 
Marto  hammer 
Rato  rake 
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First layer: 5 – 10 cm of millet stalk 
Ñaareelu jal bi: 30 cm ci xob / ñax yu wow 
Second layer: 30 cm of dry matter 
 
Ñetteelu jal bi: 10 cm ci xob / ñax yu tooy 
Third layer: 10 cm of green leaves 
 
Ñeenteelu jal bi: 5 cm ci neefare 
Forth layer: 5cm of manure 
 
Noonu ngeen koy teggale ba mu tolloog benn meetar (1m) 
Repeat up until top (1meter) 
 
Roose leen ko 
Water it 
 
Samp leen benn bant bu tolloog benn meetar ak 20 cm (1m2ocm) ci diggu tos bi. Dafay 
dimbali pur xam, sufekkee tos bi baax na (dafa wara tooy te tang) 
Sink a piece of wood in the middle of the pit, it will help to know if the compost is 
working (it should be warm and moist) 
 
Dangeendi ëlbati jal bi 2 ayubés bu nekk. Bu amee 6 – 8 ayubes, mën nga jëfëndikoo tos bi 
Flip the compost pile every two weeks. It can be used after 6 – b weeks. 

PRACTICE 
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KSA:  defar sardeñ                                                
(making a garden) 

 
Learning objective: 
By the end of the lesson, each of the trainees will be able to explain and transfer knowledge 
and technical skills relevant to gardening in the local language. 
 
In this KSA: 
 
Vovabulary 
Crops 
Tools 
Technical verbs 
Instructions for making ñ garden 
 
INTRODUCTORY T.D.A. 
 

• Lan lanu soxla pur defar sardeň? 
What do we need to make a garden? 
 
• Kaň lanuy defar sardeň? Ban jamano moo gëna baax? 
Which period is appropriate to make a garden? 
 
• Naka lañuy defare sardeň? 
What are the steps to make a garden?  
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VOCABULARY 
Crops       Tools/ Verbs 

WOLOF ENGLISH 
 peel care Flat shovel 
 peel  Rounded shovel 
Daba  Hoe 
 paan Large bucket (benoir) 
 burwet Wheelbarrow 
Nefare  Manure 
Furset Pitchfork 
Rato Rake 
Siwo Bucket 
Ñag  Fence 
Sax / magg To grow 
Ji  To seed 
Jëmbët To transplant 
Roose To water 
Bay ñax yi To weed 
dajale To gather 
Gas kamb To make a hole 
Aar  To protect 
Gas  To dig 
wit To harvest 
 

SAMPLE INSTRUCTIONS 
Naka lañuy defare sardeň  how to make a garden 
 
1. Tann lenn béréb bu maase, jege dëkk bi ak ndox. 
Choose a flat surface, accessible to the villagers and close to a water source. 
 
2. Natt leen palang yi te samp ci ay bant (50cm) ak buum. 
Outline and mark off beds with sticks (50cm length) and strings. 
 
3. Ëlbati leen suuf si ci lu tolloog 30 cm ci palang bu nekk. 
Double-dig 30 cm deep.  
 
4. Roose leen 3 fan lu jiitu ngay tambali liggéey bi. 
Water for at least 3 days before preparing the beds. 
 
5. def leen ci neefare walla tos (4kilo walla 10litër ci m2 bu nekk), pëndëxu këriň (8 litër ci 
m2 bu nekk), doomutaal (5 litër ci m2 bu nekk), matiere organique (3 litër ci m2 bu nekk) 
baax na pur jaxase suuf si. 
Measure the amount of manure or compost (4kg or 10l/m2), small pieces of charcoal 
(8L/m2), wood ash (5L/m2), and leafy organic matter (3L /m2) necessary to mix with 
the soil. 
 

WOLOF ENGLISH 
Karoot Carrot 
Nawe Turnip 
Kañja Okra 
Batañse Eggplant 
Naajo  Squash 
Xaal Watermelon 
Ñambi   Cassava 
Kaani Hot Pepper 
Salaat Lettuce 
Persi Parsley 
Tamaate Tomato 
Suppome Cabbage 
Soble Onion 
Kaani Salaat Green pepper 
Lejum Vegetables 
bisaab bissab 
jiwu Seed 
Njëmbët seedlings 
ñax Weeds 

Reen yi Roots 
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6. Jaxase leen suuf si bu baax. 
Mix the soil thouroughly 
 
7. Def leen ci angare NPK bu amee (20 kilo ci m2 bu nekk) balla ngay ji walla jëmbët. 
Apply NPK if available (20kg/m2) before seeding or transplanting. 
 
8. Maasale leen palang bi ak rato te defarboor yi. 
Level the bed surface with a rake and create mounds as borders. 
 
9. Roose leen palang bi pur xam fi maasewul te maasalewaat ko 
Water the bed to see the lowest parts and then level it again. 
 
10. Rëdd leen yaatuwaay yi ci digante tobb yi. 
Mark off the spacing depending on species to be grown. 
 
11. Gas leen ay tobb balla ngay ji. 
Make holes / hills before seeding. 
 
12. Ji leen walla ngeen jëmbët te nga sòoraale jiwu yi mëna and. 
Seed, transplant or use cuttings while taking into account companion planting. 
 
13. Muur leen palang yi ak ay car pur mu am ker. Dindi ko bu saxee 
Cover seed bed with branches to provide shade. Remove after emergence. 
 
14. Deeleen faraldi buddi walla bay ñax yi. 
Weed regularly and frequently. 
 
15. Def leen ci angare NPK (20kilo / m2) bu amee gannaaw 40 ba 60 fan. 
Apply NPK if available (20kg/m2) 40 – 60 days after seeding or transplanting. 

PRACTICE 
Make a garden and / or present the information to your classmates. 
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KSA: defar pepiñeer                                                                                               
(making a tree nursery) 

 
Learning objective: 
By the end of the lesson each trainee will be able to explain and transfer the knowledge and 
skills relevant to tree nurseries in the local language. 
 
 
In this KSA: 
Vocabulary 
Tools 
Ingredients 
Technical verbs 
Instructions for making a tree nursery 
 
 
INTRODUCTORY T.D.A. 

• Lan lanu soxla pur defar pepiňeer? 
What do we need to make a tree nursery? 

 
• Ban bėrėb (fan) lanu mëna defar pepňieer bi? 
Where can we make the tree nursery? 

 
• Naka lañuy defare pepiňeer? 
What is the process to make a tree nursery? 
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VOCABULARY 
Tools / Ingredients    Verbs 

SEEREER ENGLISH 
Sax / mag To grow 
Ji  To seed 
Jëmbët To transplant 
Roose To water 
Aar  To protect 
Dagg To cut 
Gas To dig 
Sol To fill 
Rato To rake 
gas To put a hole 
Dajale  To gather 
Def  To put 
Jaxase To mix 
Toppatoo To take care of 
Yaq To destroy 
Deñc  To keep 
Jël To pick up 
Waajal To prepare 
Xaar  To wait 
War / rey To have to / to kill 

 

SAMPLE INSTRUCTIONS 
 

Tann bėrėb bi    site selection 
 
Li ëpp solo ci bėrėb bi mooy: 
The most important factors of the site are: 

 
• Mu jege ndox (teen, robine, seyaan) 
Near a reliable water source (well, forest, walking-well) 

 
• Mu jege dëkk bi walla nit ňi te am karange 
Near a village, in a good, secure workplace with accessible transport 

 
• Suuf si dafa wara maase 
A leveled, well-drained site 

 
• Mu am ker te aaru ci ngelaw li. 
A site with some shade and protection from wind 

 
• Mu yaatu  
Sufficient size for operations/expansion. 

 

WOLOF ENGLISH 
Garab  Tree 
Jiwu garab Tree seeds 
Suuf  Sand 
Fiime / nefare Manure 
Mbuus Plastic Bag 
Xobu niim Neem leaves 
Doomutaal Ash 
Rooswaar  Watering can 
Nebedaay / saab-saab Moringa 
saxeyaay Natural regeneration 
jëmbët Cuttings 
Car  Branches 
Xob Leaves 
Datt Trunk 
Xas  Bark 
Reen yi Roots 
Ker  Shade 
Naaj  Sun 
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• Nu aar ko ci mala yi ak gunoor yi 
Protection against animals and insects. 
 
Naka lanuy jiwe walla njëmbëte Propagation methods 
Saxeyaay     natural regeneration 
Ji ci suuf si    direct seed 
Njëmbët (dagg car)   cuttings 
Ay palang pur ji    bare roots beds 
Mbuus     pots 
 
Naka lanu koy defare / steps 
1. Dajale leen bagaas yi 

      Gather tools and materials 
 
2. Gas leen benn kamb bu am 1 meetar ci boor bu nekk ak xootaayu 15 cm. def ci xobu 
niim ak doomutaal pur aar ko ci gunóor yi ak max yi. 
Prepare beds (1m by 1m) and 15cm deep, sprinkle neem leaves and ash in it. 
 
3. Defar leen njaxas bi pur sol ko ci mbuus yi. Jaxaseel 2 burwetu suuf ak 1 burwetu 
neefare/fiime te tooyal ko 
Make soil mix for sacs.( 2 units of sand and 1 unit of manure). Moisten it 
 
4. Sol leen mbuus yi 
Fill the sacs 
 
5. Roose leen bės bu nekk 
Water daily 
 
6. Buddi ňax yi lu tolloog 3 fan 
Weed for 3 days 
 
7. Ji 
Seed 
 
8. Roose leen 2 yoon bės bu nekk te xool ndaxamul jangaro walla jafe-jafe 
Watter twice a day and check for pests 
 
9. Wut leen 1 kaaye pur bind lėpp loo ci seetlu ak ni liggėey biy tëdde. 
Keep accurate records (timetable of activities and organization of labor). 
 

PRACTICE 
Make a tree nursery and / or present the information to your classmates. 
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                     Defar furnò ban ak suuf!                          
(Make a mud stove!) 

 
Learning objective: 
By the end of the lesson, ach trainee will be able to explain and transfer the knowledge 
and skills pertaining to mud stove in the local language. 
 
 
In this KSA 
Vocabulary: 
Tools  
Ingredients 
Technical verbs 
Instructions for making ñ mud stove 

 
Introductory T.D.A. 
 
• Lan lanu soxla pur defar furnó ban ak suuf? 
What do we need to make a mud stove? 
 
• Naka lanuy defare njaxas bi defar furnó bi? 
How do you make the mixture for the mud stove? 
 
• Naka lanuy defare furnó bi? 
How do you make the stove? 
 
• Lan mooy njëriňu furnó bi ak ay galankooram? 
What are the pros and cons of the mud stove? 
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Tools / Ingredients    Verbs 

WOLOF ENGLISH 
Jaxase To mix 
Def  To put 
Wowal  To dry sth 
Gas  To make a hole 
Tabax  To build 
Tooyal  To make wet 
Aar  To protect 
Lakk  To burn 
Def / defar To do / make 
Tangal  To make hot 
Dagg  To cut 
Yaq / damm To break 
Xaar  To wait 
Won / wone  To show 
Pare  To be ready/ finished 
Jëfëndikoo  To use 
Wut  To find 
yokk To augment 

 
 

SAMPLE INSTRUCTIONS 
 

• Naka lanuy defare njaxas mi? 
How do you make the mixture? 
 
1. Dajale leen1 paanu neefare, 1 paanu gattax ak 2 paanu ban te jaxase balla ngay roose. 
Mix 1 big bucket of manure, 1 big bucket of millet chaff and 2 big bucket of clay 
before watering. 
 
2. Jaxase leen ko bu baax ak ndox te bu mu lòor. Dangeendi dëgate njaxas mi ndax mu 
jaxaso bu baax to nooy. 
Mix it with water but it should not be too wet. You will need to walk on the 
mixture to mix it completely. 
 
• Naka lanuy defare furnó bi? 
How to make the stove? 
 
1. Tann leen bėrėb pur furnó bi (bunt bi fėetė ci ngelaw li) 
Choose location of stove (door open to wind, protected) 
 
2. Xool leen ndax njaxas mi baax na (warul lóor te warul wow) 
Check correct moisture level of mix (neither too wet nor dry) 
 
3. Bale leen te maasale bėrėb bi. 
Clear and level the surface. 
 

WOLOF ENGLISH 
Ban Clay 
Cin / marmit Cooking pots 
Xeer  Rocks 
Furnò Stove 
Laalo Baobab leaf powder 
Jaasi  Machetes 
Peel  Shovels 
Potu  tamaate  Tomato cans 
Ñax / xattax Chaff 
Ndox  Water 
Bool Bol 
Njaxas  Mixture 
Tame  Sifter 
Siwo Bucket 
Teggukaay cin Metal triangle for top 
Ker  Shade 
Burwet  Wheelbarrow 
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4. Teg leen pot bi te rëdd fi xeer yiy teggee. 
Turn the pot over and trace a circle around the lip. 
 
5. Teg leen xeer yi te seen diggante yi tolloo. 
Place the rocks and test the distance from pot to ground. Adjust rocks and shave if 
necessary. 
 
6. Jëfëndikoo leen xeer yu xonq yu mag, moo gën brik yi. 
Mention use of clay rocks, metal pot, discourage cement rocks. 
 
7. Waqi leen fi xeer yiy tegge te def ci njaxasu ban bi. 
Dig small holes in the designated places for each rock and fill the holes with a 
large clump of clay. 
 
8. Tooyal leen xeer yi te tegg leen ci pax yi, tooyal leen bėrėb bi yėpp. 
Wet the rocks and secure them in the mud clumps. Wet the whole construction 
area. 
9. Raax leen bėrėb bi yėpp ak njaxas mi ci lu tolloog 2,5cm. 
build a base about an in. thick, covering the entire inner circle and the rocks. 
 
10. Teg leen cin bi ci kaw was yi (xeer yi) te xool ndax teggu na bu baax. 
Place the pot on the rocks and re-verify position. Test with wood if necessary. 
 
11. Teg leen potu tamaate bi pur mu nekk bunt bi. Mën na am yenneen xeetu bunt. 
Place tin can for door. Talk about other style of doors. 
12. Tambali leen tabax furnó. Dindi leen cin li pur xool ndax tabax bi jub na. 
Build to the base of the pot, remove the pot and verify that the walls are straight. 
 
13. Tooyal leen cin li te teggaat ko. 
Dampen the pot and replace it. 
 
14. Tabax leen furnó bi ba mu tolloog noppu cin bi. 
Construct the wall around the pot up to the ears of the pot. 
 
15. Rocci leen ndank-ndank cin bi te di ko baaje ndax furnó bi yaatu. 
Gently remove the pot with a twisting motion that will widen the space between 
wall and the pot slightly. 
 
16.  jekk-jekkal leen furnó bi ba mu rafet. 
Rearrange the combustion chamber, filling the holes and removing the excess 
mud. 
 
17. Yatt leen bunt bi ak diggante cin bi ak furnó bi lu tolloog 2 baaraam bi ak jaasi. 
Use a machete to cut front door and 1-2 fingers width space between the pot and 
the wall from top all the way to the base. 
 
18. Diw leen ko ak laalo bi. 
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Cover with dried baobab leaves powder. 
19. Muur leen furnó bi ak mbuus walla xob lu tolloog 7 ba 10 fan pur mu wow ndank-
ndank. 
Cover with plastic or straw and allow it to dry slowly for 7 – 10 days. 
 
Lu waral furnò bi di xar / cracks causes 
• Woow bu gaaw walla togg ci te app bi jotagul. 
Drying too quickly or cooking too soon after construction. 

 
• Bu amee ay donj ci njaxas mi. 
Construction material had clumps in it. 

 
• Di ci togg ak ay cin yu ko ëpp. 
Cook with different sized pots 

 
• Di ci def matt bu bare. 
Jamming too much wood in the stove. 

 
• Furnó yi ňu aarul ci taw walla ngelaw. 
Stove exposed to the elements. 
 
Njerinu furno bi / the advantages 
• Waňňi matt mi nuy jëfëndikoo ( 1 pacc ci nett bu nekk) 
Conserve wood (villagers claim that it cuts their wood use by 1/3) 

 
• Togg bi dafay gaaw. 
The food cooks faster. 

 
• Dafay aar xale yi lakk-lakk yi 
Kids can’t fall into the fire and hurt themselves or knock the pot over. 

 
• Dafay waňňi lakk yiy am ci kër yi 
They are windproof and keep huts from catching fire. 

 
• Xarala bu yomb la te li ngay soxla am na ci sa dëkkuwaay. 
It’s a simple technology and the materials are readily available. 

 
• Dafay yombal liggėeyu jigėen ňi. 

     Thus, they can ease the lives of women. 
 
     Safaanu furnó bi / disadvantages 

• Dafa naqare tabax ak toppatoo 
Building and maintenance is labor-intensive. 

 
• Danu ko wara repare at bu nekk, te defaraat ko ci diiru 2 ba 5 at. 
They need to be repared yearly and rebuilt at least every 2 – 5 years. 
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• Benn xeetu cin rekk lay mëna jël. 
Inconvenient to have just one sized pot. 

 
• Lu mu gën rëy, muy gëna naqare randal te mëna yaqu. 
The larger they are the harder they are to move, they may crack. 

 
• Jigėen ňi daňu wara xoolaat ni ňu ciy togge ak waxtu yi ňuy togg. 
Women have to learn how to cook on them and have to adjust their cooking time. 
 
 
PRACTICE  
Build a mud stove and / or present the information to your classmates. 
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Chapter 14: Cultural Texts 

KSA: Xew yi (Ceremonies) 
 In this lesson  
 

1. VOCABULARY  
a. Phrasebook: Baptisms  
b. Phrasebook: Weddings  
c. Phrasebook: Funerals  

 
2. CULTURAL NOTES  

a. Naming ceremony  
b. Weddings  
c. Funerals  
d. Gifts at ceremony  

 
 Text: Xew yi 
 
Xew yi gëna mag ci dëkk bi, ñett lañu: ñaari yi xewu banneex lañu, benn bi xewu naqar la. 
Xewu banneex yi ñooy takk/ céet ak génté. Bu xale bu gòor bi labatee bay wajja takk, ñaari 
kër yi dañuy waxtaan ba jubòo. Buñu juboo, ñu japp bés pur def takk bi. Takk bi ci këru ku 
jigéen ji layame. Lu ci ëpp, nit ñi dañuy yendu ba ngoon, apre ñu dem jakka ja pur def takk 
bi. Gannaaw loolu, xarit yi ak mbokk yi dañuy ndokkale jigéen ji apre gòor gi. Bu ngoonee, 
xale bu jigéen bi mën na def “reception” pur dallal ay xaritam. Bu guddee, dañuy waajal 
séet bi, muur ko pur mu sëyi. Ci ëllëk si mooy nekk céet bi ci këru ku gòor gi. Nit ñi dañuy 
yendu, di lekk, di naan; géwél yi di woyaan. Xarit yi dañuy ñëw di ndokkale, wante, dañuy 
joxe seen ndawtal tamit pur jappale leen ci bés bi.  
 
Benneen xewu banneex bi mooy ngénte. Jigéen ji bu amee doom, dañuy ngénte bu bés bi 
dellusee; maanaam, bu amee doom Altine, Altine bi ci topp mooy nekk ngénte li. Wante ci 
diggante bi, xarit yi ak mbokk yi dañuy seeti wësin bees bi ak liir bi pur yòbbul leen li ñuy 
yittewoo kom suukër, meew, saabu, diwtiir, mbubu liir ak yenneen. Ci bésu ngénte bi, 
elimaan bi dey ñëw tudd liir bi. Gannaaw loolu, ñu rey xar mi, séddële laax yi. Li des ci 
bés, nit ñi dañuy lekk, naan, kaf, ree, teralante; géwél yi dañuy woyaan, xarit yi dañuy 
ndokkale ku jigéen ki wante dañuy ndawtal itam. Yennsaay, bu ngoonee, jigéen ñi dañuy 
fòot walla yebbi.  
 
Xewu naqar bi mooy bu nit gaañoo. Lu ci ëpp, bu nit gaañoo, dañu koy deñc ci bés. 
Gannaaw loolu, dañuy tann bés bi ñu koy saraxal, mooy dëj bi. Mën na nekk ci Suba si, 
ñetteelu fan bi walla juròom ñetteelu fan bi. Ci dëj bi, nit ñi dañuy wacce kaamil ak def ay 
ñaan. Mbokk yi ak xarit yi dañuy ñëw pur jaale, jaxal bi mungi aju ci li nga mën rekk.  
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Bu yooyu weesoo, am na yenneen xew niki, tuuru mbootaay, tuur « de famille » ak 
yenneen. Ak xew bu mu ci nekk rekk, seetlul bu baax li sa waa dëkk di def te nga laaj boo 
bëggee xam li nga wara def.  
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Vocabulary 
Nouns        Verbs  

WOLOF ENGLISH 
Xew To happen 
Bég / kontaan To be happy 
Takk  To marry a woman 
Maye  To give a woman to 

marriage 
Séyi  To join the marital home 
Labat  To date officially 
Waaj  To be on the verge to 
Jubòo  To agree / to get on an 

agreement 
Japp bés / tann bés To set a date 
Ndokkale  to congratulate 
Dallal  To welcome  
Waajal To get  xxx ready 
Muur  To cover / to put a shawl 
woyaan to ask money by praising 

someone 
Ngénté To have baptism 
Tudde  To name after 
wësin To deliver / to give birth 
Yòbbul  To bring for 
yittewoo to need   
Rey  To kill 
seddële To share (in the sense of 

dividing) 
Kaf  To joke 
Ree  To laugh 
teralante  
Ndawtal  To give a ceremony gift 
Foot / yebbi  
Gaañu / Faatu To pass away / die 

(person) 
Saraxal   
Wacce kaamil To recite the whole Quran  
Ñaanal  To pray for 
Jaale To present condolences 
Deñc / rob To burry  
Seetlu  To observe 

 

WOLOF ENGLISH 
Xew ceremony 
Xew-xew event 
Banneex  happiness 
Naqar  sadness 
Takk  Marriage  
Céet  Ceremony when a woman 

join her marital home 
Séet bi  The bride 
Jàkka Small mosk  
Ci ëllëk si on the following day 
Ndawtal  Gift of ceremony ??? 
ngénté Baptism 
Tudd bi The naming ceremony 
turondo namesick 
Maanaam  That is to say 
Xxx bi ci topp The following xxx 
Liir bi The baby 
Elimaan  The imam  
Xar mi The sheep 
Laax  The porridge  
Géwél  Griot  
Dëj bi The funerals  
Ñaam  Prayers  
Jaxal bi The money one gives 

when presenting 
condolences 

Tuuru mbootaay Women’s group gathering 
Tuuru famiy Family periodic gathering 
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Useful Phrases 
WOLOF TRANSLATION 

TAKK / CÉET = MARRIAGE 
• Ndokkale  
• Ndokk sa wall 

• Congratulations 
• Thanks 

• Yalla na lenn Yalla jubale 
• Amiin 

• May you be in good terms 
• Amen 

• Yalla na séy bi an barke 
• Amiin 

• May God bless the union 
• Amen 

• Yalla na Yalla jox doom 
yu barkeel 

• Amiin 

• May God gives you blessed kids 
• Amen 

NGÉNTÉ = BAPTISM 
• Ndokk sa bakkan 
• Ndokk sa wall 

• Congratulations 
• Thanks 

• Yalla na liir bi dund te wér 
• Amiim 

• May the baby live and be healthy 

Doom ji gòor la, walla jigéen Is the baby a boy or a girl? 
Doom ji numu tudd ? What’s the baby’s name? 
Am sa ndawtal  Here is you gift 

DËJ = FUNERALS 
• Siggil Ndigaale 
• Siggil sa wall 

• My condolences 
• Thanks  

• Yalla na ko Yalla yërëm 
• Amiin 

• May God take pity on him 
• Amen 

• Yalla na ko Yalla xaare 
Ajjana 

• Amiin 

• May God keep him / her in 
Paradise 

• Amen 
• Yalla na suuf sedd ci 

kawan 
• Amiin 

• May the earth be light on him / 
her 

• Amen 
• Yalla na fi gëj 
• Amiin 

• May God prevent death from 
returning here soon. 

• Amen 
 
Cultural Notes: 
Baptism or naming ceremony  
 
Special and religious ceremonies are really important to Wolof society. The presence of all 
the members, friends and neighbors are not only desirable but at some point obligatory in 
the eyes of the society. There are the moments one shows one’s participation in and 
adhesion to the social group.  
 
The Wolof baptism is called “ngente” and the naming ceremony is “tudd bi”. It takes place 
a week after the birth. If you want to attend the naming ceremony, you should be there 
around 9 am. The ceremony is composed the shaving of the baby, then the Imam or a 
learned man rubs his hand over the child’s head, prays and spits in its ears the name by 
starting from the right. Finally, a sheep is killed in his honor.  
 
Phrases to be said are mentioned in the tables.  
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Weddings  
 
Traditionally, marriage was arranged by parents, although this happens less frequently 
today. However, the families have great impacts in the marriage. Parents still place a great 
importance on their sons and daughters marrying in their own social groups (cast).  
 
The marriage in itself is called “takk” and is performed by the imam in the mosque and 
mostly neither the bride nor the groom attend it.  
 
The ceremony celebrating the move of the woman at her husband’s house is called “céet”.  
 
Funerals  
 
Most of the time, you may hear of the death of an acquaintance by women crying and 
shouting out. If it happens, try to visit the family as soon as possible to present your 
condolences. If it’s a male volunteer you can attend the burial but female volunteers should 
not; they need to be with women.  
 
You may give money or supplies to help the family with the funeral expenses, especially if 
you know the family well. The funeral day may be different from the day the person dies; it 
could be the third day or ñ week after.  
 
Gift of ceremonies  
 
As a volunteer, considered as a member of the community, you should bring gift to all 
these ceremonies. Cash is usually your best bet; it’s easy to carry, it’s always welcome and 
you don’t have to worry about unintended symbolism. Sometimes, you can give other 
supplies related to the need and reality of the community. The amount to give, is mostly 
based on how close you are to the person or family. However, the best thing to do is to 
observe and ask questions.  
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KSA: Xew yi aju ci diine 

(Religious ceremonies) 
In this lesson  
 

1. VOCABULARY  
a. Verbs  
b. Nouns  
c. Phrasebooks: Tabaski & Korite  

 
2. CULTURAL NOTES  

a. What are you expected to  
b. Ndèwènal  
c. Taajabòon  

  
 

Text 
 
Ci Senegal nikki fépp ci adduna bi, xewu diine yi benn lañu wante fii dañuy wax ci xewu 
jullit yi ak ni ñu koy defe ci réew mi ndax moo gëna ump wolonteer yi. Xewu jullit yi gëna 
siiw ci réewmi ñooy Korite, Tabaski ak Tamxarit.  
 
Korite mungi am bu koor gi jeexee. Fan yu mujj yi ci koor gi, nit ñi dañuy séentu weer wi; 
buñu ko gisee dañuy xëy wori. Ci bés bi, dañuy xëy génne mbuurum koor, gannaaw loolu 
góor ñi dañuy sangu, sol yéré yu rafet dem ci peñc mi walla jumaa ja pur jully. Bunu jullee 
ba pare danuy tambali baalante aq. Danuy togg ñam yu neex, maanaan danuy noos ci bés bi 
yépp. Bunu añee ba pare, xale dañuy ñaani ndéwénal, jigéen ñi dañuy sangu, solu, dem ci 
kër yi pur ziaar ak baalante aq. Ci bés bi yépp, nit ñi dañuy demalante, di baalante aq, bésu 
mbégte bu rëy la.  
 
Gannaaw ñaari weer ak ay fan, Tabaski mooy ñëw. Tabaski mooy magal jëfu yónnent 
Yalla Ibrahima, bi ko Yalla santee pur mu rey doomam Ismaayiila. Ci suba si, góor ñi 
dañuy sangu, sol yéré, yu rafet dem julli. Buñu jullee ba pare, dañuy rey xar yi. Ci bés bi 
yépp, dañuy lakk yapp, togg ñam yu neex; nit ñi dañuy demalante, di ziaarante ak di 
baalante. Niki ci korite, bunu añee ba pare, xale yi dañuy ñaani ndéwénal.  
 
Tamkharit moom, mooy mággal ndoorteelu atum jullit yi. Lu ci ëpp, guddi gi lanu koy 
mággal, danuy togg ay cere pur reer. Xale yi, dañuy taajabóon ci guddi gi. Bés la itam pur 
ziaarante ak baalante aq.  
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Vocabulary 
Nouns        Verbs  

WOLOF ENGLISH 
Xew  To happen 
Waajal  To prepare 
Julli  To do prayers 
Ump  To be unknown 
Siiw  To be famous 
Woor  To fast  
Dog  To break the fast 
Rendi  To slaughter 
Séentu  To  
Wori  To end the fasting 

moon 
Baal  To forgivr  
Baalante  To forgive each other 
ñaan To ask for something 

/ to pray (to ask God) 
Ñaani  To go to ask 
Ziaar  
Demalante  To go to each other 
Sant  To thank / to order 

so. to sth 
Lakk  To burn / to grill  
taajabóon  

 
Useful Phrases 
WOLOF TRANSLATION 

 
Danuy séentu weer wi We are seeking the moon 
Weer wi feeñ na The moon appeared 

• Déwénati  
• Fekkeel déwén 

• May God grant us life for next year 
• May you be present 

• Baal ma aq 
• Baal naa la 
• Yalla nanu Yalla boole baal 
• Amiin 

• Forgive me any wrongs I may have done you 
• I forgive you 
• May God forgive us all 
• Amen 

• Yalla nanu ko fekke ay at yu bari 
• Amiin 

• May we be present for years again 
• Amen 

 
• Jox ma sam ndéwénal 
• Am sa ndéwénal 

• Give me my money for the coming year 
• Here is your money 

Mbaa julli ngeen ci jamm I hope you prayed in Peace 
 

WOLOF ENGLISH 
Xew  Ceremony  
Xew-xew Event  
Diine  Religion  
Fépp  Everywhere  
Ci adduna bi in the world 
Jullit  Muslim  
Réew  Country  
Korite  End of fasting moon 
Tabaski  Ram’s feast 
Tamxarit Muslim new year 
Mbuurum koor Alm of the fasting 

moon 
Ci peñc mi in the public place 
juma Big mosk 
Aq  offences 
Ci bés bi yépp The whole day 
Ndéwénal  Gift / money to be 

given to kids in the 
afternoon of Korite or 
Tabaski 

Ndoorteel  Beginning  
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Cultural notes: 
 
What are you expected to do 
 
As a member of the community, you’ll be expected to spend the day in your family to see 
traditional customs. Since they are celebrations that are expensive, it would good for to 
contribute by buying soda, onions or potatoes.  
 
You are expected to get dressed up, you might have one traditional outfit made that will be 
appreciated. Women mainly wear theirs in the evening while men do it in the morning for 
the praying.  
 
You will be visiting people in the surrounding specifically the afternoon and the evening.  
 
Ndéwènal  
 
It is a gift that children are expected from adults in the afternoon of Korite and Tabaski. 
After lunch, kids dress up and go to visit neighbors and relatives to ask for ndèwènal (jox 
ma sama ndèwènal). As an adult, you should prepare some coins for this, in general you 
should give it to the kids you are familiar with.  
 
Taajabòon  
 
Taajabòon is like what kids do in the US during the evening of Thanksgiving. Here, it 
happens during the evening of Tamxarit, which is the celebration of the Muslin New year. 
Boys put on female dress and girls put on male dress, and they go from house to house beat 
empty containers as drums and singing the Taajabòon song. They ask for rice, millet, sugar, 
money and so on. They organized a kind of party with what they got from Taajabòon.  
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KSA: Askan yi ak seen diggante                                           
(Social groups and their relationships) 

 
  
 
In this KSA;  
 

1. VOCABULARY 
a. Social strata  
b. Phrasebooks: joking kinships  

 
2. CULTURAL NOTES 

a. Social stratification (Caste)  
b. How to deal with “caste”  

  
 

Text 
 
Ablaay Géy, mungi bokk ci askan bu rëy bu tudd askanu Ngéyeen, ñungi leendi dakkantale 
« Gey Basi njooroo ». Askan wi, ay géer lañu, dañu am ay géwélu juddu, ñungi bokk ci 
askanu géwél bu sekkeen; seen kilifë mooy Daga Sekk. Ñi sant Sekk ñungi leendi 
dakkantale « sekk si nganaar ».  
 
Daga sekk, lu weesu géwél bimu nekk ci Ablaay Géy, kallam la itam te ay xarit yu baax 
lañu. Ci sunu aada, Gewel moo lay waxal, moo lay taxawul say xew, moo lay fatteli sa 
démb ci ay woy ak ay jiin. Géwél yu jigéen ni, noo daan létt seen gèer yi te ñooy togg ci 
xew yi. Gèer gi, wallam mooy mu taxawu gèwèl bi, di ko teral.  
 
Lu weesu askanu géer ak géwél, am yenneen askan yu am solo ci Wolof yi. Am na tëgg yi, 
lu ci ëpp, ñoom ñooy liggèey lèpp luy weñ. Am na itam uude yi, ñoom ñooy liggèey lèpp 
luy der, niki dall, saak, kalpe walla ëw téeré.  
 
Bu njëkk, séy daanul am ci diggante askan yi te askan bu nekk ak liggéey yu mu 
baaxoowoon. Waaye, leegi mbir yi ñungi soppeeku ndank-ndank ak ndaw ñi.  
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Vocabulary 
Nouns        Verbs  

WOLOF ENGLISH 
bokk To be part of (here to 

belong) 
dakkantale A tag name / a praise 

name 
kallante To joke between 

kinships 
waxal To speak for someone 
Taxawu  To assist 
Fatteli  To remind 
Woy  To sing 
Woyaan  To sing someone for 

money in return 
Jiin  To praise / to eulogize 
Lètt  To dress the head 
Lèttu  To have one’s head 

dresses 
Teral   
Ëw To cover with leather 
Baaxoo  To be dedicated a 

role 
Soppeeku  To change 
jëflante To interact 
Xeeb  To look down sth / 

someone 
Bañ To refuse 
Nangu  To agree / to accept 
  
  

 
Cultural notes 
Social stratification or caste  
Senegalese traditional society is stratified by social groups called caste. Castes stemmed 
from the labor division that was in vigor formerly. Those who were working iron became 
tëgg, those who were working leather became uude, those who were working the wood 
became laobe, these who in charge of the oral tradition became gèwèl and the kings, 
soldiers and royal court became gèer.  
The relationship between these groups was specifically based on work, and no marriage 
was possible between the gèer who were the nobles and the others since they were all under 
the service of the gèer.  
 
How to deal with caste  
As a volunteer in rural area, you’d better be cautious about that and try to have as many 
information as possible, even though it’s something that is dying off slowly. When comes 
time to give role mainly, it’s good to know people ; because if the most important roles are 
given to those of the underclass, most of the people might not be interested in just because 
they will not be led by that person.  

WOLOF ENGLISH 
Askan  Social group 
Xeet  Race / type / kind 
Waaso Ethnic  
Mbokk  Relatives  
Ngéyéen The Géy family 
Géer  Noble  
Géwél  The social group that 

sing, praise … (griot) 
Tëgg  Blacksmith  
Uude  Leather worker 
Sekkeen  The Sekk family 
kilifë Chief  
kall Someone culturally 

meant to joke with 
démb Yesterday / history 
woy song 
Wall Share / part / role 
Weñ  Iron  
Der  leather   
Bu njëkk formerly 
Séy  marriage 
Mbir yi Things  
Ndaw ñi Young people 
Magg ñi Old people 
Léegi Now days  
Bu njëkk formerly 
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When you would like to let people know about ñ meeting or things like that, the « griot » or 
géer is the best person to turn to.  
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Li ci cet (about hygiene) 
 

Cet dafa am solo lool ci nit ňi ak seen dëkkuwaay, rawatina xale yi.  Bunu bëggee moytu 
yenn feebar yi danu wara fexe ba moytu salte ndax mooy jur doomu jangaro yi.  
Pur nu moytu salte danu wara tambali ci sunu dëkkuwaay. Danu wara bale sunu 
dëkkuwaay yi ba mu set, di lakk yenn mbalit, yenn yi nu def leen ci compost. Danu wara 
fexe ba ndox yi dunu taa, ndaxte taa-taa ndox yi daňuy yokk doomu jangaro yiy joxe 
feebar. 
Bu loolu weesoo, danu wara set ci sunu bopp. Danu wara raxas sunu loxo yi ak saabu: balla 
nuy lekk, bunu gènnee ci wannag yi, bunu liggéeye ba pare ak yenneen. Danu wara 
toppatoo xale yi ba nu set, danu leen wara sang bés bu nekk, di raxas seen loxo saa yu 
nekk, rawatina ballaa nuy lekk.  
Danu wara fexe ba am ndox mu sell pur naan, togg ak raxas seen ndab yi. 
Ndox mu sellul dafay yokk feebar. 
Lekk bu baax te sell am na solo ci cet tamit. Fi nuy togge dafa wara set rawatina ndab yi 
nuy jëfëndinkoo. Lekk bu sell nak, mooy lekk bu set te am ferňeent yu doy te wuute pur 
wérgu yaram nit ňi, pur aar leen te mooy dimbali xale yi pur ňu magg. 
Dëkkuwaay bu set, nit ñu set ndox ak lekk gu sell baax nañu pur dimbali nit ñi ñu mucc ci 
feebar yi deme ni sibburu, kolera ak biir buy daw te dina dimbali nit ñi ñu am dund gu sell. 
 
Vocabulary 
Nouns        Verbs  

WOLOF ENGLISH 
Set  To be clean 
Moytu To avoid 
Fexe   
Tëral pexe To develop strategies 
Salte / tilim  To be dirty 
Jur  To bring about 
Bale  To sweep 
Lakk To burn 
Taa  To stagnate  
Yokk  To increase 
Aar  To protect 
Mucc  To be spared 
Sell To be healthy  
Raxas  To wash 
Raxasu  To wash hands 
Sangu  To shower 
Yee   To sensitize 
Yeete To do sensitization 
 

 
 
 
 

WOLOF ENGLISH 
Cet  Hygiene  
Dëkkuwaay  Environment  
Pexe  strategy 
Rawatina  Above all 
Salte / mballit Trash  
Doomu jangoro Microbs  
Ndox yuy taa Stagnant water 
Wanag  Toilets  
Ndox mu sell Drinkable water 
Lekk gu sell Nutritious food 
Ndab yi  The dishes 
Ferñeent  vitamins  
Yi deme ni Such as 
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APPENDIX 

CLASS ENVIRONMENT VOCABULARY 
How do you say ……. In Wolof? Naka lanuy waxe ……. Ci Wolof? 
How do you write …….. In Wolof? Naka lanuy binde ……. Ci Wolof? 
What does it mean? Lan lay tekki? 
What is …….? Lan mooy ………….? 
What’s the difference between … 
and ….? 

Lan mooy wuute-wuute … ak …? 

Who is ……..? Kan mooy ….? 
Repeat! Waxaatal! 
Speak slowly! Waxal ndank! 
I don’t know Xamuma  
Is it clear? 
Yes it is # no, it is not clear 

Leer na? 
Waaw, leer na # déedéet, leerul 

Are you ready/ 
Yes, I’m # no, I’m not ready  

Pare nga? 
Waaw, pare naa # dédéet 
parewuma 
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LINKING WORDS 
ENGLISH WOLOF 
but Wante / waaye 
And  Ak / te 
With  ak 
So  Koon 
After that Gannaaw loolu / bi loolu weesoo 
If  Sufekkee 
Even ….. …… sax  
Even if Donte 
Also / too Tamit / itam 
Only  Rekk / kese 
For / to  Pur  
Before  Balaa / laata 
As  Nikki / kom 
Without  Saŋ 
That’s why Loolootax 
Almost daanaka 
It’s possible Mën na nekk 
It’s the same Benn la 
It’s not the same Du benn 
It’s correct  Noonu la 
It’s not correct Du noonu 
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TIME MARKERS 
ENGLISH WOLOF 
Now  léegi 
Sometimes  Leeg-leeg / yennsaay 
Some munits ago sanq 
Later  Ci kanam 
Yesterday  Démb  
Tomorrow  Suba  / ëllëg 
Last night  Biig  
The day before yesterday Bërki démb 
The day after tomorrow  Gannaaw suba 
Last year Daaw  
This year  Ren  
Next year déwén 
In ……  Fii ak …….. 
Within …… Ci diiru ……..  
Everyday  Bés bu nekk 
Always  Saa yu nekk 
Immediately  Ci saa si 
The first ……… ……….. bu njëkk 
The last ……….  ………. Bu mujj 
Next ………  ………Bii di ñëw 
Last ………… ……….. bi weesu 
Day  Bés / fan 
Week  Ayubés 
Month  Weer  
Year  At  
Often faraldi 
The other day  keroog 
A while ago sànq 
Right now Léegi-léegi 
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USEFUL PHRASES FOR DAILY NEEDS 
 
ENGLISH WOLOF 
Good morning (sir / madam) 
Good morning 

Asalaa malekum (soxna si \ sëriñ bi) 
Malekum salaam 

How are you? 
I’m fine 
 

Nanga def? 
Maangi fii rekk. 

What’s your name? 
My name is ………… 

Noo tudd ? 
…..Laa tudd 

What’s your family name? 
My family name is ……… 

Noo sant ?/ Sant wa? 
….La/ ….laa sant 

Are you married? 
Yes, I’m 
No, I’m not 

Am nga borom kër / Soxna?(polite way to say 
husband / wife) 
Waaw am naa 
Déedéet amuma 

How old are you? 
I’m ……….. old 

Ñaata at nga am? 
Am na… 

How many kids do you have? 
I have ………… 
I have no kid  

Ñaata bant nga am? 
Am naa….bant 
Amuma bant  

Where do you live? 
I live in ……………. 

Foo dëkk? 
…..Laa dëkk 

Good bye! 
Good bye! 

Ba beneen 
Ba beneen 

Who is this? 
It’s ………….. 
What’s this? 
It’s………. 
What’s this place? 
It’s …… 

Kii kan la? 
Kii…la 
Lii lan la? 
Lii….la 
Fii fan la? 
Fii….la 

Who is …..? 
It’s….. 
What is……? 
It’s……… 

Kan mooy…….? 
……mooy……. 
Lan mooy……..? 
……mooy…… 
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FOOD AND DRINK 

ENGLISH WOLOF 
Breakfast Ndékki 
Lunch  Añ 
Snack Njogonal 
Dinner  Reer 
To have breakfast Ndékki 
To have lunch  Añ 
To have dinner  Reer 
What do we have at lunch?/ at 
diner/ at breakfirst? 
We have …………… 

Lan lanuy añe? 
Réere? Ndékke? 

I’d like to wash my hands with soap. 
I’d like to eat with my hand. 
I’d like to eat with a spoon 

Dama bëgga raxasu ak saabu 
Dama bëgga lekke loxo 
Dama bëgga lekke kuddu 

Enjoy your meal! Lekkal ba suur 
Good digestion! Na rees ak jámm 
What’s your favored meal? Ban ñam nga gëna bëgg 
Pass me the sauce/water/bread 
please 

Jottali ma soos bi,ndox mi, mburu 

There’s no more ……… …bi jeex na 
Can I have some more … 
please? 

May ma…. 

I’m full Suur naa (këll) 
Thanks, I ate well Jërëjëf, lekk naa ba suur 
I’m not finished eating Pareeguma lekk 
The dish/meal is good Neex na, bare na 
The dish/meal is spicy …..dafa saf 
You are greedy Danga foqale / danga begg lekk        
I don’t eat meat Duma lekk yàpp  
I don’t eat fish Duma lekk jën 
I don’t drink alcohol  Duma naan sangara 
I have my water bottle Am naa ndox 
I’d like to have some coffee Dama bëgga naan kafe  
I’d like to have some tea Dama bëgga naan attaaya 
I don’t drink tea (at night) Duma naan attaaya (guddi) 
It’s sweet  
It’s salty 

Dafa saf suukër 
Dafa saf xorom 

I can cook Mën naa togg 
I can’t cook Mënuma togg 
It’s spicy Dafa saf kaani \ poobar 
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DIRECTIONS AND TRASPORTATION 

ENGLISH WOLOF 
Where’s ……….. ? …fan la nekk? / Ana …… ? 
Would you mind to show me the 
way to ……….? 

Yoon u ….. bi fan la? / Ana yoon 
u…… 

Turn right Jáddal ci sa ndeyjoor 
Turn left Jáddal ci sa cammoñ 
Go straight Jubalal 
Go up to ………….. Demal ba ci….. 
It’s far from …. Sore na…bi 
It’s close to Jege na….bi 
It’ next to ……..  Mungi ci wetu …bi 
It’s opposite ……. Mungi jakkarlook….bi 
It’s in front of ……. Mungi ci kanamu…bi 
It’s behind  Mungi ci gannaaw…bi 
I’m lost  Dama réer 
Where is the bus station? Garaas bi fan la nekk ? 
Where can I find a “charrette” 
for …? 

Fan la mëna ame saret pur dem…. ? 

At what time is the bus leaving? Kaar bi, ban waxtu lay dem? 
How much is the ticket? Paas bi ñaata la? 
I can pay ….. for my 
luggage/sack. 

……laa mëna fay pur saak bi / 
bagaas yi 

Drop me here / at the next stop May ma fii / ci are bi 
I have stuff at the top / back Am naa bagaas si kaw / ci maal bi 
Don’t touch my stuff Bul laal samay bagaas 
Don’t touch me Bul ma laal! 
Leave me alone! Baayi ma! 
Don’t bother me Bul ma sonnal! 
Get away! Sori ma! 
Get your hands off! Teggil sa loxo si man 
Give me my change Jox ma sama weccit 
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SHOPPING 
ENGLISH WOLOF 
Where is the shop? Ana butig bi? 
Do you have ……….? Am nga….? 
Yes, I have  
No, I have not 

Waaw am naa… 
Déedéet amuma 

I’d like to buy ……… Dama bëgga jënd… 
Sell me ….. Jaay ma …. 
How much is …….? ….Ñaata la? 
It is too expensive , lower the 
price 

Seer na, wañňi ko 
 

I have not lot of money Amuma xaalis/dama bank 
Do you have the change of … Am nga weccit u….? 
 
 
 
 
 

WEATHER / TIME/ DATE 
ENGLISH WOLOF 
It’s hot Dafa tang  
It’s cold  Dafa sedd 
It’s wet Dafa guus 
It’s dark Dafa lëndëm 
It rains  Dafay taw 
It’s foggy Dafay lay 
It’s cloudy Dafa xiin 
There’s a thunder Dafay dënu 
There are thunder lights  Dafay melax 
The wind is dry Dafa mbòoyò 
It’s dusty Dafa pënd 
It’s windy Dafa ngelaw 
I’m hot / cold Dama tang \ liw 
What time is it? 
It’s 

Ban waxtu moo jot? 
…jot na. 

What is the date today? Téy la lan?  
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HEALTH/ EMOTIONS 
ENGLISH WOLOF 
What’s wrong with you? Lan la ? / lu la jot? 
What hurts you? 
My …….. hurts 

Lu lay metti ? 
Sama…mooy metti / dafay metti 

My throat hurts Sama baat mooy metti 
I have a stomachache  Sama biir dafay metti 
I have a headache  Sama bopp dafay metti 
I have a toothache  Sama bëñ dafay metti 
I throw out / vomit Damay woccu 
I’m dizzy / giddy Damay miir 
I have the cold Dama sojj 
I have the malaria Dama sibiru 
I have a fever Sama yaram dafa tang 
I have the diarrhea Sama biir dafay daw 
I’m constipated Dama seere 
I’m not in good shape / fit Téy sawaruma \ sama yaram neexul 
I can’t sleep Mënuma nelaw 
I can’t eat Mënuma lekk  
I can eat nothing Mënuma lekk dara 
I have no appetite Xiifuma 
I’m taking medicines Damay jël ay garab 
I feel better Maangiy tane/feex 
I’d like to talk to the doctor Dama bëgg wax ak doktor bi 
Good recovery Yal na yalla fëgg sa bopp! 

Yal na  la yalla yëkkati! 
I’m mad / angry Dama mer 
I’m happy Dama beg/kontaan 
I miss ….. Dama namm …… 
I’m sad  Sama xol neexul 
I don’t trust ……..  Wòoluwuma …… 
I’m ashamed  Dama rus 
I’m shy Dama am kersa 
I’m confused Dama jaxaso 
I’m discouraged Dama taayi 
I’m overwhelmed Dama bare liggeey /  

Sama bopp dafa fees 
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CEREMONIES 
ENGLISH WOLOF 
Funerals  Dëj  
My condolences  
May God welcome him/her in 
paradise 
May he/she rest in peace 
May the earth of ….. be light on 
her/ him 

Siggil ndigaale ! 
Yal na ko yalla xaare ajjana 
Yal na suuf sedd ci kawam 

Wedding  Céet 
congratulations Ndokkale 
Be happy in your wedlock Yal na sëy bi barkeel 
Baptism  Ngente 
congratulations Ndokkale 
Long life to the baby  Doom ji yal dund te am ndey ak 

baay/te barkeel 
 

 
 

INDIRECT COMMUNICATION 
ENGLISH WOLOF 
BORROWING ABB / LEB 
It’s forbidden by Peace 
Corps(bike / medecines) 

Corps de la Paix dafa koy tere 

It’s light Dafa oyof 
It’s for the work Pur sama liggéey la 
I have no money Amuma xaalis 
I’m broke Dama bank 
The next time Beneen yoon 
DATING DOXAAN 
My fiancé is waiting for me in 
the US 

Sama far / coro miungi may xaar ci 
Amerik 

I’m not here for that Nekkuma fi pur loolu 
It’s not possible Mënul nekk 
I’m married  Dama am jëkkër / jabar 
Don’t waste your time Bul yàq sa temps 
Stop joking Bayyil kaf 
I’m your sister Sa jiggéen laa 
INVITATION INVITATION 
I’m busy, I have no time Dama japp, amuma jot 
Let’s call it next time Nanu bayyi ba beneen 
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I don’t go out at night Duma génn guddi 
ASKING FOR … ÑAAN 
It’s a gift from … Sama … moo ma ko may 
I have already given alm(beggars) Saraxe naa ba pare / sarax si agg na 
 

USEFUL EXPRESSIONS 
ENGLISH WOLOF 
I don’t speak wolof well déguma wolof bu baax 
I don’t understand wolof well Dégguma wolof 
I don’t know Xamuma 
Speak slowly please Baal ma waxal ndánk 
Speak louder please  Baal ma waxal ci kaw 
Repeat please Baal ma waxaataal /baamtuwaat ko 
How do you say … in ….? Naka lañuy waxe… 
How do you write …. ? Naka lañuy bind…. 
What does ……. mean? Lan lay tekki? 
I’d like to go to the toilet Dama bëgga dem ci wanag bi 
To charge my cell-phone Sarse sama portable 
To wash my hands Raxasu 
To go to the market Dem marse  
To review my lessons Nafar samay lessoŋ 
To practice my wolof Waxtaan ci wolof 
To wash my clothes  Fòot 
To wash the dishes Raxas ndap 
To sweep my room Bale sama néeg 
To help my brother with… Dimbali sama mag ci… 
To learn how to make tea Jáng xiim attaaya 
To rest Noppalu 
To have a walk Doxantu 
To lay down Tëddi 
To sleep a bit  Nelaw tuuti 
To write a letter Bind ay bataxal/leetar 
To go to the well Dem teen ba  / rooti 
To be alone Weet / soxla sama bopp 
To clean my lamp Fomp sama lamp 
To buy a lamp-oil Jënd petorol 
To take a shower Sangu 
To buy a coke Jënd coca 
To discuss with … Waxtaan ak 
To go out with friends Génn ak samay xarit 
To do my homework  Def samay “devoirs” 
To play soccer Football/basket 
To visit friends Seeti samay xarit 
To play sport dawi 
Help! Walooy! 
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ACTION VERBS IN WOLOF 
WOLOF FRANCAIS ANGLAIS 
Aar Protéger To protect 
Abal Prêter To lend 
Abb Emprunter To borrow 
Agali Terminer To finish 
Agsi / agg Arriver To arrive 
Añ Déjeûner To have lunch 
And ak / àndal Aller avec To go with 
Bind Ecrire To write 
Bokk Faire partie de/ 

Partager 
To be part of / 
To share 

Dagg Couper To cut 
Daje Rencontrer To meet 
Daw Courir To run 
Dawal Conduire  To drive 
Dëb Piler To pound 
Def Faire To do 
Defar Preparer/Reparer To make/To 

repair / to fix 
Deglu Ecouter To listen 
Delloo Rendre To give back 
Dellu Retourner To return 
Dellusi Revenir To come back 
Dem Aller To go 
Denc Garder To keep = To 

save money 
Diggal Conseiller To give advice 
Dimballi= 
jappale 

Aider To help 

Dindi Enlever To take off 
Dolli Ajouter To add 
Dox Marcher To walk 
Doxantu Se promener To take a walk 
Dundal Nourrir To feed 
Fanaan Passer la nuit To spend the 

night 
Fatte Oublier To forget 
Fatteliku Se rappeler To remember 
Fay Payer To pay / to turn 

off 
Fecc Danser To dance 
Féey Nager  To swim 
Fo ak Jouer To play with 
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Fòot Laver le linge To wash clothes 
Faj Soigner To heal 
For  Ramasser To pick up / to 

collect 
Bàyyi Laisser To leave 
Fekk Trouver To find in a 

place 
Door Commencer To begin 
Dòor Frapper To hit 
Gëstu Faire des 

recherches 
To do researches 

Jagal Parfaire To perform 
Jòge Quitter To leave 
Jëflante Interagir To interact 
Gónt Aller au travail 

l’apres-midi 
To go for work in 
the afternoon 

Jadd Tourner  To turn 
Wonale Présenter 

quelqu’un 
To introduce 
someone 

Jubal Aller tout droit To go straight 
Jëfandikoo Utiliser To use 
Jooy Pleurer To cry 
Jëw Médire To Gossip 
   
Metti Faire mal / Avoir 

mal 
To hurt 

Nafar Réviser To review 
Naaje Etre en retard le 

matin 
To be late in the 
morning 

Ñaan  Demander / 
Prier 

To ask for /  To 
pray 

Nuyu  Saluer To greet 
Ndokkeel Féliciter To congratulate 
Jégal Excuser 

quelqu’un 
To excuse 
someone 

Jégalu S’excuser To apologize 
Soñ / Ñaax Encourager To encourage 
Sàcc Voler To steal  
Saytu Gérer To manage 
Sëlmu Se laver le visage To wash one’s 

face 
Sol Porter un 

vêtement 
To wear 

Solu S’habiller To get dress 
Taggat Former To train 
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Tëdd Se coucher To lay down 
Tëddi Aller au lit To go to bed 
Soppi  Changer To change 
  
 
Gërem = Sant Remercier To thank 
Génn Sortir To go out 
Gis Voir To see 
Indi Apporter To bring 
Jaar Passer  To pass by 
Jël Prendre To take 
Jòg Se lever To get up 
Jaay Vendre To sell 
Juum  Se tromper To make a 

mistake 
Jéem Essayer To try 
Jënd Acheter To buy 
Jéggi Traverser To cross 
Jox Donner To give 
Jottali Passer To pass …… 
Jot Recevoir To receive 
Jáng Apprendre=Etudier To study 
Jangale Enseigner To teach a 

subject 
Jàdd Tourner To turn 
Laaj Demander a To ask 
Leb Emprunter de 

l’argent 
To borrow money 

Lebal Prêter de l’argent To lend money 
Lekk Manger To eat 
Liir Lire To read 
Liggéey Travailler To work 
Moom Appartenir To belong 
Màggal Célèbrer To celebrate 
May Offrir To offer 
Moytu Faire attention To be aware of 
Naan Boire To dring 
Noppalu Se reposer To rest 
Nelaw Dormir To sleep 
Nettali Raconter To tell 
Ndekki Prendre le petit 

déjeûner 
To have breakfast 

 
Ñëw Venir To come 
Ñibbi Rentrer To go home 
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Ñibbisi Rentrer To be at home 
Ñawlu Se faire faire un 

vetement 
To have make a 
clothe 

Raxas Laver To wash 
Raxasu Se laver les mains To wash hands 
Reer Diner To have dinner 
Réer Se perdre To be lost 
Root Puiser de l’eau To fetch water 
Sangu Se laver To shower 
seeti Rendre visite To visit a person 
Seetsi Recevoir une 

visite 
To be visited 

Seetaan Regarder To watch 
Seetlu Remarquer To notice 
Seet = Ut Chercher To look for 
Sol Porter/ Remplir To wear /To fill 
Sooga + verbe Venir de To have  just 

+verbe 
Tànn Choisir To choose 
Taal Allumer To turn on 
Tallal Continuer To go straight 
Tàggu Dire au revoir To say good bye 
Tamballi Commencer To start 
Tëj Fermer To close 
Togg Preparer To cook 
Toog S’asseoir To sit 
Toppatoo S’occuper de To take care of 
Ub Fermer To close 
Ubbi Ouvrir To open 
Uppu  S’eventer  
Wàcc Descendre To go down 
Woccu Vomir To vomit 
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STATIC VERBS IN WOLOF 
 

WOLOF FRENCH ENGLISH 
Sawar Etre dynamique To be energetic 

Am Avoir To have 
Am…jot Avoir du temps To have time 

Am…jafe jafe Avoir des problemes To have probems 
Am…..kerso Etre timide To be shy 

Am njarin/solo Etre important To be important 
Am pas pas Etre motive To be motivate 

Bank Etre fauche To be broke 
Baax Etre gentil To be nice 
Bëgg Vouloir To want 
Bees Nouveau To be new 

Bég/kontaan Etre content To be happy 
Bon Etre mauvais To be baad 
Dégg Comprendre/Entendre To understand/Hear 

Dëggër Etre dur To be hard 
Deňkumpa Etre curieux To be curious 

Diis Etre lourd To be heavy 
Doywar Bizarre Bizarre 

Dof Etre  fou To be crazy 
Feebar Etre malade To be sick 

Fiir /ñee Etre jaloux To be jealous 
Gëm Croire To believe 

Gëmmentu Avoir sommeil To be sleepy 
gëj Il y a longtemps It’s a long time…. 

Géey S’ennuyer 
Etre ennuyant 

To be bored 
To be boring 

Jaaxle Etre inquiet To be worry 
Jege Proche To be Close 
Jeex Etre fini To be finished 
Jeex Maigrir To loose weigh 
Leer Etre clair To be clear 

Lëndëm Faire sombre To be dark 
Liw Avoir froid To be cold 
Mel Ressembler To look like 
Mer Etre fache To be angry 
Mën Pouvoir Can 
Mës Avoir/Etre deja To have already 
Miin Etre familier To be familiar 
Muus Etre intelligent To be smart 
Moom Appartenir To belong 
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Namm Manquer To miss 
Nay Etre pingre To be stingy 

Nekk Etre situe To be located 
Neex Etre delicieux To be delicious 
Nee Envier To envy 

Nuròo Se ressembler To look like 
Noppi Etre calme To be calm/quiet 
Nooy Etre doux To be soft 

Njaxlaf Etre actif To be active 
Oyof Etre leger To be light 
Pare Finir To finish 
Ragal Avoir peur To be afraid 
Rafet Etre joli To be pretty 
Reew Etre impoli To be rude 
Rus Avoir honte To be ashamed 

Saf Kaani Epicé Spicy (with hot 
pepper) 

Saaf Poobar Epicé Spicy (with pepper) 
Saaf Suukar Sucré Sweet 
Saaf Xorom Salé Salty 

Sawar Etre actif To be active 
Sedd Faire froid To be cold 
Set Etre propre To be clean 

Sopp Aimer To like 
Soxla Avoir besoin de To need 

Sori \ sore Etre loin de To be far 
Tàmm Avoir l’habitude de To be in the habit of 

doing something 
Tàng Avoir/Faire chaud To be hot 
Tayel Etre paresseux To be lazy 
Tilim Etre sale To be duty 
Tooy Etre mouille To be wet 
Tòoy Etre timide To be shy 
war Devoir Must/Have to 

Weet (Pers) Etre seul To be alone 
Weet (Place) Calme To be calm 

Wòolu Avoir/Faire confiance To trust 
Wòor Etre sûr To be sure 

Wuute Etre different To be different 
Xam Savoir/Connaitre To know 

Xalaat Penser To think 
Yaakaar Esperer To hope 
Yaatu Etre large To be large 
Yágg Durer To be for a long 

time/ to last 
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Yaru Etre poli To be polite 
Yomb Etre a bon marche 

Etre facile 
To be cheap 
To be easy 
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VOCABULAIRE TECHNIQUE 

Verbs related to AG/AGFO/Uag programs 
ENGLISH   FRENCH   WOLOF 
To grow   cultiver   bay 
To seed/to sow  semer    ji 
To plant   planter    jëmbët 
To broadcast   semer à la vole  saaw 
To germinate   germer    sax 
To sift    tamiser    tame 
To protect   protéger   aar 
To mix    mélanger   jaxase 
To measure   mesurer   natt 
To water   arroser    roose 
To take care of  s’occuper de    toppatoo 
To dig    creuser    gas 
To harvest (peanut)  récolter (arachides)  déqi 
To harvest ( cereals)  récolter (cereales)  gòob 
To pick   cueillir    witt 
To pull water   puiser    root 
To gather   rassembler   dajale 
To pound   piler    dëbb 
To dry    sécher    weer/wowal 
To put    mettre    def 
To cut    couper    dàgg 
To clear the field  preparer le champs  ruuj/faras 
To choose   choisir    tànn 
To tie up   attacher   takk/yeew 
To keep   garder    deñc 
To weigh   peser    peese 
To add    ajouter    yokk 
To weed   desherber   buddi/bay ñax 
To bring   apporter   indi 
To transport   transporter   yòbbu 
To enclose   cloturer   ñag 
To blossom   fleurir    tòor-tòor 
To rain    pleuvoir   taw 
To burn   bruler    lakk 
To fill    remplir    sol 
To wind   venter    ngelaw 
To have a meeting  avoir une reunion  am ndaje 
To show   montrer   wone/won 
To soak   tremper   xooj 
To rake   ratisser    rato 
To diminish   diminuer   waññi 
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To separate   separer    xajale 
To sprout/to open out  éclore/épier   focc 
To take   prendre   jël 
To improve   ameliorer   baaxal 

 
VOCABULAIRE TECHNIQUE 

AG/AGFO /Uag 
Place/trees/vegetables/crops 

 
Places    les places   bërëb yi 
Field    champ    tool 
Garden    jardin    sardeñ 
Tree nursery   pépiniére   pepiñeer 
Bush    brousse   àll bi 
Well    puits    teen  
Deep bore well  forage    foraas 
Walking-in-well  seane    seyaan 
Seasonal pond   marigot   déeg 
Attic/loft   grenier    sàq 
 
Tree    arbre    garab 
Lemon    citron    limon 
Mango    mangue   mango 
Cashew tree   anacardier   garab u darkase 
Cashew nut   noix d’acajou   saal u darkase 
Baobab tree   baobab    guy 
Branches   branches   car/ banqaas 
Roots    raciness   reen 
Leaves    feuilles    xob  
Bark    ecorce    xas 
Sap    séve    meem mi 
Trunk    tronc    dàtt 
Fuel wood   bois de chauffe  matt 
Charcoal   charbon   këriñ 
Fruit    fruit    meññeef 
 
Vegetables   legumes   lejum 
Cassava   manioc    nimbi 
Bitter tomato   aubergine amére  jaxato 
Okra    gombo    kanja 
Squash    courge    naajo 
Hot pepper   piment    kaani 
    Oseille    bisaab 
Eggplant   aubergine   batañse 
Cabbage   chou pommé   suppome 
Potato    pomme de terre  pombiteer 
Turnip    navet    nawe 
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Tomato   tomate    tamaate 
 
 
Beans    haricot    ñebbe 
Sweet potato   patate douce   pataas 
Mint    menthe    naanaa 
Onion    oignon    soble 
Green pepper   poivron   kaani salaat 
Cucumber   concombre   konkombar 
Lettuce    salade    salaat 
Garlic    ail    laaj 
Cereals    cereales   pepp 
Rice    riz    ceeb 
Millet    mil    dugub(suuna/saño) 
Sorghum   sorgho    basi 
Corn    maïs    mboq 
Peanut    arachide   gerte    

Miscellanous 
 
ANGLAIS   FRANCAIS   WOLOF 
Environment   environement   Li ñu wër 
Direction   direction   Wet/Yoonu 
Road    route/piste   Yoon 
Wind    vent    Ngelaw 
Slope    pente    Pànt 
Group    groupement   Gurupmaa 
Population   population   Nit ñi/askan 
Family    famille    Waa kër/njaboot 
Household   traveau ménangers                  Liggéey u kër 
Ethnic group   groupe ethnique  Xeet 
Village chief   chef de village   Seef de wilaas/ boroom dëkk 
Village leaders     notables   kiliay dëkk bi 
Season    saison    Jamano 
Rainy season   saison des pluies  Nawet 
Dry season   saison séche   Noor 
Income    revenu    Am-am 
Activity   actives    Yëngu-yëngu 
Economic activities  activités economiques  Liggéey yuy indi xaalis 
Trade    commerce   Njaay mi  
Salary    salaire    Payoor 
Animal husbandary  élevage   Yaum jur 
Land    terre    Suuf 
Seed     semences   Jiwu  
Food    aliment    Ñam/dund 
Constraint   contrainte   alankoor 
Rain    pluies    Taw 
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Drough   sécheresse   Bekkoor 
Fertilizer   angrais    Angare 
Harvest   récolte    Mbay mi 
Animals   animaux   Mala yi 
Wildlife   animaux sauvages  Rab u àll 
Cattle/livestock  betail    Bayyima yi 
Hunting   chasse    Rëb 
Horse    cheval    Fas  
Donkey   ane    Mbaam sëf 
Pig    porc/cochon   Mbaam xuux 
Cow    vache    Nag  
Chicken   poulet    Ginaar 
Rooster   coq    Séq 
Dog    chien    Xaj 
Cat    chat    Muus 
Sheep    mouton   Xar 
Goat    chévre    Béy 
Rabbit    lapin    Lëg 
Bird    oiseau    Picc 
Rat    rat    Kaña 
Warthog   phacochére   Mbaam àll 
Insects                insects    Gunóor 
Termites   termites   Max 
Animal food   aliment de betail  Dundu jur gi 
Hay    fanes    Ngooñ 
Tree species   types d’arbre   Xeet u garab 
Shace tree   ombre    Ker u garab 
Plantation   plantation   Tool 
Orchard   verger    Tool u garab u meññeef 
Manure   fumier    Neefare/fiime 
Compost   composte   Tos 
Nutriments   elements mineraux  Ferñeent yi 
Weeds    mauvaises herbes  Ñax 
Pest management  gestion des insects  Musluwaay u gunóor yi 
Pesticide   pesticide   Poson 
Ashe    cendre    Dóomutaal 
Fence     haie    Ñag 
Live fence   haie vive   Ñag buy dund 
Wind break   brise vent   Liy fanq ngelaw/Biriis wan 
Natural regeneration  regeneration naturelle  Saxayaay 
Stalks    tiges    Getax/ Gattax 
Land owner   propriétaire terrien             Borom suuf 
Fallow land   jachére    Noppal suuf  
Land conflict   conflit foncier   Xëccóo suuf 
Spigot    robinet    Robine     
Depth    profondeur   Xóotaay 
Water storage   conservation de l’eau  Deñcum ndox mi 
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Water erosion   erosion hydrique  Suuf suy yol 
Soil degradation  degradation du sol  Suuf su yaqu 
Sand    sable    Suuf  
Clay    argile    Ban 
Loam    limon    Kalkeer 
Dune    dune    Ganus 
Bad soil   terres ingrates    Suuf su bon  
Types of soils   types de sol   Xeet u suuf yi 
Protection   protection   Kaarange 
Mud stove   foyer amélioré   Furnó ban ak suuf  
Hole     trou    Pax /kamb /bën-bën 
Spacing   écartemant   Diggante 
Action plan   plan  d’action   Tërëlin u liggéey bi 
Student   éléve    Ndongo / eleew 
Teacher   enseignant   Jàngalekat 
School    école               Ekool / daara 
Lesson    lecon    Lëson 
Farmer    fermier    Baykat 
Plastic bags   gaines    Mbuus  
Meeting   reunion   Ndaje 
Health    santé    Wérgu yaram 
Trash    ordures    Mbalit 
Trash can   poubelles   Defukaay u mbalit  
Hygiene   hygiene   Cet 
Standing water  eau stagnante   Ndox yu taa 
Grass    herbes    Ñax 
Latrine    latrine    Duus 
Mixture   mélange   Njaxas 
Chicken coop   poulailler   Ngunu 
The heat    la chaleur   Tàngaay bi 
Water                                      eau                                           Ndox 
Fence                                      haie                                          Ñag 
Shade                                      ombre                                      Ker 
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Tools related AG/AGFO/ Uag programs 
 
ANGLAIS                 FRANCAIS                     WOLOF 
 
Hedge clippers           Cisaille à haies               Sisaay 
Rake   Rateau                            Rato 
Pruning shears  Sekateer                          Sekateer 
Sickle/hook  Faucille                          Saartu 
Brooom  Balai                               Bale 
Wheel barrow  Brouette                          Burwet  
Shovel                        Pelle                               Peel 
Hoe                             Houe                               Daba 
Machete                      Machette                        Jaasi 
Hatchet                       Hache                             Semiñ 
Pick                            Pioche                            Pikk  
Pitchfork                    Fourche                          Furs 
Rope                          Corde                              Buum 
Watercan                   Arrosoir                         Roswaar 
Plastic bag                 Gaine                             Mbuus 
                              

 

 

 

 


